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''CYCLONE" Gates

are GOOD.
The Illustration (Fig. 171 in our Catalogue shows

the effective combination of Scroll Work and

Mesh which makes "Cyclone" Gates not only

strong and lasting, but elegant in design and

proportion.

Gttt a Catalogua of This and Many
Other Gates and Fenoea.

^^

Cyclone'^ Fence and Gate Co,

459 SWANSTON STREET
(Corner Franklin St.), MELBOURNE.

New Zealiid- 59 St. n'^ifk Street, Chrlstcbarch.

'^^mm

'-Wv^

^^^HETHEt tf i* • Drtm Skitr yon are LtuaOmrm^ • SflMBt Lmmm
a» mnfrti iMg for dM Children i Wear, rfocre u bm aa« PaHw*

—«b Starcb wtiKJi will CDSUC* Good Appearaac*. Ir't

COLMAN'S STARCH

Starch
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FIGHTING TO A
Mr. Watt: "I think the time

serve my •country best by taking-
Mr. Dtakin :

•
T intend to stay

IMelhourne
"
PimcJi-"

FINISH.
haiS come when I cai;
a little ruM hnuie."

and fight tliis out."

ri- //-f //

-s*^.
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IMelhourne "Punch-"
THE OHIEflP FEATTFR.ES.

In the picture artists are invited to paint of the Capita)
Site, the <"hiel' teaturea are to stand out clearly. So says
Home Affairs.

Here you haAe the Enterprising Artist painting th-

Chief Features. The view will be discoverexl over the

King's right shoulder.

Danks'

New I
Mill.

"BILLABONG" MILLS—made in

Australia claim your iiivestiga

tion. The Patent Sjieed Regu-
lator and Governor, the Renew

able Split Rearing ,
the Rail

Rearing!!, the ade<iuate Lubricating System,

the Simplicity of Construction, together with

the Strength of Structure, conduce to a reliable

and durable mill. And the prices are very

moderate, as you will admit upon receipt of

lists, etc. Send now. We aie the Manufacturers

and Patentees.

PROPTV. Ll/\l^IX^
& SON,
LIMITED.PROPTV.

391-399 BOURKE STRRET, AlELROURNE.

Pump, Trouj^hing and Windmill .Makers.

LEXXERS OOPIED WHILE WRIXING
By using youp own Letter Paper, Invoices, &cc,, with

You simply insert your writing paper in tlie holder and write. Whereupon you secure by the act of writing

perfect letter and a perfect copy (which remains in the book). There is no sign of copying, no p.;rforated edge.

Sample of the celebrated Zanetic Paper which produces this result, free from—

Tt. Ti.. ZA1»JETIC Zanetic Works, WeSford Road, LEICESTER,
if stiuiiped addressed envelope (.ncioseci.

One Complete N.S.C. 4/200 copying 200 Quarto or 400 Octavo Letters 3/9 post free

4/400 copying ^On^Ouarto or 800 Octavo letters, 5/- post free.

•KYMRIC' UNRIVALLED
-^ i:ye ointment and lotion. -<s^

"Curt's (.iranulation, Ulceration, Blig-lit, Sore and Inllaniod Eyes. Kestore.s Kyohislies.
Th's Utiive'sal Ointment and Lotion as a family salve has no equal, and should be

"use! witlioat. fear or hesitation. Testimonials posted. Ointment,
:3(j: Eye-Bath.s, 1

KYMRIC
Post free. Orders niu-st have enclosed P.N.

PTY., 62 Swanston Street,

6 : Lotion
,

"2 - and
jiayable to

Melbourne.
Ask your Storekeeper, or send dirict. Correspondence invited.

For general use m
The 'Allenburys' Diet is a complete and easily digested food. It is pleasant to take,

readily assimilated and speedily restorative. Whilst helping the system to recover

its tone and vigour, it forms an ideal food for general use. Prepared from rich milk

and whole wheat in a partially predigested form.

MADE IN A MINUTE
^ad:' boiling water oiily

—

Alien & Hanborys Ltd.

LONDON, England
and

Market Street, Sydney
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f BE MEASURED FOR YOUR SUIT.
Our simple s\'steni of self-nieasuie-
nient assures a perfect fit, you get
clotlies that are built for you alone—
iliat are stylish and distinctive. The
cost is less than )ou pay for ready-
mades, the cloth is superior to any-
thing you can buy elsewhere, being
the pick of the Huddersfield looms,
l^eal direct and save the middle-
man's profit.

SMART SUITS from 29 '6
l-'or the man willi the longer purse,
however, we can suppily suits from
the finest worsteds ot.tainable up to

53/-, which is our highest price, but

3'ou can't buy a better suit at any
price.

CLOTH IN THE SUIT LENGTH.
If preierred, we will suj3])ly )ou v\ith

cloth at from 10/6 the suit length,
wliich youi' own tailor can makeup.

OUR GUARANTEE.
Your money will Ije instantl\- re-

funded if, on inspection, you are
not satisfied.

FREE P.ATTERNS AND EASY SELF-MEASUREMENT FCRiV.
''-"' t«' any adtirLSs. Why not send a post card to-day?

GROVES & LINDLEY,
70, Lion Buildings, HUDDERSFIELD.

40 YEARS'

PERFECT HEALTH
and a.

SHAPELY FIGURE.

CONFESSIONS
OF A DEAF MAN.

An Elderiy Gentleman, Editor of a I>eading News- a
paper in Scotland, regained his hearine hy the

AKOU-SOUND INVENTION.
This machine has achieved marvellous results. Used
in Ear Hospitals and Deaf Institutions. Sent in the
United Kingdom on 14 Days' Trial and Hire toi suit-
able cases.

"
Confessions " sent FREE by request.

Reviewed by the press, including The Lancet.
Machines sent abroad ready for use.

AKOU-SOUND iNVENTIONS,
36R Arcade, Lord Street, LIVERPOOL.

B

T has been my one ambition throughout
my career to show every man and

woman how it is possible to obtain and
maintain perfect health and a shapely
figure by the simplest means. Everyone
l^nows to-day that regular bodily exercise

is a good thing for the maintenance of good
health and figure proportion. But it is not

everybody who knows that it has been left

to an Englishman to systematise and
erfect such means. There is only one
form of exercise that will correctly and

definitely restore the Body to its

healthy normal condition, and that is

to Stretch ! Stretch ! Stretch ! every
muscle and every limb for a few-

minutes each day. This is a state-

ment of which I defy contradiction.

Abnormal fees, alluring literature,

or sensational advertising do not in

reality count for anything. HT 5S

THE METHOD. I am the invctilior

of the stretching method of cnorcise

which is so nuich appreciated by over

100,000 of my pupils to-(_iay. Those
who would care to know more about

this simple and natural method may
do so by applying to-day for a copy
of my latCNl book eniitlcil

"
Stretch,

Stretch, or the Art of Physical

Beauty.
'

In this one volume will

be found a complete library of in-

formation on the efficacy of the

stretching method in curing and

removing the I'ollowing ailments

and defects :
—

l¥cak Heart, Flatulence,

Liver Disorders, Nervous Ailments,

Weal< 3ncl<,

Stunted Growth,

Organic Troubles,

Thi.3 book will be foitnd of great help and very instructive.

Those who are fit will learn how and why they should keep
fit. In fact every man and woman who lias the slightest

regard for their personal appearance or health will read my
latest book with interest. Please mention Review ofRrjiews.

WR!TE OR GRLL—
F. MEREDITH 3LEASE, 124, UguBoikI St., Londou, W.

F. MEREDITH CLEASE, The

British Pliysical Culture Expert.

Obesity,
Prominent Hips,

Protruding Abdomen,
Constipation,

Indigestion,

Lack of Symmetry,
Imperfect Bust

Development.

NO MORE BALD HEADS, NOR THIN AND POOR HAIR!

GOI^DE^W OIL/ AIR XONIO
Guaranteed to Cure and Prevent Baldness. Quickly stops the Hair falling- out.

GOLDEN OIL HAIR TONIC makes the hair to grow from
duration of the baldness is no

Were Golden Oil Hair Tonic generally used, in two or t'uee years' tin-e

there would be few, if any, ba'd-headed persons to be found in the

community, and in a brief period the peop'e of these Islands would iie

noted for the beauty and luxuriance of their hair.

who use GOLDEN OIL HAIR TONIC for a f^w
months will be charmed with the increased luxuriance

and Veauty of their liair.

GOLDEN OIL HAIR TONIC prevents premature greyness, will

not injure the most sensitive skin.

GOLDEN OIL HAfH TONIC for Ladies and Gentlemen. \n ]?. ill -

THE GOIL.D£:iSr OIL C3
London Agents : Messrs,

In cases of baldness,
cure.

age or the

LADIES

til first hour it is used,

impediment to a conip etc

GOLDEN OIL HAIR TONIC is .an ideal dressing for ihe hair o(
children. It not only ensures plentiful and beautiful Hair for life, but
it is a certain cure for Dandruff, Ringworm, .and ali disorders and
discomforN of the Scalp.

GOLDEN OIL HAIR TONIC is not a dye, but a natural Hair Food,
which can he used wiih saf> ty and advantage bv all. 'Poo much can-
not be said of its valuable properties; it amply justifies its ninie,

being a GOLDKN SPKCI KIC for everything periaining to the Scalp
and Hair.

Free by Post ,1' K.\ at 2 6, 4 '6, and 6 - (.\brcad i/- extra).

<d from all Chemists.
K.l .BUTLER & CRISPE, Whole>.ale Chtiiiists. S2, L Lrkcnivell Ko.i

ENGLi?9Ll«a'r>, a:
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L> &' C. Hardtmuth's

PENCILS
Nothing too good can be said about the quality of

the
" Koh-i-noor." Its silken touch and durability

make it the ideal pencil for every kind of pencil
work. One " Koh-i-noor "

easily outlasts six

ordinarypencils. Made in 1 7 Degrees and Copying.
O/ Stationers, &'c., everyvhere.

L. fir" C. HARDTMUTH. Ltd.. LONDON, England.

STRAIGHT FROM "AULD REEKIE."

Something Characteristically Scotch.

We will send, poitage paid, a packet of our famous

National Scotch Shortbread
made up in various formi and lizes, as follows .—

"NATIONAL" Shortbread - . - 1/7 2/8 and 3/10"
5 O'CLOCK "

Shortbread in biscuits - 1/4 1/10 and 2/5

"ORNAMENTED" Shortbread in fins 3/6 5/6 8/3 and 11/6

All as pure as they are delicious.

SEND Is. FOR AN ASSORTED TRIAL PACKET.
As one of the leading makers in Scotland, established since 1861.
we make only Shortbread of the highest quality, and have a

world-wide reputation for excellence.

A. RITCHIE & SON, 24 Princes Street (opposite Waverlcy
Station), Edinburgh, Scotland,

Dr. Eseiiwein..

SHORT-STORY WRITING
-V course of forty lessens in the history, toriii, struc-

ture, and writing of the Short-Story, taught by J. Berg
EsenweJn, Kditoi- Lippincott's Magazine.
Over one hundred Home Study Courses under projts-

sorsin Haii'ard.Brm'tt^Cnr'ti'tI.and othergreat Ameri-

ca?t Colleges. 230-page Catalogue Free. Please .Vddress :

The Home Correspondence School, Dept. 338, Springfield, Mass

HOW TO C O M M y\ N D MONLY
The new way and only true way ; not speculation, investment, the
turf stock exchange, but a Certain Way, which the author of "The
Ten Laws of Financial Success" (on card is. 2d.) has discovered, and
can he applied by anyone. Send today 2s. 2d. to the Talisman Pub-
lishing Rooms, Harrogate, for the book, which will translorm you, and
about which a London dai'\ said :

' One is less likely to die a pauper
after reading the book tlian before . . . .•X useful Staff." Us title is

THE ART or GETTING R I CH i

'-"
DR. HARLAN'S

BEAUTY-CUP MASSAGE
For the Face, Xeck, Arms, and Body.

'^ No one tvho oivns this 'joondej-ful little
^^^i"

Tnulu

Cut) need fear wrinkles or blackheads. 'Hf „
'^'"xrk

' ^ ^
NKI-V1T.\.

The simplicity of this scientific system of self-applied massage, and
the speed with which it clears the comple.\ion, nr:; almost beyond
belief A single soothing application produces le.uavkable results.

Dlackheads in many cases are banished in Go seconds. It pumps
impurities out of the blood by atmospheric pressure, rounds out the

cheeks, arms, bust, and neck, and plumps the waste places in the body
with wonderful rapidity. Acts directly on the circulation, and feeds

fresh pure blood to the ti.ssues, making the flesh finn and fair, and the

skin soft and satiny. Also makes the eyes ln-ieht, clear, and strong.

Cup sent by mail in plain wrapper—with FREE book, "
Beauty and

Health Secrets," of Priceless Valve—to any address.

lluiuir.-ds of unsolic'ted testitnotiiah.

Our Special Offer to Rei'.ders of "Review of Reviews."

THIS COUPON REDUCES PRICE 6d.

Reguhir advertised jirire 2, 1, but if you have not tried our .\lassager
before, this coupon entitles you to purchase at reduced price of 1/6
(Postage id., (>d. ali'nad . St-iul I' O. or st imps ami enclose this Advt.
Call or write: D. A HARLAN, Neu-Vita Association, 67- io8,

Exchange Buildings, Southwark, London, England.
Cojiyriglit. I [A^i ift-, w.iiited.

-R, R.

NOSES AND EARS.
NOSES.—The only patent Nose Machines in the

world. Improve ugly noses of all kinds. Scientific

yut simple. Can be worn during sleep.
Send stamped envelope for full p.irticulars.

RED NOSES*—My long established medically

appro>ed Treatment absolutely cures red noses. 3/9
post free. Foreign, 1/6 extra.

UGLY EARS.— Ihe Rubber Far Caps invented

by Lees Ray remedy ugiy outstanding ears. Himdreds
of successful cases. 7/6 post free. Foreign, 1,6 extra.

LKFS RAV, loE, Centr.al Chambers, LIVERP(KJL.

REMtMbER THIS-
The 'HIGH-SPEED"

GENTLEMEN
"EESI" Razor

.Vlre.i.i- lauieil ali over the w. rid. WILL SHWE YOU CLOSE and keep
its PEHFECI EDGE for all time, or your tuoiicv retuviicd al any time.

TME O.VLY RAZOR MADE OF PERFECT STEEL But Kcmeniber,

A.uain, Your Money Returned If Not Satisfied.

Prill- 10 6. in Solid l.c.ittier Case' — Two Razors, 21 -, in Solid 1 >ak Case.

Real Ivorv Hanille. I'o.sT I UI' E TH AN V COUNTRV. Ikautiful Present.

D. D. CODPER, Razor SpecUlis . 50 St. Enoch Sq , Glasoow.
T- >'..,.. I'r.t* tir.ll lL\}u-rielu:r.

ALL PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

ARMY, INDIA POLICE, UMVERSITIES, AND
ENCilNEERINQ SCHOOLS.

13 SUCCESSES (all 1st Trial) out of 14 sent up.

Sta/f : University Honours Men and 2 Examiners to Uni\ersity of London
LOWEST FEES Good Cliemical and Physical Laboratories.

EALING COACHING COLLEGE, EALING, W. Phone 684.

BEAUTIFUL PICTURE OFFERED FOR ONE SHILLING.
Our beautiful Collotype Pictures, when framed and

hung, add to the charm and attractiveness of any home.

They are supplied al the extremely lo\v price of 2S. 6d,

each.

We do not, however, want you to buy the pictures

without knowing more aliout them, so we are oftering \o

send Albert Moore's lovely picture, "Blossoms," for

the nominal price of IS., post free. Do not trouble to

buy a postal note ; enclose twelve penny stamps in your

letter, containing Order Coupon, and mail to-day.
With " Blossoms " we will send you a list of the other

CoMotypes, giving sizes.

COUPON.
Please send me "BLOSSOMS," for

which I enclose Is.

Name

To "The Review of Reviews,"
Alelbourne
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Commercial VeHicles

The following extraordinary features

are incorporated in the design of

the Daimler 3 -ton Chassis:

Chain-driven gear box—Special suspension of engine and gear box

—Both brakes on back wheels— Worm-driven back axle—Special

type of noiseless universal couplings with no wearing parts.

This design was decided upon after running 22 distinct types of

vehicles a distance of FIFTY MILLION MILES—exhaustive

tests of the Daimler 3-tonner have proved its superiority.

Chassis Price i:600

Illustrated Catalogue fully describing the complete

range of Daimler Commercial Vehicles, Agricultural

Tractors, and Omnibuses, sent upon application to

The Daimler Company Ltd.,

Coventry
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W.BILL'-T"'''
for genuine BRITISH^Alade CLOTHS.

Wholesale, Retail. Export. •

None but sound, iircprrachable cloths of British origin are

stocked ; and these in immense quantities—of weights, qualities, and
characteristi'-s suited to all couolries, climates, and purposes— my
trade being world wide. These can be tailored, if desired, bj- well-

establiihid firms in connection.

I

I

The following is a summary. The price varies with the weight, the cost
of the wool, and the difficulty or ease of manufacture.

Irish Tweeds fcr hard rough wear. Suit length, 19 3 to 27 6

Friezes i' r great coats and motoring. Ulster length, 24 - to 35 -

Scotch Cheviots for warm useful suit.*. Length, 22 6 to 30 -

Homespuns for spoit and lounge wear. Suit length, 15 - to 33 3

Heavy Tweeds fur cold climates. Suit length, 24 - to 29 9

Fuiest Flannels and Cashmeres for the tropics.
Suit length, 17 6 to 28 -

Worsteds and Angolas for ordinary wear.
Suit length, 21 -to 36 9

Serges, rt.ugh and smooth ; for yachtirg and general wear.
Suit length, 15, 9 to 32 6

Flannel Tweeds for semi-tropical wear. Suit length, 14,'- to 21 -

J'RK E LISTS and S.\MPLhS on api'licatiMn ; hut a visit to the warehouse
wheuevtr H>ssilile i« strongly reoomniended ; that is the i>n>iK'r manner t"

satisfy yourself of the Imna-tiiles of a Imsiness ami the integrity of thf
firm. To write Iwimtiastio advertisements is easy enough, anil it usually
follows that those who make the >:riates» promises are most deficient in

licrfcirmance*.

ir(/(>^"".*'— ii7i<-!v nil C'lmsi-otiil-we sli','i':l '•• ,ifl:l,-f,,vl—

31 & 29, GT. PORTLAND ST., W.

•

i

I

tT.
A.

Branch : 93, New Bond St., London, W.
HKimtLP, Lo.MioN." Estd. over 60 years. Tel. : Gfrk.ird

1 III 11
Gold Nibs to

Suit all Hands.

Waterman's
(
Ideal ^

FouiJgiiPen
To meet the requirements of a World of

Waterman's Ideal Fotintain Pen users, our

Factories produce over a million and a half

Gold nibs every year. The variety is bewil-

dering
—

every degree of fine, medium, and

broad pointed pens being mcUiufactured. All

pens are 14 ct. Gold and tipped with iridium.

W&term&n't Ideal in 4 Styles-Regular and
Self-Filling, 12 6 and upwards ; Safety and

Pump-Fillins, 15'- and upwards.

0/ Stationers and Jewellers everywhere.

L. & C. HARDTMUTH, LTD.,
Koh-i-nooi* House, London, England.

IMPROVED PATENTWILLS
NONSPLITTER Cricket Bats

The Nonsplitter Bat is to other bats

What thfi Taxi is to the Growler.

.i:.J7../)-.>

It has more driving power than

the very best of other makes. The
more play the bat gets the more
does the face improve. No more

chipped edges. No jar or sting.

EVERY BAT GUARANTEED
The Nonsplitter Bat has a thin

facing of specially prepared Chrome
leather Cradled into the blade and
fastened by a patent cement and

pressed by a powerful machine.
C. B. Fry, England's Batsman,
had two of the Nonsplitters

last season.

Every Nonsplitter Bat is good for

Plenty of Centuries. Made from

the choicest grown W illow. When
the leather wears away you still

have a perfectly tempered Bat.

Prices 17/6, 21 -& 25/-
SPECIAL TERMS TO SHIPPERS

Extracts from some recent Testimonials for

Nonsplitter Bats.

Zululan'l, S. Africa.—Do the bats last for

ever? We cannot wear these bats out, try
how \>ecan.— Y urs faithfully,

W. OGDEN.
British Columbia.— I never knew a bat as good

us ih"? Non^^plitier. and I appreciate its

drivintJ qualitie-;. In fact. I would not feel

comfortable a; the stumps without it.

C. FORbVTH.

Teston. Kent.—Kfnt County playfrs
have been using the- Nonsplitter Bat

atTonbridge. Hubble and the others
said it was very good and thouKht it

would want soleing several times be-

fore being worn out. Teston pla eis

all speak well of it.

V. READER.
Renfrew. N.R. — Tl-e Nonsplitter
Bats are a i;reat su-cess.

J. W. liRIGGS

Tarlow. Bucks.—I obtained 2 glorious
sixes with the bat yesterday 1 simply
sent the ball right out of the ground
without any efifort. I shall most cer-

tainly recoil)mend it.

W. D.AVIES.

Hundreds of t:slirronia s on our files.

SEND FOR FREE LISTS
Indents through Shippers

V Ll^LutJKX^ V^V-f. Lai\cashirc Spcrts Depot

OLDHAM, MANCHESTER
ENGLAND.
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Here's the Boot of Quality
For Home or Colonial Service.

^^^^mi^« Boots are built for

gentlemen who are

particular about every

detail of Footwear

Quality.Workmanship, and Comfort.

Per 31/- pair.

Fureig,, postage extra. Carriage paid in U.K.

THE '' FIFE
"

IS S.M.\KT IN APPEARANCE AND LIGHT IN WEIGHT.

Hand -Sewn from best materials. Box Calf, Glac6 Kid (Tan

or Black), all sizes. Send size (or worn boot) and P.O. O. pay-

able at Strathmigio P.O., Scotland. Illustrated Catalogue free.

WHERI.VER THE MAIL GOES—THE "fIFE" GOES.

A. T. HOGG, No. 138, STRATHMIGL.O, FIFE.
Pioneer and Leader of the

" Boots by Post
"
trade.

Set your Watch by Homan's

SUN CLOCK
(the up-to-date sundial),

AND YOU WILL ALWAYS HAVE
r THE RIGHT TIME.

lV?-i'ie for partiailars to the Inventor :

W. HOMAK, 20, Renfrew St., GLASGOW, Scotland.

Agents wanted everywhere. Pleas3 mention this magazine.
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This is an actual photograph of a piece of

BSIIM^
in the latest Antique grain..

It is indistinguishable from thc^

real leather, but wears much
better, is water and stain proof
and costs only about one-

quarter the:i)rice. ,

- . o

'A*k your furnishing houfe to

show you tamples.

The British Leather Cloth

Manufacturing Co. Ltd., '

>.

Hyde, near Manchester.
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A REMARKABLE LETTER BOX
LETTERS FROM FAMOUS PEOPLE.
AVHY DO THEY WKITE ?

\VHAT THE LETTERS SAY.
A ^WORIuD POST.

The Editor of " PUBLIC OPINION "

has been extraordinarily fortunate in receiving,' a large number of

letters in praise of his .Journal from people of all ranks and in all parts of the world and holding all sorts of

opinions. They display the bright side of the letter box—and a remarkable unanimity as encouraging as it is

unusual. There is absolute agreement on the fact that " PUBLIC OPINION "'

is to them of the highest value,
and supplies splendidly an urgent want not to be met elsewhere. It is the ideal pa[)er for the Australian.

OBJECT or PUBLIC OPINION."
"PUBLIC OPINON" is a unique paper, pre-

senting the cream of ail the best thought in the

best Papers, Magazines, and Bool<s on All Ques-
tions of the Day. Twopence weekly.

It is interested in SocJal Problems, in Religion, in

Politics, in Science, in Literature, in all Arts and
Orafta.

" PUBLIC OPINION "
IS non-party, and seeks only

reliaible facts and information. It is a great ac^iuisition
to any house, as it covers so wide a field and interests
everyone, for it is interested in everything. It is a
Newspaper Room, a weekly Library of New Books, and
always a cheerful and well-informed companion. It
goes all over the world, and makes an ideal present.
The infoirmation contained in this paper c-ould not

be obtained in any other way without the expenditure
of much money, much time, and much lal>our. Buy it

and you will save what " PUBLIC OPINION "
spends.

people: who praise " public ^ opinion.-
Earl of Rosebery, K.C.
Earl Curzon.

Viscount Haldane.

Mr. Andrew Carnegie.
Sir Hubert von Herkomer,
Sir W. M. Ramsay, LL.D.
Rev. Dr. W. H. Fitchett.

Dr. A. R. Wallace, O.M.

R.A.

Sir Alexander Simpson, M.D.
Sir W. Robertson Nicoll, LL.D.
Sir Gilbert Parker, M.P.
Prof. Sir W. Barrett, F.R.S.
Mr. Benjamin Kidd.
Rev. Stopford A. Brooke, LL.D.
Abbot Francis Casquet, D.D., O.S.B.
Rev. C. Silvester Horne, M.A.
Professor L. P. Jacks, M.A.

EARL OF ROSEBERY.
"
I can truly say that

" PUBLIC OPINION "
is a

weekly joy to me. It gives me just what I want to

read."
VISCOUNT HALDANE.

' What interests people is that which is expressed in

a conjcrete form, and has in it the touch of humanity.
Your paper will succeed if it can only keep up to this

standard, and I think you have brought it on the right
lines."

DR. ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE, O.M.
" ' PUBLIC OPINION '

is the best of papers. It has a

genius f>r perceiving not only what is of high import-

ance, but what is of interest in highly important
things. I admire the paper immensely, and never miss

it
"

Sir W. M. RAMSAY (Aberdeen).
"
I have for some considerable time Iseen a regular

subscriber to
' PUBLIC OPINION,' and never care to

miss it for a week."

Sir HUBERT VON HERKOMER.
" Your selection of current thought is worthy of all

praise, for it gives one the wholesome feeling that the

world is, after all, not going to the devil, but contains

tliinkers and good men and women."

Sir W. ROBERTSON NICOLL, LL.D.
Editor of the " British Weekly."

" Though a fairly diligent reader of newspapers, 1

never take up my ' PUBLIC OPINION ' without findmg

many tMngs I had contrived to overlook. It is not sur-

prising that the paper is growmgly a favourite with

the busy man who wishes to miss nothing.

Rev. Dr. JOHN CLIFFORD.
"I ought, long since to have said how I appreciate

your 'PUBLIC OPINION.' .You h^^ea, genius for

selecting the best of everytlimg, and with that even 1

am content." .._»,.-„
F. B. MEYER.

of the ever-changing and fascinating scenes through
which we are passing."

Mr. ANDREW CARNEGIE.
Mr. Andrew Carnegie says :—•" PUBLIC OPINION'

HAS MADE A GREAT IMPRESSION UPON ME. I

WOULD NOT NOW MISS IT FOR A GREAT DEAL."
Rev. Dr. W. H. FITCHETT.

"
I get your

' PUBLIC OPINION '

regularly, and find it

most interesting and valuable—a matchless bit of jour-
nalistic work. It ought to find a place, for one thing,
in every newspaper office outside London, for nothing
else I know gives such a reflex of the thought in the
current history of the world."

Editor of the " Hibbert."
Prof. L. P. Jacks, M.A., says :—

" By means of ' PUB-
LIC OPINION '

I learn many things which would
otherwise escape me."

FROM CHILE.
"
I think your paper excellent, and the very one for

foreign readers. Everything in it is put in such an
interesting and readable form that it is a real joy to

read."
FROM ZULULAND.

Mr. P. J. Harvey, of Zululand, writes:—"We have
our post by native runners for over 150 miles, and I

look forward to tlie weekly edition of
' PUBLIC

OPINION' with pleasure. I get just what I want
through vour paper. I have been in the habit of taking
in another, but three-fourths of it I never read. Yours

I can read from start to finish, and feel the wiser for

having done so."

FROM CHINA.
"I wish to express the great pleasure 'PUBLIC

OPINION' has been to me already," writes Mr. Robert

E Beddoe. M.D., from China.
"
It is just what I have

beefi looking for for many years—a digest of news and

oninions from the Englishman's viewpoint. I cou hi

wish that your paper went to every American family

every week. 'PUBLIC OPINION' commends itself to

me for its wholesome and moral tone-"
Rev. . . «.

^ . .

••
I would congratulate you on your present issues of

PUBLIC OPINION.' It gives a good weekly snapsliot

"PUBLIC OPINION" Edited by Percy L. ParKer. 1 wopence ^^ eekly.

\v;J^nf ^PUBTIO OPINION" will be posted free on receipt of a card sent to the Manager,
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THE HISTORY OF THE MONTH.
Melbourne, January 23, 1913.

The political .surprise of the month

Mr. Deakin's has been Mr. Deakin's retirement,

Exit. Unlike the ante-climaxes which are

customary among musical and

theatrical stars, there is every reason to believe that

Mr. Deakin's retirement is absolute and final. The

time chosen and the dramatic manner of the retire-

ment were characteristic of Mr. Deakin. Mr.

Deakin has, more than any other politician of his

time, made surpri'-ses fa.shionable. It may be

doubted whether he has served the best interests

of his partv bv relinquishing the leadership on the

e\e of a strenuous battle. Seeing that he does not

intend to be idle during the campaign or retire from

:icti\-e politics until the issue of the campaign has

been decided, a cleverer tactician might have judged
it to be politic in the interests of his party to keep

his resignation up his slee\-e until the numbers

should have been declared. Everybody, however,

regrets the reason of ill-health which has been the

determining factor in Mr. Deakin's resignation. His

is an horiourable and illustrious name in Australian

politics. He has rendered great services to Aus-

tralia, and in nothing more than by his efforts to

lay deep and broad the foundations on which the

Commonwealth should be built. Hi's great gifts

hiive made him worthy to stand with the most dis-

tinguished men of the Empire, and his admirers,

whose name is legion, will be disposed to say of him

that the hopes which he 'slew at his political death

were more than he slew in his life.

y The choice of a successor to Mr.

/^. The New Deakin in the Liberal leadership
Leader. rested between Sir John Forrest and

Mr. Joseph Cook, and the lot has

fallen on Mr. Cook. Sir John was by many

regarded as first favourite. He has commanding

qualifications for the position. He is a big man in

every sense—probably the biggest man in the pulilio

life of Australia to-day. He has been well de-

.scribed as a man of fine personal character, indom-
itable [)luck, sterling lovalty to his friends, ajid

absolutely frank in .his dealings with men. As in

this instance, he has more than once shown that he

can take defeat like a man, and his true character

is revealed in the remark made subsequent to the

election, that
"
the party's choice must be accepted,

and that members must rally round the new leader."

As the deputy leader of the party, but more on the

ground of service, Mr. Joseph Cook's prior claim

to the vacant leadership could scarcely be ques-
tioned. His party, by their votes, have recognised
that. Mr. Cook's political education has left him in

many respects the ablest man in the Liberal ranks.

He may not answer to all the requirements of a

popular leader. He has not Mr. Deakin's splendid

elorjuence, or Sar George Reid's power to entluise.

On the other side of the House, with ,1

solid Caucus backing, he would undoubtedly \)TO\x-

an ideal leader. As leader of the somewhat hete-

rogeneous Liberal Party, his task is not so easv or

his success so assured.

XThe character of the new Liberal

Romantic leader is indicated in his career.
Career. Yrom "

log-cabin to White House "

represents a triumph in personal
achievement no more worthy than that of from col-

liery boy to first Liberal statesman of the Com-
monwealth. Mr. Cook began life as a colliery lx)y.

Born in Staffordshire, England, in i860, at the

small mining town of Silverdale, Mr. Cook was

early 'sent to work in a coal mine. Despite the

disadvantages of his surroundings arid the charac-

ter of his employment, he realised the possibilities

of education and set himself to the task of acquir-

ing knowledge. His studies led him to anticipate
that he would have greater opportunities of suc-

ceeding in a new country than in England, and at
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Pholo. Alice Mills.

MR. ALFRED DEIAKIN.

Who has retired from the Federal Liberal Leadeiship.

Photo. Talma and Co.

MR. JOSEPH COOK,

The New Federal Liberal Leader.

the age of 25, with his wife, he came to Australia.

He commenced his new life at his old occupation

as a coal miner at Lithgow, N.S.W., and two

vears later was elected general secretary of the local

Miners' Lodge, with an honorarium of ;£jo a year.

This position he retained for several years. It was

the first foot on the political ladder. INlr. Cook

made his debut in Parlianient as the iState member

for Hartley, in the New South Wales Assembly.

He subsequently became a member of Mr. (now

Sir) George H. Reid''S Government, and successively

held the portfolios of Po.stmaster-General and JNIin-

istt-r of Mines and Agriculture. Retiring from State

politics at the time of Federation, Mr. Cook con-

tested the Parramatta seat in the Federal Parlia-

ment, and when in course of time the fusion of the

Ccok-Deakin party came about, he accepted office

as Minister for Defence. He has represented Par-

ramatta ever since he entered the Federal Parlia-

ment. ,,

On Monday, January 20, the doors

O'f the Commonwealth Bank were

simultaneously opened for busi-

ness in all the State centres, and in

.The Common-
vrealth Bank.

Lx)ndon, for the transaction of general banking

business. The f\t-nt was signalise<f by tiie receipt

bv the Go\-ernor of the Bank (Mr. Denison Miller)

of many expressions of goodwill from all parts of

the Commonwealth. It was certainlv an important

occasion, for, as the Governor of the Bank declared,

it is only a matter of time when the Commonwealth

Bank will be classed as one of the great banks of

the world, and become an important factor in deal-

ing with the finances of the States individuallv,

and the Commonwealth as a whole. The bank has

been started without capital. None is required at

the present time, but, as Mr. Miller points out. it is

backed by the entire wealth and credit of the Com-

monwealth, which is its best guarantee. It is in-

tended to conduct the business of the bank on sound

lines, and at the same time to establish^everv rea-

sonable facilitv to me<'t the growing requirements

of trade an<l commerce and the development of the

country's resources. The total deposits on the open-

ing day were ;^8i6.8o3 13s. lod. At the opening
of the Melbourne branch the Federal ^[inisters, who

opened accounts, and the Lord Mayor attended.
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From the Sydney Daily Telegraph.

THE HIGH COURT VACANCY.
Senator McGregor, wlieu moving the second reading' of

the Trade and Commerce Bill, and speaking ex cathedra
for the Federal Caucus:—"We want the views of our

party represented there, and we have them to some ex-

t-ent." He also declared that he looked forward to a time
when " the Constitution would be interpreted by the men
of Australia, and not by State-righters."

New South Wales has followed the

The Pledge example of Victoria in dealing with
Cure.

police court cases of drunkenness

by introducing what is known as

the pledge cure. The idea is to accept a pledge of

total abstinence for a definite period from persons

locked up by the police for drunkenness. In the

morning, while the men are awaiting the opening
of the court, in the courtyard, they are interviewed

V authorised missioners. Rapidly deciding which

v>f the cases are those who might be termed casual

drunks, the men are told that if they will sign the

pledge for a given period
—not less than six months

—the magistrate will be informed, and in all prob-

ability no conviction will be recorded against them.

It is expected that occasionally the scheme will be

imposed upon, but as those engaged in the work

get more experience this risk will be minimised.

One copy of the pledge has the name of the court

printed on it, and is kept as a court record, while

mother copy, with no reference whatever to the

court, is handed to the man who signs it. Another

feature of the scheme is that every person signing

the pledge is visited in his own home during the

same week, and a letter is also written him encour-

aging him in his new resolve. The experience of

five years' operations of the system in Victoria is

said to be that 25 per cent, of the persons charged

sign the pledge, and 80 per cent, of these keep it.

At least, they are not heard of again, and are there-

fore given the benefit of the doubt. That there is

scope for some scheme of reform of this nature h
shown by the fact that while in 1901 there were

21,000 convictions for drunkenness in New South

Wales, in 191 1 the number had gone up to 39,000.

During the first six days of the new reform move-

ment 173 men were charged with drunkenness at

the Central Police Court ; 59 of these were given
the opportunity to sign the pledge.

Owing to a combination of circum-

Tasmanian stances, the Tasmanian Government
Politics.

5^^^. gj. J.Q prematurely dissolve Par-

liament and seek the relief which a

general election alone could give. The elections had
not been decided at the time of writing. The old

Parliament had another seven months to run, but, in

the language of the Premier (Mr. Solomon),
"

the

situation had become intolerable in the interests of ^

government and the progress of the State, and the

session has been full of trickery and spleen." The
Labour Party had shown its attitude toward immi-

gration by refusing to allow assistance towards pa.s-

sage money being granted to any persons but those

who are relatives of Tasmanian residents. This the .

Government regarded as no small matter, for, com-

pared with tTie attitude of the other States, it placed
a serious check on any scheme of immigration which

might be recommended by the Tasmanian Agent-
General, who was formulating proposals for the

introduction of suitable colonists, so badlv needed.

The issue was one '"
not of policy but principle. The

Government accepted office under difficult circum-

stances, and had during the recent session carried

through its programme in the face -of ceaseless

opposition. It was for the electors \o decide which

party had shown most consideration for the good
name and future of the State, and to judge accord-

ingly."' In his latest manife.sto to the electors Mr.

Solomon declared that the Lalx)ur Party had con-

sistently opposed every measure of a progressive

nature, and had sacrificed political honour in its

attempt to gain office. It had attempted to drag
the name of th*^ Governor of the State into the re-
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gion of party warfare, and was seeking to gain party

advantage by attacking a gentleman who was re-

sponsible not to the electors of Tasmania, but to

t:ie Imperial Government for his actions.

A new Labour organisation is to

Labour's come into operation in July, which
Amalgamation, promises to play an important part

in industrial matters. It is st\-led

the Workers" Union, and its declared objects are :
—

(a) The ultimate emancipation of labour by the

abolition of the wage system, and the establishment

of a co-operative Commonwealth, (b) To regulate,

improve, and protect the conditions of members of

the union, (c) To provide legal assistance in defence

of members' rights where deemed necessary, (d) To

]>revent. if possible, bv conference of both parties

to a dispute, any threatened industrial dispute or

strike, or lockout, and to settle any dispute that may
arise, (e) To secure social justice by industrial,

municipal and political action, (f) To propagate
industrial unionism bv distributing literature and

industrial newspapers, (g) To assist all industrial

kindred unions and organisations, (h) To establish

a Labour paper for the advancement of these objects.

The government of the new union, which is ex-

pected to embrace all the States, will be vested in a

general executive consisting of general president, two

vice-presidents, secretary, treasurer, three trustees

and a committee of three to be i^lected^ by ballot of

the whole of the members.

R.L.S. as

Editor.

think we are sure of good informaticsi. but we a:

not sure that we can hear any more than the editor

of our contemporary can, if he likes it, and must

have heard, if he likes it or not. The point about

this paper is that the information will appear in its

columns instead of being hid in pigeon-holes. Th-

will be no suppression here." Suppression did come,

however, but it was the paper, and not
"

the news.''

tha^ l^W a victim.

A Gloomy
Prophet.

It seems tne natural tnmg lor w-

The Mitchell Library authorities in

Sydnev have acquired an interesting

memento of Robert Louis Steven-

son. It is a file of the
'' Samoan

Herald," of which R.L.S. was parr proprieior, and

which, despite the brilliance of its staff, had a very

short and chequered career. The first issue of tlie

pai)er contained a caustic leading article by Steven-

son, in which he animadverted on certain features

of his reptile contemporar}-, published at Apia, to

proclaim his own ideas as to how a newspaper should

;^ run.
'' There is another paper," he writes,

'"'

but

where is the news? Xo doubt it is all in the editor's

head, but somehow or other it does not get out into

the columns of the Samoan "' Times." A paper ought

to be a looking-glass of the week's doings, and our

paper is like the back of one, with a picture painted

oil it of somebody that never existed. We are not

sure that we are going to enlighten public opinion

much. We do not set out to be able to do it. We
are not sure the public want it if we could, ^^e

ther prophets in Australia to y:

dict a drought, though the couc:

has had such a Icmg succession • f

t>eneficent seasons that droughts have almost gone
out of fashion. Mr. Douglas Archibald, the well-

known Engli.sh m.eteorclogist. comes as a prophet
of gloomv portent. At one time a professor in the

University of Calcut:.;. Mr. Archibald has for

twelve rears or so been supplying twice-a-week fore-

casts of British weather to the principal newspapers
in Great Britain.' He made a .study of meteorology

m India, and in 1876 discovered laws relating to the

wintef and summer rainfall in Northern India.

Three years prior to its appearance he predicted the

great 1896 to 1900 drought, which caused such.

famine and distress in India. He now predicts, an-

other severe drought in Australia, to begin about

1917, reaching its most acute stage between 1920

and 1954. and continuing more or less till IQJT-

Mr. Archibald bases his opinion on data collected

bv Professor Bruckner, whose obserAarions and cal-

culations Mr. A "^-" M terms facts and not theories.

If the predict; r-s true ii s'nould certainly have

proved advantageous that full and timely warning

was given. There is just the chance, on the other

hand, seeing that Mr. Archibald was bound for the

hot springs of R " '
. in search of health, when he

made his forer...^.. _ -ii. not feeling very well, he has

been disturbed by unnecessary forebodings.

Our Australian ivedi.icr prophets, it

When Prophets ii satisfactory '^ote. do not share

fitter. ^Ij. Archib.. ticipations. Mr.

Clement Wragge, popularly known

at oiie time as the
• Inclement

"
Wragge, do.s not

believe that the weather runs in 38-year cycles. He
forecasts an under the average rainfall up to 1915,

increasing in that year and becoming abundant till

1920, when a four-years" drought will begin. Mr.

Hunt. Federal Meteorologist, also disputes. Mr.

Archibald's c.^ ns. and argues from local data

that no kmnvn c\..-- period can lie reconciled ' :"h
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PROFESSOR T. BBGBAVOR.TH DAVID,
President of the Science Congriess.

the rainfall figures for years, and that sliould

such be discovered it will have to vary its applica-
tion and period to suit different parts of Australia.

"Our history," Mr. Hunt affirms, "proves that

we have nothing to fear for the future. Australian

droughts are not as bad as they have been pictured.
Our losses and disasters have been more largely due
to ignorance of the country's climatic peculiarities
and unpreparedness for normal dry spell's. These
difficulties are gradually being overcome. Our pros-

perity is due more to the foreign demand for our

prime commodities, our improved methods of pro-

duction, and improved transit facilities by rail and
sea for getting perishable products to the markets
of the world, than from the vagaries of rainfall.

Xo kind of a cycle has yet been found to apply

generally to Australia."

Cinderella of

the Sciences,

The address of Professor David as

president of the Australasian Sci-

ence Congress, which sat in Mel-

bourne early in the month, was

largely a plea for the development of the science of

meteorology, which, he said, instead of remaining

the Cinderella of the sciences, bade fair to become

a princess in the near future. He urged that steps

should be taken to establish at least a few obser\ing

stations in the heart of the Australian meteorological

desert lying between Mullagine, in West Australia,

and the MacDonell Ranges. Next there was the

question of investigating the upper atmosphere by

means of kites and small balloons carrying detach-

able self -registering instruments. Further, a proposal

had been made by Mr. Hunt that a competent offi-

cer be appointed to visit all Au,stralian Universities

in turn, spending about one term at each of the six

Universities of the Commonwealth. This scheme for

providing a peripatetic profes.sor of meteorology,
who could be supplied at a minimum cost to the

Universities, has already been warmlv approved of- by
the Universities. Then there was the important paper

dealing with the ocean currents around Australia,

as to whether our legislators would some day be im-

pressed with the necessity for a complete survey of

the coast. The question would have to be seriously

considered whether a permanent wireless meteor-

ological station should not be established at Mac-'

quarie Island, or some other suitable sub-Antarctic

island, as already advocated. That would be a

stepping-stone towards eventually establishing a

meteorological station in Antarctica.

Pr<.>fessor David painted an allur-

!f Antarctica ing' picture of what might happen
Should Dissolve, should Antarctica di.ssolve.

" While

indirectly we probably owe some of

our rainfall to Antarctica, we have less, perhaps, to

thank her for in the way of the icebergs which she

casually launches into the Southern Ocean
; but after

all the danger to shipping from these bergs is com-

paratively small. Nevertheless the increased rain-

fall which Antarctica probablv gives us through
the vigorous stirring it imparts to the earth's atmo-

sphere enormously outweighs the small disadvantage
of icebergs." But if instead of completely founder-

ing, Antarctica should dissolve into an archipelago of

low-lying islands, what then? According to Pro-

fessor David, our summer temperature would be

higher than that of Greenland and Grant Land, and
like them, the ^\ntarctica islands would be clothed

with hardy forms of plants, among which numerous
flowers and mosses, as well as trees like the South

American tagus, would be included.
" With the

advent of ^egetation the islands would Ifi^ome

herbivores, and if later they became reunhcd to

South America there is no reason why the lama and,
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vith him, the man, should not inhabit Antarctica to
.It- least the same extent as the Esquimaux people
the lands around the Arctic Ocean. It is quite pos-
sible that at the time when just before most of our

productive coal seams were formed Antarctica was
continuous with Australia and Tasmania." The sub-

ject is a most fascinating and practical one for Aus-

tralians, and of necessity must ever remain so.

The Australian

Navy.

v\as formed.

With the departure of H.M.S.

"Drake," the last Imperial flag-

ship on the Australian station, an

old tie was snapped and a new one

The Imperial Navy, as such, has

been superseded in Australian waters, and the Aus-

tralian naval unit becomes an accomplished fact;
while the battle cruiser "Australia," of 19,200
tons, which is expected to arrive in April, will be-

come the first flagship of the Royal Australian Navy.
It is estimated that 2000 men will be required to

man the ships already built or nearing completion,
but no difficulty has been experienced in obtaining

recruits, and the authorities are confident of secur-

ing the full complement. It was recognised that

Australians would not be attracted by the rates of

pay and conditions prevailing in the Imperial Navy,
and these were altered so as to compare favourably
with those ruling on land, besides entitling the men
to be "

doctored, clothed, lodged and fed without

cost to themselves." The pay rises from ,£54 15s.

per annum for ordinary seamen, with ^^13 13s. de-

ferred pay in the first year, to ^124 14s. 3d. and

^35 OS. lod. deferred pay in the tenth year. The
deferred pay, with interest added, is given at the

termination of service, and is available to procure
an annual allowance for life, half cash or half to

provide an annual allowance, or for such purpose as

the Navy Board may approve.

The battle for the chess champion-
The Chess

ship of Australia has left Mr. Wil-
Champlon. |-,^j^ g_ viner in undisputed supre-

macy, though he is promised not

more than the regulation respite before having to

<lefend his title against a clever challenger in the

person of Mr. A. E. N. Wallace. Mr. Viner has

been a skilful chess player from his youth up, and

his career has been marked by a succession of

triumphs which leave no room for doubt as to his

prowess. Thirty-two years of age, he is a native of

East Maitland, New South Wales. His father, a

native of Gosport, Hampshire, England, settled in

MR. W. S. VIXER,
Australian Chess Champion.

Australia some 35 years ago. The father was always
fond of chess, and encouraged his children to learn.
" At first I didn't take kindly to the gaine," said

the champion ;

'''

in fact, it was only parental pres-

sure that made me take it on." He learned the

moves when 14 years of age, and soon after the

fascination of the game got a grip of him which is

not likely to be relaxed. The pupii showed unex-

pected aptitude for the game, and soon
"
the old

man was beaten by the boy." When a little over 18

years of age, he was runner-up to that strong player,

Mr. W. H. Jonas, in a tournament at the Sydney
School of Arts. His next chessboard performance
was in 1900, when, in a handicap at Boulder City,

W.A., he won from scratch. Mr. Viner has never

received odds from an\one, an experience which is

possiblv unique. In 1900 he won the championship
of Western Australia, and on three other occasions

he retained the title. Delighted with the perform-

ances of Mr. Viner, his Western Australian friends

decided to back him against all comers. They
formed a committee and issued a challenge, which

was published in the leading Australian papers.

There was no response, but in 1906 Mr. C. G. M.

\Vatson (several times champion of Victoria), ac-

cepted Mr. Viner's challenge, but was beaten by 7

games to i, 3 being drawn. Finding no foeman in

Australia, Mr. Viner journeyed to New Zealand,

where a chess congress was promoted at Christchurch
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in connection witli the 1906-7 exhibition. There was

a strong field of 20 competitors. The result was the

signal success of Mr. Viner, who won 17^ out of 19

games. Like his father, the chess champion is a

dairy farmer, at Bellingen, in New South Wales.

Dr. JNIercer, the popular bishop of

A Bishop Leads Tasmania, who.se early resignation
the Way. ^f (-j^^j- ^^g ^y^ij i^g generally re-

gretted, is one of the most advanced

thinkers in tlie Commonwealth along the lines of

Social Economy. His papers on the
" Transforma-

tion of Competition
" and " Labour as the Basis of

the Social Question," were quite features on the pro-

gramme of the Science Congress. Considering the

three characteristics common to all forms of modern

industrial competition
—

(i) the acceptance of the

doctrine that power carried with it its own justifica-

tion
; (2) that the competitive system was at hopeless

discord with it.self
; (3) the danger of overstraining

man's physique, more particul.niv his nerxous sys-

tem, Dr. Mercer contended that these constituted

a grave menace to civilisation, and miglit lead to

the ON'erthrow of the social order. The stream

could not be resisted ;
but it might to some extent be

directed. That change was not only possible, luit

inevitable, became evident wht-n one studied the

exolution of competition on a- 'large scale in the in-

dustrial svstem. The status of contract had gained
definite a.scendency as a substitute for the simple

crushing out of rivals. So far it was advanced; but

it could not .stop there. Ih jieculiir feature of

pre.sent-day indu.strialism was the growth of group

competition which arose when individuals sank cer-

tain of their liberties of action and found themsel\-es

under conditions of association for the attainment

of common ends. The tendency was as marked in

the case of capital as in that of labour, and afforded

significant evidence that competition was crumbling
to pieces by its own weight. This sinking of indi\-i-

dual interest in loyalty to the group introduced a new

aspect of the competitive impulse, and ga\"e the

paradoxical result that self interest was generating

its own antithesis, ('nmpetition had taken an up-

ward curve in the past. Why should not the upward
movement continue until self-interest was trans-

muted into the generous emulation of enlightened

citizenship ?

The cult of the Baigona. or Holy
The Holy Snake, is the name of a new reli-

SBake.
gJQj^ 5a.i(j ^^ have-sprung up recently

in New Guinea, and about which

the Lieut. -Governor has made an interesting report.

In the north-eastern di\ision, near Cape Nelson, is a

volcano called Mount Victory. Here, according to

the natives, dwells a holy snake. Judge Murray's

information states that quite recently this sacred rep-

tile made his appearance in a coastal village, and

charged a native with killing snakes and alligators.

The impeachment was admitted, and the man was

warned that he must not do it again.
"

If you will

promise never to kill a snake or an alligator again."

said the snake,
"

I will 'show you a herb which will

cure snakebite and all sickness. H you' will not

promise. T warn you that you must take the conse-

quences." The man gave the imdertaking, and was

shown the herb. When Baigona had departed the

native immediately began to spread the news. He
started on a tour up the coast, telling everylx>dy

about it, and, incidentally, disposing of his herbs

in great quantities. His first setback occurred at the

police station at Bunabay, where the native con-

stables who had been touched l)y the .scepticism of

civilisation, told the native that he was an old hum-

bug. Three of them even went so far aS' to go out

deliberately and shoot at an alligator. That night

the guilty three were lying upon the beach when an

alligator emerged from the walrr at tlvir feet, and

addressed them thus: "You shot at me this after-

noon. Never you dare to do such a thing again.

In future you must harm neither alligators nor

snakes;" and with a swish the alligator
—or was it

the herbalist in an old alligator skin?—disapi:>eared.

The three police capitulated on the spot, and the

conversion of the whole settlement was complete.

Now no native on the coast will molest either an alli-

gator or a snake, and much business is done in. a

certain rare herb. On a recent visit to the ^hlm-

bare division, the Lieut. -Governor learned that Bai-

gona had developed into a regular cult in the dis-

trict, with a complete system of initiation.
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By the signing of the

The Balkan League armistice to-day the

V.Europe. Balkan League brought
to a close their whirl-

wind war against Turkey, which in

seven short weeks—but how crowded

with movement, how shadowed by
human sacrifice !

—solved in no uncertain

manner the Near Eastern question. The

Turks, following the advice of those

nations who most truly wish them well,

turned a deaf ^ar to the blandishments

of Austria and Germany, and took the

bold step of ending the war. All praise

is due to the venerable Kiamil Pasha

and his advisers in that they preferred

to save the rest of the Turkish Empire,
rather than continue a struggle which

could but have ended in still more

grievous spoliation, and by other

Powers again. The cessation of hostili-

ties should be speedily followed by a

treaty of peace, following out the broad

outlines discussed at Chatalja. The

defection of Greece is of no consequence,

even if she remain outside the Balkan

League. Disappointment and lack of

statesmanlike perception that sincerity

is better than double deahng may well

mean that Greece will receive small

augmentation of territory on the main-
land. Her secret understanding with

Austria, together with her anger on

learning that Salonica was not to be

hers, led her to endeavour to break up
the armistice negotiations. But Ser\da

and Bulgaria, and Turkey also, were not

so foolish as to play Austria's game. It

was one more proof, if Europe needed

more, that the day is past when the
"
Great Powers "

can dictate or even

really influence events as they will. It

is no exaggeration to say that the

Balkan League and Turkey can arrange
matters to suit themselves as to essen-

tials, and there is not one Power in

Europe ready to force any question^ t^Vac,

an issue with them. The sooner this

fact is understood the quicker will the

spurious discussions of universal war
cease and the world resume its normal
condition.

The new Power which

The Future of the has ariscu in Europe is

Balkan League, ^q ephemeral creation

which will pass away
when the plenipotentiaries have signed
the treaty of peace. It is a factor to

be reckoned \\ith, and is likely to become
more formidable in the near future. It

is not only from the newly acquired
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territories that the Balkan League will created an artificial war crisis, and are

gain strength, but it is more than pro- now taking credit to therhselves for

bable that the armistice negotiations having averted a general European
also covered the possibility of Turkey war. Such an attempt at rehabilita-

joining the Balkan League. Then, more tion is, however, fraught with great

important still, is the coming adhesion danger, since it is easier to start a war

of Roumania. This State, misled by crisis than to end it. After all, many
Austria and held in check by German will ask, is the prestige of the former

promises, lost the chance which the war Great Powers worth the risk of a

gave her of playing the deciding role, universal European war ? It is idle for

Were it not for the yearslong attach- Austria or any of the other Powers to

ment of the venerable sovereigns of cry out at the idea that Servia may
Austria and Roumania, the country plunge Europe into war in order to

would already have been in the Balkan obtain an Adriatic port, since it is so

League. To-day the Roumanian people very evident that the true ques-
see their mistake, and, realising that tion is : Why should Europe allow

they have nothing to hope for from the Austria to bring about a universal war

new Sick Man of Europe, Austria- in order to take away from Servia the

Hungary, they are determined to join ports which she has already conquered
the League. The first step will pro- from the Turks, and which she now

bably be an understanding between possesses ? One outstanding feature in

Servia and Roumania regarding joint the general impotence of the Powers

action in future eventualities. It is not has been the continuous and common-
difficult to name the most prominent sense attempts of M. Poincare not to

of the common bonds, since both avert a European war, but to encourage
countries possess millions of co-nationals the Balkan League and Turkey to

who have long suffered injustice in the come to terms amongst themselves.

Dual Monarchy ;
besides which it must Beyond this the only striking point is

not be overlooked that Roumania has the speech of Mr. Asquith, made at the

enormous advantages to expect from Guildhall, in which he declared that :

the Danube-Adriatic railway, which
"
For the moment, and so long as a

must inevitably bind Roumania and state of belligerency continues. His

Servia closer together. This accession Majesty's Government, so far as their

of force, with subsequent expansion, will influence goes, would deprecate the

make the Balkan League perhaps the raising and pressing of isolated ques-

most powerful positive force in Europe, tions, which, if handled separately and
Not content with having at once, may lead to irreconcilable

Still no more failed to avcrt a war or diverging, but which may well assume
Great Powers,

-j-q prcscrvc thc status a different, perhaps a more tractable,

quo, the Great Powers aspect if they are reserved to be dealt

are singularly loth to accept the un- with from the wider point of view of a

doubted fact that in the partition of general settlement." It is practically

Turkey they can play no real role, certain that Turkey will remain in

Rather than accept this idea, they have Constantinople, and although the Dar-
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danelles will be made a free waterway,
there will still remain a small Turkish

foothold in Europe. But Turkey's
future is not in Europe ;

it is in Asia,

and the more completely she realises

this, and sets to work to reorganise
and perfect her administration in her

remaining pro-

vinces, the
sooner will she

become again
a force to be

reckoned with.

The constitu-

tion which has

been so largely

responsible for

her downfall
will be sus-

pended, and,
free from the

outward trap-

pings of Par-

liament and
nominal lib-

erty, the Turks

may accom-

plish real pros-

perity and
practical 1 i b -

erty. In many
ways Turkey
as an Asiatic

Power is much
more valuable

to Great^Brita.in, since friendship
—and

alliance even—with an Asiatic Turkey
is possible, and may be advisable,

whereas European Turkey always pre-

sented innumerable points of danger.
If this country were allied with the

Balkan League and with Turkey in

Asia Minor, aiding the Turks with

British officials and British advisers, our

The Great Powers—Lookers-on.

A group of the military attaches of the Great Powers imitating their

Governments and looking on at the war.

situation in the Near East would be one

of extreme security and potential force.

We must deprecate strongly any idea

of elevating the Khedive of Egypt to

the Caliphate, both because we do

not believe he is the ideal person
to reorganise the central power of

the world of

Islam and
because such a

course of action

must appear
as taking ad-

vantage of a

beaten nation.

The proverbial

good fortune

which attends

the uncon-
sidered and

unthought-out

policy of this

country in

foreign affairs

has again come
to our aid, and
has enabled us

to emerge from

the Turkish
debacle in aT^

stronger posi-
tion vis-d-vis

the world of

Islam than
have

a»- stt^ jx. "-^

we ever

Some Real Facts
about the War.

possessed before.

The ending of the war
enables us to appreciate
more accurately the

parts played by the

various nations. The Turks, hope-

lessly disorganised, and with an army
weakened by politics and by a depar-
ture from the old Mohammedan ideas,
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although beaten at Kirk KiHsse, thanks

to the cowardice of Mahmoud Mukta

Pasha, yet showed great rallying power
in the Chatalja lines before Constanti-

nople. In Macedonia, however, they
were swept before the Servian advance

without any opportunity of making a

stand. The outstanding feature in the

war is that, of all the Powers engaged,
Servia alone was adequately prepared
for war. Had this not been so, the

story of the seven weeks' war would

never have been told. Without the

assistance of the Servian troops and

material it is doubtful whether the Bul-

garian armies would have passed beyond
Adrianople. The fact that Servia was

able to send to Adrianople 80,000 men
saved the situation in Thrace. Greece

alone did nothing, save capture islands

where there was little resistance. The
Greek successes were largely Press

bureau victories, since the line of Greek

advance was carefully chosen to avoid

conflict with any seriously organised
bodies of Turkish troops. The capture
of Salonica by the Greeks was no mili-

tary feat, since the city preferred the

easier terms offered by the Greeks to

the certainty of harsher terms which

would have been imposed by the ap-

proaching Bulgarian and Servian

columns. The fact that Servia has

saved the situation for the Balkan

League, and that she still possesses

great reserves of war material and a

very efficient army of over 300,000 men,
has made her the central point of the

Balkan League, and at the same time

assured to her the support of Bulgaria

TURKEY'S LAST
A General View of Chatalja Lines and the City of
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in any future complications. It is well

that Servia should thus possess the

dominating influence in the Balkan

League, since the Servians have not

only shone in the field above their

allies, but have also shown remarkable

honesty and restraint in keeping to the

programme of division of territory out-

lined before the war. Of late years it

has been the habit of Europe to call the

Bulgarians the Japanese of Europe.
From now on it would seem that this

distinction must be given to the Ser-

vians, and not to the armies of King
Ferdinand. The Salonica correspon-
dent of the Times, telegraphing the

opinion of the foreign attaches who

accompanied the Servian army, said

their testimonies agree in an unusual

manner. The Servian infantry is mag-

nificent, and nothing could be finer than

their endurance, which is extraordinary.
On one occasion the Danube Division

marched for 48 hours through water

and came out fresh
;
the officers, how-

ever, were exhausted. The artillery is

excellent
;
the cavalry is mediocre, and

is led in Cossack fashion. The bullock

transport excited universal admiration,
and the British attache states that two
Servian oxen are capable of performing
the work done by six during the South
African War. On the whole, the conduct

of the troops was exemplary. The organ-
isation of the Servian army is extra-

ordinary by reason of its elasticity.

Most of the attaches who came to laugh
remained to praise. A representative
of a Continental army, having little

sympathy with Servia, summed up his

FOOTHOLD IN EUROPE :

Constantinople with the Bosphorus and the Golden Horn.
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opinion of the Servian army in the visers of the aged monarch are unable

words
"

It is a real army." It has to decide really what to do. Before

been much more difficult to obtain any accepting so terrible a theory, let us

real idea of the value of the Bulgarians endeavour to see exactly how matters

since a very strict Press censorship has stand. We may dismiss at once any

prevented any news of importance ap- question save that of Servia, since

pearing, added to which the correspon- Austria does not care what Bulgaria or

dents and military attaches were Greece may obtain. Declarations have

allowed to see nothing of the campaign, been made that Austria has no terri-

Again to quote the Tunes, we find that torial ambitions, and that she has

of the Bulgarian army it is said :

"
It is abandoned the old policy of expansion

probable that it is of much the same towards Salonica. But she claims to

fighting calibre as the European Turkish, have special economic interests in the

and owes its success over the latter only Balkan Peninsula. Although this latter

to the fact that it is better trained and claim has not been explained or proved
more capably commanded. It showed tenable, it is presumably the reason why
none of that individual sagacity which Austria opposes a Servian port on the

is the greatest asset of the Japanese Adriatic with a 30-mile wide strip of land

army. The infantry sections plodded as hinterland. This is evident because

stolidly up to such positions as from the Austria has offered to waive her ob-

rear had looked suitable." Of the Monte- jections to an Adriatic port if Servia

negrin army it may be said that it is a consents to give her special economic

militia
;
while of the Greek army nobody advantages. The question of Albanian

has troubled to give an opinion. autonomy would appear to be actuated

To any consistent rather by a desire to leave the question

What does Austria studcut of the Near of tlic Adriatic coast still open than by
want? Eastern situation in the a sincere wish to improve the lot of

past, to those closely in the Albanians. For years Albania has

touch with the several sides of it, the existed in a deplorable condition, and

-^ccioir of Austria in the present crisis Vienna never stirred a finger. Insist-

can only produce an utter uncompre- ence on autonomies for ethnographical

bending bewilderment. There may be masses is a dangerous policy for x\ustria,

some reason found for this in the un- since it inevitably calls for the retort

doubted fact that Vienna, as well as that she should first remove the beam
Berlin and Bucharest, believed that the which is in her own eye before bothering
Turks would at least resist sufficiently about the mote in her neighbour's eye.

to leave the Balkan League exhausted As a leading Croatian said recently,

and the spoils to the
"
interested

" "If Austria wants to give autonomy,
nations. But even the shock of Turkish why not commence with Croatia?"

defeats and the need for a new policy Should, however, the craze for constitu-

should not produce the effect we see tions and autonomies succeed in securing

to-day at Vienna, whence the peace of unanimity in Europe for autonomous

Europe seems likely to be imperilled Albania, the Balkan League will ap-
for no other reason than that the ad- parently not oppose it. We are there-
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fore brought back to the Austrian claim

of special economic interests, and

presume that her policy is directed

towards obtaining these. M. Pachitch

has declared that Servia desires equal
trade and economic conditions for all

nations
;

in other words, Servia ap-

parently stands for the
"
open door and

equal opportunities."

Servia for the

"Open Door."

The latter country

evidently does not de-

sire to grant Austria

any special privileges ;

indeed, she risked her economic exist-

ence some years ago to escape doing
so. Servia has no hesitation on the

matter. To quote the Minister of

Commerce, M. Kosta Stojanovitch,
" No
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one in the Balkans would permit any the economic bases of the comity of

Great Power to obtain commercial and nations. Austria has cried aloud on the

economic privileges other than those housetops against Servia, but has not

which existed between great European given any real reasons as to why Servia

countries and were regulated by inter- should not go to the Adriatic through a

national agreements on a basis of 30-mile wide strip of territory conquered

equality." Nothing in the past gives from Turkey, or why Austria should

Austria the right to demand exceptional be entitled to demand special economic

economic rights from Servia. Both advantages at the point of the bayonet
Austria and Servia produce foodstuffs— without grave injustice to Europe and

of which the former is an importer. It Servia. And economic injustice in the

might, therefore, seem more probable Balkan States, and especially in Servia,

that Servia should ask economic advan- to the advantage of Austria must mean

tages from Austria than vice versa. It greater prospective loss to Great Britain

would establish a dangerous precedent than to any other nation,

in economic history were Austria to The Balkan peoples,
declare to all other industrial nations Moral British whilst refusing any
that she considers that she has a prior

Preference. economic advantage to

right to sell her goods in Servia. Surely, any country, have

therefore, Austria is not pursuing purely already deep-seated in them a moral
selfish economic motives and risking bias'' in favour of British goods.-
war in Europe in order that the fac- Shall we stand with Servia for the open
tories of the Dual Monarchy may be door, equal opportunity and justice,
able to undersell those of Great Britain knowing that it will be to our advantage,
or France in the Balkans ? In England or acquiesce in what seems to be a
we talk much of German, American, or reactionary and criminal attempt to

Japanese trade competition, and regard violate the freedom of a small people
it as a serious menace. Apparently, and a great international principle ? If

however, we are not shocked or aston- the former, let us urge on Austria the
.ishf^H„ w-hen Austria, without any ex- need for a clear statement of her policy

plained reason, demands that Servia' s —which policy has already brought her

desire for equal trade conditions with into a state of war. M. Pachitch has
all nations shall be regarded as a sign announced Servia's policy ;

let Austria
of contumacy, and met by threats of reply with a similar declaration. Wars
war. And yet to-day Austria finds it more frequently arise from uncertainty
necessary to mobilise her armies, to than even the most apparently irrecon-

guard all the railway bridges and cul- cilable facts and known policies. We
verts hundreds of miles from her cannot believe that Austria fears lest

frontiers, to disperse pohtical meetings Servia should attack her
;

it is not
with bullets and sabres, all in order to credible that after such definite repudia-
force Servia to become her

"
tied house." tion of territorial desires the march to

Servia has declared unmistakably for Salonica is to be resumed. But if not
the open door and a trade outlet

;
in these impossible arguments for mobili-

other words, she is in harmony with sation and endangering the peace of
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Europe, what then ? The world can-

not think otherwise than that Austria

is either determined to flout the pohcy
of the open door and equal opportunity
or else that, having no clear political

ideas, those responsible in Vienna for

Austria's destiny have determined to

create an "international crisis atmo-

sphere," and hope to evolve some possible

policy before the sky clears. What is

certainly necessary, however, in the

interests of Austria's moral position in

Europe and of the comity of nations is

that she shall clearly define her policy
and prove her claims so that the world

may be reassured that she is pursuing
no merely selfish ends. If Austria's

reasons and policy are cogent enough
to allow her to mobilise and bring

Europe to the brink of Armageddon,
they are surely possible of expression.

Only Austria can dispel the bewilder-

ment of her traditional friends the

British people.

It is not enough that

What England this COUUtry shall ex-
must do.

press to Servia, as, we

believe, she has done,
her desire that a Balkan Customs
Union shall be formed. British interests

and trade demand that some more de-

cisive steps shall be taken to secure for

this country an opportunity of enjoying
the exceptional or favourable oppor-
tunities offered her by Servia and the

other Balkan nations. While we can
with perfect truth assert that we have
no political interest in the settlement of

affairs between the Balkan alliance and

Turkey, it would be the negation of

commercial statesmanship were we

wilfully to ignore the fact that in the

Balkans there is a great market for

British goods and British enterprise.

While it is probably quite impossible
for Servia to separate herself com-

pletely from Austria-Hungary's com-
mercial activity, there is no question
that the present action of Austria-

Hungary with regard to Servia has

intensified a hundredfold the hatred of

Austria, and the determination of Ser-

vians to develop commercial relations

with other countries. The attitude of

Servia is perfectly correct, since M.

Pachitch has declared
"
that Servia will

place no obstacle in the way of Austria's

commercial expansion, and will not

reject her justified economic demands."

This, although a fair declaration, is, of

course, of no value to Vienna, since it is

impossible for her to justify the economic

demands which she desires to obtain.

The idea of a Customs Union amongst
the Balkan League is as gall and worm-
wood to the Austrian mind, and this

notwithstanding the fact that at the

time when King Milan was responsible
for the direction of Servian affairs

Austria entered into a treaty with Servia

agreeing to an eventual territorial in-

crease, but did not think it necessary
then to stipulate that the Greater Servia

must enter into a Customs Union with

Austria.

Italian statesmen should

What Italy's havc uo hcsitatiou to-

Poiicy should be. day iu shapiug their

policy with regard to

the new condition of affairs in the

Balkans. They have everything to

gain and nothing to lose by active

friendship with the Balkan League. It

is as useful to them that Austria should

be barred from an approach to the south

of the eastern coast of the Adriatic

as it is for us that the advance of the

Pan-German ambition towards Egypt
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should be checked. The Balkan League of all Italian statesmen, who wrote

is therefore serving Italy's ends equally in 1871 :

" The Slav populations will

with our ow^n. To base Italian policy predominate over Turkey, and the

upon friendship with Austria is building Turkish Empire is doubtless condemned
a house upon sand, and doing so in to dissolution before the Austrian

violation of the national traditions and Empire ;
but the fall of one will be the

popular sentiment. As is shown else- signal for the approaching fall of the

where in this number, the question of other. The x\ustrian Empire is an

Austria's disappearance as an empire administration, not a State ;
but the

is only a question of a comparatively Turkish Empire in Europe is a foreign
short time, and when it comes it must encampment, isolated on other people's

inevitably bring disaster upon any territory, without any community of

country dependent solely upon relations faith, of tradition, of interests or

with Austria for her foreign policy, activities, non-agricultural and without

Whatever the actual government in administrative capacity, in times of

Rome may intend to do, there is no yore surrounded by the Greeks, to-

question that public opinion in Italy day by the Armenians scattered on the

has decided to prefer friendship with Bosphorus, who are hostile to the

the Balkan League and the advance- government they serve. Unyielding
ment of Italy's real interests to slavish because of their Mussulman fanaticism,

subservience to the panic-stricken states- the conquering race, hemmed in and
men of Vienna. Vincenzo Morello, stifled by the Christian population, has

writing in the semi-official Tribuna, puts not given to the world for more than a

the Itahan view very clearly when he century either an idea, a poem, or an

sa-ys: J' li the fait nouvelle oitheBa.\ka.n industrial discovery. And this race

League and the relative disruption of numbers less than 2 millions of men,

Turkey creates new situations and new who are surrounded by 13 or 14 millions

responsibilities, especially for us, in view of people of the European race, Slavs

of the future, is it not useful and neces- or Greeks, thirsting for life, aspiring to

^ -^sary_^o^ us to regulate our actions insurrection, and the only thing needed

according to our permanent interests, to bring about this insurrection and

independent of the momentary fortune convert it into rapid victory is an
of this or that group of Powers ?

' '

agreement among the three elements

Should the Italian states- who to-day are still jealous about the

Mazzini's Hicn think such a polic\^ old hatreds engendered by war and
Prediction.

involving the throwing oppression. The mission of Italy is to

over of the Triple propose and make possible the basis of

Alliance and the making of a new this agreement." Mazzini's prophecy
friendship which must inevitably bring has been fulfilled to-day,' save that

Italy into the peace entente rather Italy did not seize her opportunity to

than the war triplice, a new and assist in its fulfilment. It is not yet,

startling idea, they have only to recall however, too late for her to benefit

the historic letter of the greatest by it.
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The only comic relief in

The Farce of the Balkan situation has
Albania.

j^ggj^ affordcd by the

-sudden affection dis-

played by Austria and Italy for the

welfare of the Albanian peoples. In the

past these two nations have been

callously indifferent to the frightful

state of anarchy existing in Albania,

and have read without any interest the

reports of their consuls in those regions,
which show that the murder rate in

Albania varies from 20 to 75 per cent,

of the total death rate. That Italy
should be interested in the future of

Albania, and should prefer an autono-

mous State, even if it means the gradual

disappearance of the Albanian peoples,
is natural, since she must make sure of

the future of the port of Valona.

Austria has no such excuse, and Aus-
tria's demand for Albanian autonomy is

only in keeping with her desire to gain
time at all costs, and, if possible, to

leave a permanent source of trouble in

the Balkan Peninsula. The argument
that the Albanians are Mohammedans,
and, as such, should not be handed over

to the tender mercies of a Christian

State—an argument curiously lacking in

respect for the value of Christianity
—

loses much of its effect from the fact

that in Albania there are not only
Mohammedans, but also Catholics and
Orthodox tribes. They have neither

the same literature nor alphabet. It is

evident they cannot have an indepen-
dent development. Their country, if it

were to obtain autonomy, would become
a theatre of rival agitation, a ground
given over to the struggle of interests

between Serb, Bulgar, Greek, Italian,

and Austro-Hungarian States. The

origins of the Albanians were principally
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A COMPARISON OF THE SERVIAN OUTLET AND A PART OF
WALES.

The Territory for which Austria threatened to precipitate a European War.
By a comparison of the above maps it will be seen that the area in dispute is but little larger than t^-o small Welsh counties and

indeed is not one-third the size of Wales, and has a population of but 150,000, not one-twelfth that of Wales.
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Servian, and many of the exclusively with avidity upon the question of a

Servian habits and customs remain to Servian outlet to the Adriatic and the

this day in practice amongst the tribes, possession of the port of Durazzo, over-

They have no idea of government or of looking altogether the fact that the

authority, and resemble very closely the question of ownership of Durazzo in no

early condition of the clans of the High- way concerned Austria, but only Turkey
lands of Scotland before settled condi- and Servia, since the latter has con-

tions and established authority trans- quered her outlet to the sea, Durazzo,
formed them into an element of value from Turkey and not from Austria. It

to the country in which they live. The is certain, also, that Turkey in the

Albanian question has been raised in Treaty of Peace will cede to Servia the

Vienna in order to provide an argument strip of coast which she desires in North

against the Servian outlet to the Albania. To a logical mind it might
Adriatic, since it is argued that Albania, seem curious to find Austria desiring to

if it is to receive autonomy, must not interfere between Servia and Turkey in

be cut up. The Balkan Powers reply a matter which does not apparently
that autonomy for Albania is the worst concern her at all. It cannot be that

of all solutions, but that if the removal she desires an additional commercial

from the north of an autonomous port in the Adriatic, since she has many
Albania of a small piece of land only a along the Dalmatian coast. Any talk

little larger than two small Welsh at Vienna of Durazzo becoming a

counties, and peopled by 150,000 souls, fortified port is, of course, nonsense,

is going to spoil Albania as an indepen- just as much as the pretence that if

dent State, then there can be small use Servia owns this port it is merely a

in disturbing the peace of Europe in preliminary to its use by a Russian

order to create a second Monaco or fleet. Had Russia desired any such

San Marino. From the point of view ports in the Adriatic, she has long
of internc.tional law, of course, the possessed them in the Montenegrin har-

Albanian question is one for settlement hours. We could not, of course, expect
between the Balkan League and Turkey^ Austria to admit that, should trouble

since there has never been any attempt arise necessitating the presence of Rus-

to prove that Turkey is not the owner sian warships in the Adriatic, these are

of Albania. It is probable that at Con- much more likely to anchor in friendly

stantinople there will be much less Italian harbours than in hypothetical
desire to preserve Albania as an autono- Servian ones. The question of the

mous State than is shown by the kind- Adriatic must necessarily be of great
hearted statesmen of Vienna. interest to both Italy and Austria, but

Searching round wildly especially to the former. It is there-

The Question of for somc prctcxt or fore very significant to have the opinion
an Adriatic Port, auothcr by which to of Admiral Bettolo, who occupies as un-

delay the inevitable equalled a position in Italy as that of

growth of Servia and the consequent Admiral Fisher in this country, and who
internal danger to the Dual Monarchy, has held the post of Chief of the Naval

the Austrian authorities have seized Staff and Minister of the Marine :
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"
Durazzo would not lend itself well to

the creation of a militar}^ port of any_

importance, the expense being too

heavy. If there is a desire to make
Durazzo a commercial port which would

open to Italy an economic route from

the Adriatic to the Danube we could

not wish for anything better, but Italy

could never consent that a Great Power

should instal itself directly, or indirectly,

at ^^alona, and still less that she should

convert this position into a veritable

base of operation." It would thus seem

that Italy does not share Austria's \4ews

as to the danger of a Servian outlet

upon the Adriatic.

An object-lesson of great

A Nation at War. ValuC tO all thOSC who
believe in national

solidarity has been

afforded by Servia in the present war.

Here we have a small country which

has evolved its national existence, ham-

pered in every direction, which, how-

ever, shows to a very remarkable degree

all the attributes of national efficiency,

bound together by an almost inordinate

amount of realisation of its being a

nation. It is very remarkable to note

that during this war waged on its

frontiers it has not been thought neces-

sar}^ in Servia to proclaim a state of

martial law or in any way to interfere

with the freedom of the Press or of the

indi^'idual. We do not remember any
similar case in similar circumstances.

The ultra-democratic ideas of the Ser-

vian people, together with the fact that

the great majority of the population
owns some small portion of the surface

of the country in inalienable right, un-

doubtedly makes for national solidarity,

since there is no artificial edifice con-

structed on a more or less solid or in-

secure foundation. Pubhc opinion is

dominant in Servia, stronger than king,
or parhament, or constitution. But,

happih', the Ser\dan peasant is one who
studies and understands national

affairs and also international politics.

It is astonishing to go into the outlying
valleN^s of Servia, where no railway has

come, and find old peasants able to

discuss intelhgenth' the relative policies

of Count Berchtoldt and M. Sazanoff

and their bearing upon Servia. People
such as this may be temperamentally

prone to undue optimism or undue

pessimism, but there can be no question
of such a people rushing into war with-

out having counted the cost, and being

prepared to pay the price. A demo-
cratic community such as this does not

bluff, although it may fail to obtain

what it demands. Bluff is as foreign
to Serxian policy as is corruption to

Servdan administration. It is difficult

to find corruption, political or other,

in any country where public opinion is

not onl}^ active but positive, as is the

case in Ser\da. Msitors to Servia during
the war found no excitement, but every-

bod}^ extremel}^ bus3^ working for one

branch or other of the national welfare.

All official salaries were paid not only

promptly, but one month in advance,
\\hile the women whose husbands were

at the war receixed a weekl}^ allowance

of money and provisions. All the ladies

are at work at the hospitals as nurses

or cooks, and doing other domestic

work. In the Ministries and public
offices where the regular messengers are

absent the boys of the town take their

places x\ithout any remuneration.

E\-erybody is doing something for the

national welfare, and doing it not for

a reward, but for patriotism. Such a
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nation, determined to defend what it feet. Every traditional theory of policy
considers to be its vital national in- has gone by the board, and the officials

terests, is not one which can be intimi- of the Ballplatz are still gasping for

dated or coerced, and it would be well breath. Having no policy, they revert

if Europe were to reahse this. to abuse, to hectoring, and to blas-

The seven weeks' war, pheming, in the hope that they may
The Future in which the armies of gain time to think and decide upon some
of Turkey. the Balkan League have startling counterstroke by which to

solved once and for all regain their old position. Intrigues to

the question of the partition of Turkey, prevent the war ending, false reports to

has so obsessed the public imagination discredit Servia, endeavours to embroil

as to leave the impression that there Europe—all these have been tried in

exists no more Turkey. This, how- turn, and will still be tried. The sense

ever, is very far from being the case, of inability to do anything drives the

since the European portion of the Austrians to the verge of madness, and
Turkish Empire has ahvays been one were it not that even they cannot close

of the smallest of her provinces. Added their eyes to the certainty of disaster

to this, it has always been the most were they to go to war, the order to

costly and the most dangerous. Turkey, march would have been given ere this,

resigned to her defeat in Europe, may The disappearance of Turkey does not

well fulfil her real destiny in Asia matter so much
;
it is the rise of Servia.

Minor. In the past her national forces At all costs this must be stopped, and
have been overtaxed to maintain the so the Albanians are taken to the

European provinces and to suppress Austrian hearts, economic privileges are

continual risings fomented in them from claimed, and any lie is used to vilify

outside. The national Ottoman strength the kingdom of King Peter. As a

in Anatolia has always had to make leading authority in Vienna said,
"

It

sacrifices for Turkey's European pos- is the whole Servian question, not only

sessions, and has thus become ex- a question of an Adriatic port, that is

hausted. By getting rid of Macedonia, vital for Austria-Hungary ;
it is neces-

Turkey will be rather strengthened sary that this question should be settled

than weakened, and anyone who is if Austria does not wish to perish." A
acquainted with Anatolia and its Great Servia, holding forth the ad\^an-

Asiatic hinterland will agree that tages of free and democratic govern-

Turkey has by no means been destroyed, ment, means natural unrest amongst
It must be confessed the Serbs, whose lot in Austria-Hungary

The Panic Policy that it would bc hard has never been a happy one. It is the
of Austria. ^o imagine a more difft- evil conscience of a Government which

cult position- than that has denied liberty to its subjects which

occupied by those who have to decide produces to-day panic at Vienna. Count

the policy of Austria at this moment. Berchtoldt defined x\ustro-Hungarian

They do not know what to do
;

it is as policy as a policy of consistent modera-

if the skies had fallen upon them and tion, aiming at no territorial expansion,
the earth sunk away from beneath their but keeping positive interests firmly in
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view. He also said :

" We are prepared cipitating a European war. Those

to make large allowance for the new Powers who have complacently accepted
situation created by the victories of the as true gold the pinchbeck of Viennese

Balkan States, and thus lay the founda- declarations are also to blame. Saza-

tions of a lasting and friendly under- noff in Russia, going counter to the

standing with them. ... With Servia Tsar, who approved the draft of the

it is our intention to live in friendly Balkan League, and the Russian people,
relations in every domain. We hope helped to blind Austria to the facts of

the attitude of the Servian kingdom will the case and intoxicate her with a

make the realisation of this intention belief of her ability to direct the Euro-

possible." And to help Servia to aid pean Concert. It would be interest-

in the realisation the Austrian Govern- ing to know whether Austria has

ment mobilises masses of men on the forgotten that in 1881 she signed a

Servian frontier. secret convention with Servia, by which

That Austria should Austria not only acknowledged the

The Presumption pursuc a policy of paulc right of the Servian nation to the
of Austria. is inevitable, perhaps, Kossovo Vilayet (Old Servia) and the

and excusable
;

but Vardar Valley of Macedonia, but en-

what is astounding is that all the gaged to plead for the Servian claims

European nations allow themselves to on those countries at the first European
be led by the nose by the one Conference meeting to decide the fate

Power most selfishly interested in the oi the Balkan territories. The treaty

questions at issue. It is as if Europe was renewed several times, and it

were content to have a case tried in may be well to recall it to Count
which the judge and jury all stand to Berchtoldt's memory now, so that he

benefit largely by a verdict of guilty, raay give the necessary instructions for

For Austria has no real grounds, save the coming conference of ambassadors !

those of propinquity, for assuming her There would have been

presumptuous attitude towards Europe The Procurers no rumours of European
in the Servian question. Our ears are **' ^""* war following the de-

becoming so used to declarations from molition of Turkey in

Vienna beginning as follows :

"
Servia Europe had there existed no Press in

shall not . . . Roumania can . . . the Vienna, or had the Austro-Hungarian
Great Powers will," that we must really newspapers been free and honest organs,
believe that Austria thinks sincerely not mere tools in the hands of the

that she is running the show. And yet Government. The campaign of mingled
she is the most impotent among the lies and exaggerations has been as skil-

impotent. Ignoring the fact that the fully conducted as any that has ever

Balkan League fixed the limits of their emanated from the Austrian Press

various interests before the war, and Bureau—the best organised department
are quite capable of managing their own in a disorganised State. If libel actions

affairs, and taking no heed' of the lay against newspapers, then Servia

attitude of Russia or her susceptibilities, would be able to find her war indemnity
Austria has almost succeeded in pre- in the newspaper offices of her northern
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neighbour. But we would have thought knows, since the annexation of Bosnia

that the experience of years would have and Herzegovina, that Austrian policy

taught the Press of other countries, and recks little of moral scruples or honour-

especially of Great Britain, the utter able holding of engagements. Servia is

worthlessness of news culled from the a united nation which would fight con-

Vienna papers. Why seek for truth in scions of the righteousness of the cause,

the cesspool of European lies ? And since this would be the defence of the

yet the crisis in Europe, with its alarms, fatherland
;
but Austria is no nation,

its anxieties, and its losses, lies at the and even the walls of the whited

doors of those responsible correspon- sepulchre where lie entombed the hopes
dents and newspapers who constituted of her various races are cracking already,

themselves the unpaid assistants of the Two weeks ago every railway bridge
Austrian Foreign Office. Cases could and every culvert from the Roumanian
be cited without end. There was the frontier to Salzburg and from Semlin

sensational interview with the
"
Russian to Budapest was guarded by police or

Ambassador in Berlin, Cte. d'Osten troops. And this in time of peace,

Sacken," which woke a wave of war hundreds of miles away from any
lust in Austria. The next day it trans- possible enemy ! What is to be ex-

pired that the ambassador had been pected in time of war ? The more than

dead and buried for some time ! The 50 per cent, of Slav population is

most noteworthy instance of continuous articulately against any war with Servia,

and barefaced lying to the world was and it is necessary to perform a jig-

the stories relative to the fate of saw-like performance with the various

Austrian consuls in the Turkish terri- regiments to place
"
safe

"
troops near

tories conquered by Servia. Servia or Russia. The delay in the

various military laws leaves the army
Everything, too, would in a bad state, notably in respect of

If Austria makes sccm to poiut to it bciug artillery, which is far from being all
War on Servia.

practically Impossiblc equal to the Servian guns. There is not
for Austria to make a too much money, and there is no en-

successful war upon Servia alone, and thusiasm amongst the majority. The
certainly not upon Bulgaria in addition. Servians, who have never had an idea

Let Europe not be blinded by the of attacking Austria, but who are pre-
obsession that, because we have always pared to defend their land against
considered Austria a Great Power aggression, can put into the field some
and Servia as a small State, any idea 300,000 men, well equipped and fresh

of Servian resistance is ludicrous, from a victorious war. The spoils of

It would be more exact were we Macedonia, in the shape of guns and
to think that an Austrian attack munitions, would add greatly to the

upon Servia would be the height resisting force of Servia. To hope to
of madness. It is no question here of defeat this army of veterans would need
the moral aspect of such barefaced at least 700,000 men. Judging by the

seeking to enter into possession of a numbers needed to subdue the dis-

Naboth's vineyard, for the world organised resistance of the Servians in
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the provinces at the time of the Austrian against the Balkan League. It is bitter

occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, enough to have to rehnquish the poHcy

many more would be needed. It is of Drang nach Osten
;

it would be ten

doubtful whether Austria could find or times more bitter to see the one ally

spare nearly so many for Servia. And left to Germany crumble beneath her

there is no doubt possible that behind feet. And that is what is the danger
the Servian army would be the Bui- at present. Pushed by her haughty

garian forces. To attack Servia would pride, Austria has gone so far in her

seem to be madness, more especially menaces and her declarations with re-

since the country from Szabadka to gard to Servia that it is difficult to see

Semlin, through w^hich the lines of com- how she can come out of the situation

munications would run, is inhabited by she herself has created and survive. If

Servians. she acts on Germany's advice and adopts
a more sane attitude, her prestige within

To no Power in Europe her own borders will be a negligible

What Germany ^as the debdclc of Tur- quantity. If, on the other hand.
Thinks—and Knows,

j^^y \yQQi-i morc bitter Vienna decides to endeavour to prevent
than to Germany. It is Servia from retaining the territory won

not only the feeling of having put from Turkey and declares war on her,

their money on the wrong horse, and only a rapid and entirely successful

that one trained by Germans, but the war can justify so desperate a course,

consequences are simply disastrous. The German Imperial Chancellor could

To-day Germany finds herself to all not be said to have encouraged Austria

practical intents isolated in Europe, when he said that Germany would
The renewal of the Triple Alliance come to Austria's aid if

"
her existence

must seem to Berlin a hollow were threatened." To accept aid under

mockery. The Balkan League has such a confession of failure as this

slammed the door of German advance would be would mean the end of

towards Asia Minor and Egypt in Austria, while Germany would be more

Germany's face, and there is no key likely to arrive to help herself than to

which she possesses that can unlock the help Austria. Austria beaten or pre-
door. For Italy's interests are rather occupied leaves Germany alone against
with the Balkan allies than with France and England, while even if

Austria, whose policy and methods are Russia cannot move armies into Ger-

far from being accepted whole-heartedly many, she could withdraw deposits

by the Italians. Austria herself, no one from German banks on a large enough
knows better than the Kaiser, is un- scale to bring financial panic to Germany,
stable and unsafe. The whole weight The trial mobilisation in France, so

of Germany has therefore been thrown cleverly screened as a mistake, did much
into the scale of peace, and every to keep the peace, giving as it did

effort has been made to restrain Austria unmistakable proof of the readiness of

from the folly of aggressive action the French army.
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No result of the success

Anglo-German
of the Baikal! LcagUC iS

Warmer Intimacy, niorc Striking than the

sudden growth of Ger-

many to a warmer feeling of friendship

for this country. Not all the efforts of

the Peace Societies or the Anglo-German

Friendship Associations could have pro-

duced one tithe of this sudden warming
of Germany's heart for England in so

short a time. Convinced that Austria

has but a short span of life, certain that

Italy's interests are probably not those

of Berlin, and fully conscious of the

fact that the disappearance of Turkey
from Europe has destroyed in its

entirety the Pan-Germanic advance

towards the East, Germany, in self-

preservation, has perforce to seek friend-

ship, at least in words, with this country.

The German Reichstag

rru ^ has reassembled. It
The German
Challenge. showcd thc tcndeucy of

its majority by voting

to the presidential chair Dr. Kaempf, a

Radical who had appealed for re-elec-

tion to his constituents, and came back

fortified by their renewed confidence.

The Naval Estimates presented show a

drop as compared with last year of

slightly under a milhon sterling. It

would be pleasant to find in this back-

ward ripple the sign of a turn in the

tide of naval expansion. Possibly the

attention of Germany will be for some

time more absorbed in the plight of her

nearest ally than in attempting to rival

our naval supremacy. Whether the

menace of German competition is ceas-

ing or not, its effect on our Empire con-

tinues. Not a month passes but new
offers of naval help come from our

Dominions oversea.

A few ddLys before the
The Response— German, the Canadian
An Imperial t-» i

•
i

Navy. Parliament was opened,
and the Speech from

the Throne promised
"
reasonable and

necessary aid
"

for strengthening with-

out delay the effective naval forces of

the Empire. By-elections afford fresh

proof of popular support for this policy.
The Prime Minister of New Zealand has

announced that when her battleship

payments have been completed her

annual contribution will not be

diminished. General Botha has spoken
for South Africa to the effect that she

will provide a fleet for the defence of

that key of Empire. But two new

developments, as gratifying as they are

surprising, have come from the dusky
East. Not merely are the self-governing
Dominions rallying round the Home-
land with their naval contributions.

The Council of the Federated Malay
States resolved on the 12th ult. to

offer a first-class armoured ship to

the Imperial Government, to cost

not less than 2\ milhons sterling,

payable within five years. The offer

was made because, as the Sultans

of Perak, Selangor, and Pahang and
the ruler of Negri Sembilan declared,
"
they were deeply sensible of the

benefits of British protection. It was
a sign of the loyalty of the States."

A Navy from
India.

A yet more impressive
addition to our naval

resources is pro-

mised, by rumour at

least, from India. A Bombay tele-

gram states that the independent rulers,

princes and nobles of India are consider-

ing the project of
"
a kingly gift

"
to
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the Imperial Government, to consist of eloquence of Lord Haldane or Mr.

three super-Dreadnoughts and nine Churchill, has refuted the alarms

first-class armoured cruisers, to cost of the venerable Field-Marshal. The

anything from twenty to twenty-five German peril is rapidly being dis-

millions sterling. The idea is that the sipated into thin air by the in-

vessels should be stationed in the Red evitable sequel of the volcanic Up-

Sea, the Mediterranean, and the Indian burst in the Balkans, and by the brood

Ocean. The scheme is said to be only of British fleets that are springing up in

in its infancy. But if this rumour is every sea.

confirmed, then, indeed, the offer is The result of the

worthy of the most grandiose tradi- The Professor as American Presidential

tions of the gorgeous East. A great
President-Eiect. Election was more de-

stroke will have been struck for a more cisive than had been ex-

generous recognition of our Indian sub- pected. Of seats in the Electoral

jects and allies in the Councils of the College, Dr. Woodrow Wilson obtained

Empire. And we seem to be drawing 413, or nearly four-fifths
;
Mr. Roose-

perceptibly nearer the time when the velt, 106 ;
and Mr. Taft, 12 ! Dr.

seas of the world will be completely Wilson's return and Mr. Taft's defeat

policed by our Imperial Navy, and war were generally expected, but not so

upon the high seas shall be suppressed great a gulf between. The actual votes

as relentlessly as piracy. The whole cast for the three candidates showed

story supplies an impressive com- them much nearer. Roughly, six and a

mentary upon the voluntary tendency half million voted for Wilson, over four

of modern government. Even the grim million for Roosevelt, and three million

realities of defence are supplied, not by eight hundred thousand for Taft. It is

coercive enactment, but by voluntary true that over ten millions voted for the

co-operation. A large part of our first traditional parties and only four for a

fighting line is supplied by spontaneous party of revolt. But Dr. Wilson's record,

gifts from the self-swayed Dominions as well as Mr. Roosevelt's votes, meant
who speak our tongue, from the dusky a smashing of

"
the machine " on both

Protectorates that are sheltered by our sides and a victory for normal citizen-

flag, and from the independent princes ship. The election also curiously illus-

of many-peopled India. Was ever a trates the growing ascendancy of

moral triumph so great and wide wit- Plato's ideal in politics. He would have

nessed on this earth before ? Lord his Republic ruled by philosophers.

Roberts pursues his unpatriotic task of That conception is more nearly realised

belittling the Territorial forces as
"
a in modern Germany than probably in

make-believe army," and tries to scare any other great State on earth. The
us into compulsory military service by Fatherland is practically ruled by an

ever more strident insistence on the oligarchy of professors. Even the

German peril. But the actual course dominant military caste is
"
Science in

of events, more effectually than the a pickelhaube." But here, to the
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confusion of his anti-democratic diatribes,

Plato's ideal is pretty well attained by
the hugest democracy in the Western

World. The President-elect of the

United States, if not exactly a philo-

sopher in the abstract sense of Plato,

is yet essentially a professor. He is the

student, the scholar, the reflective his-

torian, the political philosopher. His

will is happily as strong as his mind is

great. And because of these qualities

he has been chosen by the common

p-''

Le Rire.]
Dr. Woodrow Wilson.

"
Well, gentlemen—all right !

"

[Paris.

people in their millions to be chief

ruler, and- invested with a personal

power greater than that of Tsar or

Kaiser. Despite all that dyspeptic de-

cadents may say, the return of this

pronounced professor makes us feel that

democracy is looking up. So—to leap
from one of the mightiest to one of the

tiniest of republics
—is the peaceful

election of the Cuban President a happy
augury, as the first of the kind since

the United States troops ceased to be

responsible for order in the island.

Advocates of arbitra-

tion all the world over
Philip Sobering. t £ ' c

may be forgiven for see-

ing in President Taft's

pitiable defeat a grim but just Nemesis.

His championship of unreserved arbitra-

tion between his own country and ours

raised high the hopes of mankind, and

even moved Sir Edward Grey to a rare

enthusiasm. From this height he fell,

like Lucifer, son of the morning, into

repudiation of treaties and defiance of

arbitration over the Panama Canal.

That great apostasy of his was hailed

everywhere by the friends of war with

transports of delight. It was acclaimed

as the conclusive refutation of trust in

treaties and of faith in international

courts of justice. Verily, he has re-

ceived his reward. He has been

repudiated by his fellow-countrymen
with an overwhelming repudiation. And
signs are appearing that his Panama
policy will share a similar fate. We
predicted that when the paroxysm of

national self-consciousness which always
marks a Presidential election had passed,
and the Republic again became con-

scious of other nations and of other

claims than its own, the Panama ques-
tion would be seen in another and in a
truer light. The transition from Philip
drunk to Philip sober is proceeding

apace. Already Mr. Taft's own expert
on the question, Professor Emery John-
son, has published a report dead against

discriminatory tolls and entirely in

favour of equality of treatment for all

nations. And Mr. Root, late Secretary
of State, and a thoroughly representative
American to boot, has said that if the

Washington Government refused to

accept arbitration on the protest of

Great Britain, then :

We should stand in the light of our multitude of
declarations for arbitration and peace as discredited and
dishonoured hypocrites, with the fair name of America
blackened, with our self-respect gone, with the influence
of America for advancement along the pathway of pro-
gress annulled, dishonoured, and degraded I
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The new chivalry, human form the damnatory language
Tht New which dcals with real which their predecessors once reserved

ParHam^ent! uccds and uot with the almost exclusively for their theological
trivialities of romance, opponents.

is illustrated in the repeal of the One wonders if the same
infamous French law which forbade all ^j'y

Damn the
chivalry, free from

IVlany because -^

inquiry into the paternity of the ille- of the Few ? Party trammels, will

gitimate child. It also appears in the assert itself when the

passage of the White Slave Traffic Bill question of woman suffrage comes before

through all its stages in the House of the House. Will honourable members
Commons and its second reading in who have been proud to protect our

the House of Lords. It is much to be British womanhood from the fraud and

regretted that the clause was dropped violence of procurer and procuress be

by Mr. Lee which enables nests of shame equally eager to protect the women of

in fashionable flats to be dispersed with this country from the reactionary effects

the same rigour as the resorts of less of the foul dishonour done to their

wealthy vice. It was a pity that the cause by another class of criminals

clause was not forced to a division, in leagued in a conspiracy equally law-

order that the country might know who, less ? Will they, in spite of the un-

however well intentioned, were really pardonable excesses of the Suffragettes,
the protectors of wealthy profligacy, refuse to be daunted or tempted thereby
But it was feared, unfortunately, that to shirk the duty of freeing woman from

the retention of the clause would imperil the degradation of inferior citizenship ?

the passage of the Bill. And many of Will the majority of the House of

its supporters anticipate that the tide Commons, which is pledged to deliver

of mora] indignation which has been our British Andromeda, prove itself a

steadily nsing throughout the country true Perseus, and be undismayed by
will enable amending measures to be the scaly dragon of the Suffragette con-

carried in future sessions. The temper spiracy, which is now the chief hindrance

of the House of Commons and of the to the enfranchisement of woman ? To
House of Lords in debating the Bill did leave unenfranchised the great majority
both Chambers credit. When the chains of British women who are by far the

of Party are loosed and Parhament is most law-abiding part of the corn-

free to express itself on some great munity because of the excesses of a

moral issue, the elect of British man- few criminal women would be logically

hood not infrequently do honour to our on a par with an attempt to deprive the

common humanity. The chivalrous majority of men of the possibiHties of

enthusiasm which swept through the fatherhood because of the enormities

Com.mons when by an overwhelming perpetrated by a few in the markets of

majority the power to flog procurers shame. Similarly it is unreasonable to

and bullies was secured will be long claim the by-election at Bow and

remembered. It is equally refreshing Bromley as a popular mandate against
to find bishops and archbishops votes for women. The issue was a purely

applying freely to those fiends in personal one. It was barely disguised
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by the questions of Suffrage and anti-

Suffrage, Socialism and anti-Socialism,

and the shoal of other red herrings

trailed across the path of the voter.

The political effect is practically nil.

The Report of the Royal

New Divorce
' Commissiou ou Divorcc

Law Wanted,
appeared last month.

On five points the Com-

missioners are entirely agreed and on

five they are divided. The five points

commended by their unanimity, and

probably ripe for immediate legislation,

are these :

1. Equality of the sexes as to grounds
for divorce.

2. Nullity of marriage if either party
is at the time of marriage and unknown
to the other party (a) of unsound mind ;

(b) suffering from epilepsy or recurrent

insanity, or (c) venereal disease ;
or

{d) if the woman is with child by
another man

;
or (e)

if there is a

wilful refusal to consummate the

marriage.

3. Presumption of death after not

being heard of for seven years.

4. Local courts and cheaper pro-

cedure before County Court judges
selected specially for the purpose.

5. Restriction at the discretion of the

judge of the publication of reports of

cases tried before him.

Of these the first is by far the most

important. Many people are surprised

to find that up to 1857 the equahty of

the sexes was recognised by the only
law of divorce then operative in this

country. The nation has badly lapsed
for 55 years, and should lose no time in

wiping out this blot upon its statute

book.

The five points of differ-

Five Downward eucc are the five addi-

steps. tional grounds of

divorce, proposed by
the majority and emphatically rejected

by the minority (who are the Arch-

bishop of York, Sir W. R. Anson, and

Sir L. Dibdin)—viz. :

1. Wilful desertion for three years.

2. Cruelty imperilling life, hmb, health

of body or mind.

3. Incurable insanity, certified after

five years' confinement, if the woman is

under 50 or the man under 60.

4. Habitual drunkenness after three

years' separation and reformatory treat-

ment.

5. Imprisonment for life in commuta-
tion of a death sentence.

These are subjects for discussion, not

for legislation. The first is by far the

most serious suggestion. The Commis-
sioners require that the desertion be

proved to be
"
without the consent or

against the will of the other party, and
without reasonable cause." But to

prevent collusion would be difficult, if

not impossible. The minority fear that

the plea of cruelty would also be used

for collusive suits. They point out that

there is no clear proof of demand for

divorce on the third ground, which is

also opposed by experts in mental
disease. They hold that the decrease

in drunkenness makes the fourth ground
unsuitable. The fifth is so rare a case

as to be negligible. The majority would,

though not intending to do so, open
the door to divorce by consent, perhaps
at first leaving it only ajar, but certain

sooner or later to be pushed wide

open.
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Memorials of

Our Chief.

"The Stead International

Memorial Fund to pro-

vide lodging homes for

Women, to be called

The Stead Hostels," was decided on at

a meeting in the Westminster Palace

Hotel on November 4th. Earl Grey

presided over the influential gathering.

As soon as the formative resolution had

been carried, Major-General Brockle-

hurst announced, to the intense satis-

faction of all present, that Her Majesty
Oueen Alexandra had indicated her

wilhngness to be patroness of the move-

ment. This royal act is of a piece with

the interest which Her Majesty has

again and again graciously expressed in

the work of our chief while he was on

this side. Among those who spoke
were Mr. Cunninghame Graham, Mrs.

Henry Fawcett, and Dr. Qifford. It is

impossible here to enumerate the

friends who have sent letters com-

mendatory of the scheme. A very

representative Council has been formed.

Major-General Brocklehurst is chairman

of committee; Mr. B. F. Hawksley is

hon. treasurer. The hon. secretary is

Miss Josephine Marshall,
"
Salve,"

Willifield Way, Hendon, N.W. The
London County Council has granted

permission to place a medallion of our

chief on the granite pedestal on the

Victoria Embankment, to the east of

Waterloo Bridge, or on either of the

granite pedestals on the Embankment
near Temple Pier.

During the last month

An Unhinged the Oppositiou rather
Opposition. gggj^ ^Q Y^^^Q 1q5^ ^J^gj^

heads. By dexterously

watching their opportunity^ they

caught the Whips of the Coalition

napping and, on a quite impossible

Daily Hemid [London.

" The House will now Divide.'

[There has been more criticism of the financial arrange-
ments of the present Liberal Government than perhaps of any
previous Government. The Telephone Job, the Marconi Deal,
and the India Office Loans have caused a great deal of talk,

and people have not hesitated to charge the House of

Commons with being too directly interested in the spoils.]

amendment by Sir Frederick Banbury
to the Home Rule Bill, secured a

snap majority of 21 votes. As the

normal Government majority is more

than- a hundred, the idea that the

Government had received a mortal blow

could only have appealed to minds

slightly off their normal balance. When
Mr. Asquith proposed to rescind the

Banbury amendment, the Opposition

by persistent bellowing brought the

sitting to a close. The intervention

of the Speaker and the acquiescence
of the Government attained the same

end as rescission, but in a way that

apparently did not so excite the suscepti-

bilities of the Opposition ;
and the

continued advance of the Home Rule

Bill through Committee was secured

with only a loss of five days' time for

the House, and a more serious loss of

dignity on the part of the Opposition.
Unionist leaders and newspapers have
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made a great outcry about the suppres-
sion of debate on the Home Rule Bill by
resolute use of the guillotine. From the

air of injured innocence that they
assume, one might suppose that no one

had ever heard of Home Rule until this

session. They appear to forget that the

whole question has been thrashed out

at interminable length in public meeting
and Press and Parliament, until the

country is tired of talking, and wants
to see something done. The trouble

with the Opposition has been shrewdly

pointed out by one of the Labour

Members, that they and their class

consider that they have some sort of

right, divine or other, to rule, and if

they are not allowed,to rule, no matter

what the majority be against them, they
are driven to something approaching

frenzy. The passing of ascendancy is

always a painful process for those that

have been in the ascendant. That is

the difficulty in Ulster. That is also

the difficulty with the old ruling caste

Westminster Gazetted]

Twins after All.

The Ulsterman (Sir E. Carson): "My dear Redmond,
we Irish "

The Nationalist (Mr. John Redmond) :

" My dear
Carson, I'm delighted to hear you say

' We Irish
'

! I always
thought that, according to you, we belonged to different
nations. I do believe we're twins after all !

"

["The Colonies were represented in that House by a
Secretary of State, and surely a whole nation like the Irish
had a right to a similar representative."—Sir Edward
Carson, in the House of Commons, October 24, 1912.]

since the Parliament Act was passed.

The
"

classes
" have shown an in-

ability to adapt themselves to the new
democratic environment—an inability

which, if the lessons of biology count for

anything, is ominous for their future.

The irritation of the

The Unionist leaders has not
By-Eiections. j^gg^ allayed by last

month's by-elections.

They fought them principally on the

Insurance Act, not on the main issues

of party conflict. Taunton has again
returned a Unionist, but with a very

slightly increased majority. At the

first National Conference of the now
united Unionist Party Lord Lans-

downe calmly repudiated the promise
made by the Unionist leaders before

the last General Election, and con-

firmed by him personally after the last

General Election, not to introduce a

measure of Tariff Reform without pre-

viously consulting the country by means
of a Referendum. In the same speech
he nailed the Tariff Reform colours to

the mast. Lancashire, which is irre-

vocably devoted to Free Trade, replied

by returning a Liberal Free Trader in

the Bolton election with a four-figure

majority
—to the great dismay and

disgust of Unionists, who expected at

the worst a three-figure majority for the

Liberal, and at the best the return of

the Unionist.

Mr. Asquith's address

Reforming the to the National Liberal
House of Lords.

Associatiou, at Notting-
ham, is notable, not so

much for his patient and good-natured
refutation of the charges of bad faith

and treason with which the Unionist

organs so plentifully bespatter him, as

for his declaration that the Government
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was seriously considering the recon-

struction of the House of Lords, pro-

mised in the preamble of the Parliament

Act. Whatever differences there may
be in the Liberal ranks as to the relative

advantages of a single or double

Chamber system, there is no question

that the powers of delay at present

possessed by the House of Lords can-

not much longer be tolerated by a

democratic nation. As to the precise

form of the new Senate, there is much

speculation. It is rumoured that the

scheme which had found Cabinet favour

was a Senate directly chosen by the

House of Commons electorate, and com-

posed of two members from each of

seventy-five constituencies. The first

obvious criticism on such a scheme f -"om

the democratic standpoint was that the

size of the constituency would put a

premium on candidates of great wealth,

who therefore would presumably be less

representative of popular needs. The
advocates of the scheme, however, have

renounced it, so we are informed, on

precisely contrary grounds. The Times

states that
"
the chief influence which

w^as likely to run through a huge con-

stituency was that of the Trade Unions,
who would act together, with the prob-
able result that a majority of Trade
U^nion Senators would be returned." So

organised labour, even in the large

constituency, is felt to be more than a

match for land and capital combined !

Mr. Lloyd George, who
The Chancellor SCCmS tO haVC at last
at Aberdeen, succccded iu coming to

terms with the doctors,

was perhaps for that reason in his most

sanguine mood at Aberdeen. He

jubilantly portrayed the benefits certain

to accrue from the Insurance Act, and

declared that the task of Liberalism had

only begun. It had to deal with the

gigantic problems of preventible poverty
in a land overflowing with the abund-

ance of wealth. He used an analogy of

which doubtless much use will be made :

If you were in a beleaguered city no sane governor
would allow the man in the trenches to go ill-fed, ill-

clad, ill-housed, when there was more than a sufficiency

in the city to provide for. all. I am all for fair play
for the men in the trenches.

Without indicating any programme of

land legislation, the Chancellor declared

that the land was at the root of most

of our social problems. But he laid

down one essential principle for all land

legislation,
"
that the first purpose of

the land of this country be not the

conferring of power and pleasure on the

favoured few, but the provision of

sustenance and shelter for the multitudes

who toil." The spirit of the speech is

best expressed in the closing words,

which he hoped each of his hearers

might use when they came to give up
the reckoning of their life on earth :

I found in my native land poverty, distress, wretched-

ness, and misery, but I so strove with my fellows that

now, when I come to leave, I find plenty, happiness,

comfort, and everything that brings lustre to the story

of your past, everything that gives hope for the future.

If this be Mr. George's own epitaph,

happy will he be.

A curious Nemesis has

London Traffic ovcrtakcu thc Progrcs-
Trust. gjyg leaders on the

London County Council.

For years they have blocked the emi-

nently reasonable and necessary demand
that the present chaos in the transit

arrangements of the Metropolitan area

should be brought into something like

system under a London Traffic Board.

Even when in a minority at Spring

Gardens, thev have used their influence

with the Liberal Government against
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the better judgment of many Ministers

to prevent the appointment of this

much-needed Board. Now, however,
what ought to have been done in the

interests of the people of the metro-

pohs is being effected in the interests of

shareholders. Last month has seen the

announcement of what is virtually a

gigantic London Traffic Trust. The

Underground Electric Company, which

has already taken over the London
General Omnibus Company, and pos-
sesses a large interest in the District

Railway, besides controlling the Charing
Cross, Piccadilly, and Bakerloo Tubes,
has now acquired control of the Central

London and the City and South London
Tube railways. As a consequence,

practically the whole of the London
traffic system, apart from the London

County Council tramways, is under the

control of one company. As the multi-

plication and improvement of the motor
omnibuses are more and more success-

fully competing with the municipal

tramway system, the immediate out-

look for municipal enterprise is not too

rosy. Sir Edgar Spe3^er, Chairman of

the combine, disclaims any desire to

monopolise the traffic of London, but
declares that

"
as long as no authority

exists effectively to control and guide
the traffic of this great metropolis (and
in my opinion such an authority should

be an owning authority), so long will

private enterprise be compelled to seek

to obtain such results by amalgamations
and alliances." So the Progressive
leaders, by opposing a Traffic Board,
have obtained a Traffic Trust ! They
now seem driven to demand that the
"
owning authority

"
referred to by Sir

Edgar Speyer shall be the Council of a

vastly extended London County.

The enormous develop-

wanted, a New Hicnt of motor trafhc, of

Road System. wMch the motor omni-

bus is only one phase,

has been again brought vividly before

the pubhc mind by the November
motor shows. The chief feature was

the boom in cycle-cars. This light,

miniature motor-car to seat one or two

persons is already on sale for about ;(8o,

and may be expected before long to be

offered at something like £50. This

opens the prospect of a vast increase

of motor traffic. These inexpensive
machines will soon be everywhere.

Already they are on hire as
"
taxis

"
in

one or two European capitals. The new

developments make more imperiously

imperative than ever the expansion of

our system of roads. Highways that

were adapted to the old slow-going
horse traffic are totally inadequate to

the new demands. Of this fact, the

slaughter that is going on in London

streets, and that has led to the

appointment of a Parliamentary Com-
mittee of Inquir}^ is a sanguinary re-

minder. The slow processes of the

Road Board, which seems to be rather

a means of secreting than of applying
national revenue, must be superseded

by more drastic methods.

In The Review of Reviews for October
several striking diagrams were printed to illus-

trate the article
"
Give Us This Day Our Daily

Bread : The Truth about This Country's Food :

How to Save ^^180,000,000 a Year." In

response to many requests we have had these

diagrams reproduced on art paper, and they can
now be obtained from our office. Any of our

readers requiring the set of diagrams should
send sixpence to the Manager, Review of

Reviews, Bank Buildings, Kingsway, W.C,
and they will receive them post free.



THE EVILS OF PARTY.

By THE RT. HON. EARL OF ROSEBERY.

In view of the fact that every day sees the domination of party politics over national interests

grow greater and more overbearing, we are glad to be able to publish below what is perhaps the most

trenchant attack upon party politics ever penned by a great statesman. Lord Rosebery originally

wrote this article as a preface to a book on Japan as an example of National Efficiency.

fAPAN

is indeed the object-lesson

of national efficiency. Happy is

the country that learns it. But

not a hundred books or a

thousand prefaces will bring this

lesson home to our own nation. We
have been so successful in the world

without efficiency that in the ordinary
course of events we shall be one of the

last to strive for it without external

pressure. We won our empire and our

liberties by genius and daring in an
inefficient world. Now that one or

more nations are keenly striving after

efficiency it will not be easy to maintain
our heritage ;

for the inefficient nation

must sooner or later go to the wall. We
have muddled through so successfully

by character and courage that we are

indifferent as to any other secret of

achievement.
Three things may move us : obvious

decline, sudden catastrophe, or some

stimulating example. This last, at

least, is furnished by Japan.
Some think we are too old a nation

for new departures ;
that our garment

is too old for new patches. It is true

that we cannot begin on entirely new
lines

;
we cannot, like an American

manufacturer,
"
scrap

"
all our old

machinery and begin suddenly afresh.

But Japan is, historically speaking, a

much older nation than ours
;
and yet

she actually did this very thing some

thirty years ago : discarded nearly every-
thing but patriotism, and began a fresh

career. But the exception of patriotism

w^as vast and pregnant. For she not

merely retained a peculiar devotion to

fatherland, but developed it into a

religion.
" Our country is our idol,"

says a Japanese editor,
"
and patriotism

our first doctrine. From the Emperor
downwards, the vast majority have no
other religion."
How stands it with us in comparison

with these Orientals ? We have all the
raw materials, some of the best. We
have courage and brains and strength,
but there is surely an immense leakage
of power in their development. Politic-

ally speaking, we begin and end with

party. We are all striving to put our-

selves or our leaders into offices or

expel other people from them. This is

not from want of patriotism : quite the

reverse, the habit of centuries has made
us believe that this is patriotism, this

and no other. Do we ever stop to

reflect what is the outcome of it all : the
net result of millions of words, words,
words ; of great debates and incessant

divisions and spirited autumn cam-

paigns ? In truth, exceeding little.
"
The hungry sheep look up and are

not fed." But Brown has made a fine

speech, and Jones has surpassed him-

self, and Robinson has done less well

than usual, and so we turn complacently
from the long newspaper reports to the

ordinary bread and cheese of life. And
the old State machine creaks on.

The fact is that party is an evil—
perhaps, even probably, a necessary
evil, but still an evil. It is the curse of

our country that so many, especially in
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high places, should worship it as a god. shape it wiU turn up again in another.

It has become so much a part of our Why, then, it may be asked, break
lives that even those who think ill of it your teeth against a stone ? Party is

think it as inevitable as the fog ;
so as ineradicable as our climate ; it is,

inevitable that it is of no use thinking indeed, part of our moral climate,

what we should do without it. And Granted. But it is at least necessary

yet its operation blights efficiency. It to point out that whenever we do begin

keeps out of employment a great mass to aim at efficiency we shall be handi-

of precious ability. It puts into place capped by this formidable encumbrance,
not the fittest, but the most eligible, There has no doubt been plenty of

from the party point of view—that is, party in Japan. But party in Japan
very often, the worst. Efficiency im- has not spelt inefficiency ;

it tends,

plies the rule of the fittest
; party means perhaps, in the other direction. It

the rule of something else—not the appears to be a rivalry of faction for the

iinfittest, but of the few fit, the acci- goal and prize of elficiency. Japanese
"dentally not unfit, and the glaringly parties apparentl}^ represent a nation

unfit. The most efficient and brilliant determined on efficiency. That is

Ministry in our annals strikingly ex- where we differ. We are not a nation

emplifies this fact. The office of chief bent on efficiency ;
we have thriven so

Minister was divided into two parts, well on another diet that we are careless

strictly delimited : one, party and in the matter. We regard our parties

patronage, managed by the Duke of as interesting groups of gladiators. Our
Newcastle ;

the other, business and the firmest faith appears to be that one will

work of the nation, for which (the elder) do worse than the other
;
so we maintain

Pitt was responsible. By thus cutting the other, whichever that may be.

himself off from the petty cares of The possibility of a directing and

party, Pitt was free to do the country's vitahsing Government that shall do ,

work. His partner made the bishops and inspire great things we seem to

and the deans, and the generals and the exclude from possibility with a sort of

admirals, and appointed everyone, down despair. We know too well that our

to the tidewaiters ;
while he himself Ministers, however great the ardour and

planned victory. By this equitable freshness with which they set to work,
division work was severed from patron- will soon be lost in the labyrinthine

age, and efficiency from party ;
the result mazes of parliamentary discussion, and

was the most successful Government that whatever energy they can preserve
known to us. But it has found no when they emerge must be devoted to

imitators or successors. And yet, if struggling for existence on pro\incial

party be inevitable, this should be one platforms.

way of escaping its evils. And yet there is work to do—pressing,
It may, no doubt, be alleged, and with vital work, which does not admit of

truth, that party is to some extent delay ;
work which would fill strenuous

fading among us, that party divisions years even if Parliament were suspended
are increasingly unreal, and that the and not a speech were delivered,

party landmarks are being constantly But Parliament must sit and speeches
shifted about. That does not, however, must be discharged. We must then, at

affect the position. There is enough least, learn from Japan how to obtain

party to last our time, and what has to efficiency in spite of the party systems,
be done should be done quickly. And, That is the best lesson that she can
after all, if you get rid of party in one teach us.



THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
OF EMPIRE.

A NATIONAL NOT PARTY PROGRAMME.

I. NATIONAL DEFENCE : VI.
In matters of National Defence a single

day's neglect may mean a century's

regret.

11. EDUCATION :

The teaching of the people to be good VII.
citizens is the foundation of the future
of the Nation.

III. AGRICULTURE : VIII.

Agriculture is the nursing mother of
the State.

IV. WELFARE OF THE WORKER :

An honest wage for a fair day's work. IX.

V. THE LIFE BLOOD OF THE
EMPIRE :

To people the Empire systematically X.
means benefit to population and Empire
alike.

NATIONAL ADMINISTRA-
TION :

A smoothly working honest adminis-
tration machine is a patent factor
for National progress.

NATIONAL HEALTH :

A nation without health is a house
built upon sand.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS:
Unless the house be secure from
without, there is small use in pre-
occupation on home affairs.

RELIGION :

The nation that neglects its soul

perishes.

BUSINESS:
Trade and Industry are the pioneers
of civilisation.

Surely the time has come when the clear-thinking citizen can, and will, dis-

tinguish amongst the countless branches of national life those which are continu-

ingly essential to national welfare, but a realisation of these national interests

implies a duty on the part of the citizen not only to interest himself in the fact

that they are national interests, but also to make himself thoroughly familiar with
them. Only by so doing can he hope to be of real benefit to his country, and only
with such citizens can any country hope to maintain her position in the world.

We think that the essential interests of the nation can be resolved into the compass
set forth above, and do not think that any essential part of national develop-
ment faUs outside of the Ten Commandments of Empire. To keep these

commandments in practice as well as in theory would mean the awakening of a
nation's consciousness and a national force which this country has never known
before. To neglect them is to risk a national debacle. So strongl}^ do we feel that
a complete comprehension of these ten commandments is necessary to the well-

being of the nation that we intend in every number to deal with each and all of

them. That is to say, we will always endeavour to make more clear one or more

phases of each of the ten commandments, and, in this way, serve as a signpost to

the citizen, indicating the way of national salvation. Let there be party politics
at Westminster or elsewhere if you will, but let the mass of thinking citizens save
from the petty triumphs or defeats of parties the essential factors of Empire and
of national existence.
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^HE great need of the country

to-day is a real recognition by
all political parties, as well as

^ by the man in the street, that

there are a number of questions
which are, or at any rate ought to be,

outside any party influence or earmark.

They are those vital to the nation as a

whole, without which the majority of

the people would run a risk at least of

suffering or being less well off than at

present. To allow such national mat-

ters to be the play of Parliamentary
tacticians is not, nor can it ever be, to

the advantage of the nation. Matters

of great and lasting importance to the

future weal or woe of the Empire are

now made the subject of barter in order

to prolong the tenure of office by one

or other party, frequently elected for

reasons quite other than those bartered
• away. But while these questions may
not seem of real importance to a party

whip, whose duty under present con-

ditions is always to secure for his

party the maximum number of votes

on division, they may well mean life or

death to the nation. Surely the time

has come when we can insist that such

questions shall be recognised as being
outside of party, and their achieve-

ment and conduct the result of joint

and universal endeavour. And this not

only by political parties, but by the

leading men of the nation. Auto-

matically the Navy has passed out of

party politics, because there is no

blinking the fact that without a

supreme Navy there would be no chance

even of discussing universal disarma-

ment in the House of Commons ! We
do not believe that any Government
that might take over the reins, whether

ultra-Conservative or ultra-Radical, can

venture, or would really desire,

seriously to alter the British Navy.
Foreign affairs have incidentally
ceased to be of party interest, although
it would perhaps be a bold man who

Daily Hcralil] [London.

The touching faith of John Bull, Idolater, who is shown
prostrate before his chief Fetish, Parliament, assisted in

his devotions by its High Priest, the Lawyer.

would say that they are conducted on

a national basis. They have been

divorced of party incidentally because

so very few know anything about

them.

But there are many other national

issues which are still not sufficiently freed

from the trammels and risks of party

machinery. There has been no time at

which the Government at Westminster

has so nearly resembled a machine,
and not a thinking and reasoning mass

of representatives of the people. The
members as a whole have no more

intelligent interest or active participa-

tion in the legislation drawn up and

carried by the Government of the day
than the sausage machine has which,

receiving the debris of animal matter,

produces sleek and well-covered

sausages. With the mental or moral

attitude of members to such an arrange-
ment we have nothing to say here, but
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we do most vehemently protest against

questions of real national importance

being thrown into so creaking a machine,

impotent alike for good or evil to voice-

the will of the people. What the

The Bulletin.] I Sydney.

"Progress" under Party Government.

Advancing the will of the people along Parliamentary lines.

nation wants is a banding together of

those who, recognising that national

affairs are but the first step to im-

perial affairs, will insist, and with

no uncertain voice, that all political

parties recognise publicly and solemnly
that certain questions are, in principle
at any rate, not to be made the sport
of party tactics or the spoil of political

bargaining. The people, whose exist-

ence and welfare are otherwise imperilled,
and who are responsible not only for the

taxes for national objects, but also for

personal salaries at Westminster, have

e\'ery right to demand this. Let a

national party be formed of all sane

and thinking men of any political shade

or belief, within or without the House,

who will declare that they will not for

mere party advantage go against, or

endeavour to stultify, national ques-
tions. The programme of this party
would be composed of national common
denominators, and they would be always

questions upon which parties depend,
and which do not depend upon parties.

The Navy and Army, physical training,

education, railways, and agriculture are

only a few which at once come to the

mind. On these questions there is

little difficulty surely in arriving at a

basic principle which all parties would
be able to recognise as the national

one. The time has come when the

party machine should no longer be

allowed to cramp and to destroy great
national questions. The moral re-

straining power of such a party, which

would never probably take office as a

whole save in time of national crisis,

would be incalculable
;

the continuity
of its programme would be a national

asset of enormous value. While it is

true that an election gives to-day a

blank cheque to the elected Go\'ern-

ment, we must not forget that payment
may be refused when the cheque is

presented, especially if we—the nation—
see that it is being cashed not on our

behalf, but on that of some servant of

Naaman whose possession of the cash

is not in the interest of the people at

large. We have a responsibility which

we will not be able to escape in the

future by saying that, having voted for

any Government, we therefore allowed

it to do harm without any action on our

part to prevent it.
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Oh wad some Power the giftie gie us
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Le Rire.^ {Paris.

The Gunner of Progress.

" The match I use is the torch of civiHsation.'

Nebelspalter.]
_ .... izuncn.

In Time of Civilisation.

The Reaper; "Just a few more such harvests and then

there will be eternal peace on earth."

Der Wahre Jijcob.] [Stuttgart.

A Victor of the Twentieth Century.

Miiskeie.] [Vienna.

War.



THE AIMS AND POLICY OF
SERVIA.

By His Excellency NICOLAS PACHITCH, Prime Minister of Servia.

T this time, when there seems so

#^ much misconception concerning the

^sssi^
aims and policy of Servia, I think

^ ^ that it is very necessary that the

J^^ .Mifc.P€<5p'e of Eng-la/id should know

exactly how things really are and thus be able

to avoid being deceived by the efforts of ill-

informed or unfriendly persons. Servia desires

especially that England shall know the true

situation, since that country not only helped
Servia to obtain her independence, but has

always been the model upon which the liberal

and democratic institutions of Servia have been
created and developed. I feel certain, therefore,
that England better than any other nation will

be able to appreciate Servian policy and Servian

national necessities.

While we are anxious to preserve the most

friendly relations with all other nations, near or

far, we cannot depart from the principle that

national needs must always dominate the policv
of a Liberal nation anxious to develop normally.
International concessions, and even friendships,
must never be allowed to destroy the possibility
of accomplishing the national destiny. The past
has shown us that independence of trade and
economic liberty are necessary for Servia 's

development, and even for her existence. Since
the moment, some years ago, that our economic

independence was partially secured, the progress
of the country has been so marked as to leave no
doubt possible in our minds that Servia must
have complete economic independence and an
outlet to the sea which shall be under no control
save her own, after the sacrifices which she has
made and which she may still be called upon to

make.

It is the obvious truth that Servia's desires are
based upon no exaggerated ideas of possible
aggrandisement nor can they in any sense be

regarded simply as a basis for compromise.
Servian arms have conquered far more territorv

than Servia intends to retain, but Servian policy

has established a minimum of territorial expan-
sion vt'hich does no more than cover her co-

nationals and her national necessities. For this

minimum Servia is prepared to make every

sacrifice, since not to do so would be to be false

to her national duty. No Servian statesman or

(iovernment dare betray the future welfare of

the country by considering for a moment even

the abandonment of this minimum. Servia's

minimum requisite to her national development
is economic independence, save, possibly, in so

far as regards a Customs union with her allies

and a free and adequate passage to the Adriatic

sea on the Adriatic Coast. It is essential that

Servia should possess about 50 kilometres from

Alessio to Durazzo. This coastline would be

joined to what was formerly Old Servia approxi-

mately by the territory l>etween a line from

Durazzo to Ochrida Lake in the south, and one

from Alessio to Djakova in the north.

History might be cited to show that Servia's

claims extend much further southwards. Indeed,

Albania belonged to Servia formerly until con-

quered by the Turks. The anarchy prevailing

in Albania would seem to indicate that the whole

country would be better off under the liberal

regime of an established Government ; but we
do not ask for anything more than our national

necessities demand. The future of Albania

south of the Durazzo-Ochrida Lake line can well

be left to the Powers to decide its destiny,

although we feel strongly that it will be in the

interests neither of the Albanians nor of Europe
if autonomy be insisted on. The reports of Aus-

trian and Italian Consuls and of travellers such

as Hahn, Steinmetz, Baldacci, and Barbarich,

whose testimony cannot be suspected of Servian

leanings, show a deplorable state of affairs

existing in Albania. The percentage of deaths

by violence in Albania ranges from 20 to 75 of

the total death-rate. Europe may condemn the
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Albanians to continue in this state, but Servia

has a very manifest duty to safeguard Servians

from a continuance of such conditions. In the

territories between Djakova, Alessio, Durazzo,
and Ochrida Lake about 10 per cent, of the

150,000 inhabitants are Servian. More than

half of the Albanian inhabitants are Christians,

including the Mirdites. Austrian and Italian

observers such as Hahn and Baldacci admit that

the Albanians in this district are of ancient Ser-

vian origin, and to-day they possess many purely
Servian customs such as the Slava and blood

brotherhood. Under Servian rule they will enjoy
the fullest liberty, schools in their own lan-

guage, religious freedom, and security for life

and property to a degree they have never yet

known.

The communal laws of Servia, which will

come into force in the new regions acquired and

apply to Albanians and Servians alike, "form the

most democratic s} stem of local government
known in Europe. Not only are minorities

adequately represented in commune and council,

but the communal authority is the judicial Court

for the majority of minor offences. In respect of

religious liberty in Servian territory to-day the

Mahomedan priests are better treated than are

the Orthodox, since the former receive from the

State a fixed salary, whereas the latter's revenue

\aries considerably. It is probable that, so far

from the Albanians in Servian territory being
forced to emigrate, numbers will come in from
Southern Albania. To-day in Servia Mahome-
dans and Albanians live peaceably and happily,
and in the newly acquired territories, although
these are fresh from the passage of the vic-

torious Servian armies, all races and religions
are settling down peaceably and contentedly
under the new administration. The reforms set

forth and promised in the Berlin Treaty, which
were a dead letter until the present war, are now
more than accomplished in the new Servian terri-

tories in a few weeks. There need, therefore,
be no anxiety as to the future welfare of the

Albanians, who will become Servian subjects in

the accomplishment of Servia's national

necessity of an outlet to the Adriatic Sea.

Not only will the Adriatic outlet enable Servia

to have freedom of export and import, it will

give her new neighbours, since every maritime
nation will then be Servia's neighbour as much

as Austria is to-day. This is especially true of

England, and Servia rejoices that the period of

lack of direct contact with England and English
institutions will now come to an end. From
Servia's new and growing ports steamers will

go to the established ports of England, weaving
closer every day the web of friendship and

mutual advantage between the two peoples.

This point of contact with England, secured by

England's command of the seas, realises for

Servia one of her deepest and most lasting

desires, which will enable her to develop freely

and liberally, encouraged and stimulated by the

freedom and justice of England. It is this desire

foi future and increasing relations with the

nations of the West, and especially England,
which makes it impossible for Servia to con-

sider even for a moment the giving of any special

economic advantages to any specific nation. To
(\o so would not only prejudice her economic

future, but would force Servia to place Eng-
land and other nations at a disadvantage. This

Servia will not consent to, any more than she

will abandon her just outlet to the Adriatic.

Servia cannot conceive that her settled deter-

mination on these points, which she is prepared
to defend by all means in her power, can be con-

sidered by any foreign Government as other than

necessary for the well-being of Servia and dic-

tated by a very real desire for permanent Euro-

pean peace and equal opportunities for all

nations desiring to enter into economic relations

with her.

Friendly with all nations, the enemy of none,

but before all things true to her national needs

and consistently following out those liberal ideas

learned from England, Servia does not fear

criticism and will not draw back before interested

threats. Although at war, Servia has never

proclaimed martial law, nor has there been any
check upon the freedom of the Press in this

democratic land. It is open to all to criticise

freely and to declare to the world whatever they

may think wrong in Servia's policy, but we do

not with all this unfettered criticism see any-

thing which can make us alter our settled con-

viction that Servia's cause is national and just.

I am convinced that all nations whose eyes are

not obscured by interested desires will be with

Servia in her determination to achieve her legiti-

mate development.
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THE REASON FOR TURKEY'S
DEBACLE.

By PROFESSOR ARMINIUS VAMB^RY.

T is almost sixty years since I first lose all its power ? The disaster pre-
came into personal contact with sents itself to us as a riddle, but as a

Turkey, but in a literary connec- riddle the solution of which is not

tion the country has been known difficult when we grasp the motives
to me even longer. At that time which have for so long been preparing

the Turkish world on the Bosphorus the process of decay. Naturally the

shone in the brilliant hght of Western fatal blow did not come all at once,

admiration and esteem. The gentleness, It manifested itself in different phases
the hospitality, and the courtesy of and forms.

the people were extolled, amazement As an eye-witness of the events of

was expressed at the tolerance now shown the reform period, it became clear to

by severely maligned Islam, and a me that the number of persons deceived

specially rich meed of
'

praise was be- and misled in Europe was much greater
stowed upon the Turkish soldiers, whose than in Turkey, for we have never been

bravery, endurance, and enthusiasm particularly blessed with persons who
were represented as incomparable, really know the land and the people of

I can well understand the enthusiasm the Near East. We did not trouble

with which David Urquhart wrote and much about the progress of the Turkish

published his work, "The Spirit of the reform period; we accepted tinsel for

East." the true metal, and if here and there

Sixty years is certainly but a short voices were raised to point out the

period of time, a fleeting moment, in decay already present, and to draw
the passage of history. Yet when I attention to the inevitable danger, they
compare the picture of that day with w^ere decried as intentionally hostile to

the most recent events I cannot help Turkey, and so were otherwise un-

seeing that the amazement and admira- heeded. Each member of the Diplo-
tion with which the world now regards matic Corps at the Golden Horn pur-
the latest events in the Balkans, and sued his own great or small political
considers the colossal change that has and economic ends. Speculation as to

taken place, are fully justified. Hitherto the future of the reform movement
the history of the world has had very few seemed an idle affair to them

;
and if

such sudden catastrophes to chronicle, the West was rudely awakened out of

How has it been possible that a nation, its indifference by occasional surprises
—

a community, a state, and especially an as, for example, by the catastrophe of

army which has been admired every- 1876, by the Armenian massacres, and

where, should so suddenly sink and by the revolution of the Young Turks—
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people, for no particular reason, were conjure all things aright by a stroke of

just as quickly reassured and restored their wand. This conception was, of

to their usual daily routine. Such course, as incorrect in its grounds as

thoughtlessness has at last avenged was the admiration at the beginning of

itself, and, as a natural result, we are the reform period. I had occasion to

confronted 'with the present universal know all about the Turkish revolution,

astonishment and bewilderment of the awakening of Turkey to liberty

Europe. We were not willing to recog- from its very beginning, being col-

nise that the enforced acceptance of our laborator of the revolutionary Turkish

dress, manners, and customs, and even paper issued in London in the year 1864,

our institutions, could do harm to the and called Muchbir (Correspondent). I

wholly unprepared people in the East, followed with interest the subsequent
and especially in the Moslem East, till efforts in this direction, and I formed

an extraordinary crisis arose and up- part, as literary author, of the editorial

rooted everything, laid bare all wounds, staff of the organ which was issued in

and revealed a picture of the most Paris, with Achmed Rizas as editor,

horrible confusion. and called the Meschweret (The Council).

This crisis began with the introduc- Later on I personally interfered when
tion of the Constitutional era. If the I tried to redress, through my relations

man acquainted with Turkey, and the with Sultan Abdul Hamid, the abso-

sincere friend of the Turkish people, lutism bordering on insanity of this

saw with regret how the West was not untalented Osmanide, which, of

being misled by an enforced sham course, was all to no purpose. I was

civihsation,and was accepting as genuine therefore no stranger to the movement
its external manifestations, he could for Turkey's liberty, but I must declare

not, after the outbreak of the military openly that the whole movement of the

revolution and after the proclamation Turkish State and of Turkish society
of the Constitution, be less astonished could not enthuse me, for I did not find

when he noted the pleased surprise and in the leading factors of the movement

applause with which Europe hailed the that seriousness, that knowledge, and

victory of the Young Turks and the that sincere patriotism conscious of

introduction of liberal institutions. The its aim which is absolutely necessary

rejoicing was, indeed, greater in Europe for success. They were for the most
than in Turkey herself, for in the West part young people, both young in

Abdul Hamid was, not unjustly, more years and experience, who were brought
hated than he was among his own subjects, to the front by the revolution, who
The Young Turks were then suddenly were absolutely incompetent in the

considered as glorious heroes of liberty \'arious branches of the Administration,
and unselfish patriots, but at the same inexperienced in the management of

time also as efficient statesmen who Government affairs, and who li\^ed in

would all on a sudden modernise Turkey, the delusive opinion that they would
its old, crippled Government and its by a turn of the hand transform the

Asiatic conception of the world, and old Asiatic world and vivify Turkey.
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Of course the acts and omissions of

these young pohtical champions did not

find a special echo among the mass of

the Effendi world—that is, among the

intelligent class of Turkey. The gentle-

men were allowed to do what they liked.

But every seriously thinking Turk at

the bottom of his heart complained of

the actions of the Young Turks, because

everybody knew how little the country

and the people were ready for such

violent reforms. The greater part of

the Turkish people to whom the word
"
motherland

"
[watan) was so far an

unknown word, and for whom Islam and

Koran had been the only leading

authority, were unable to understand the

Constitution, the Turkish
"
Meschru-

tiet." For many people this word even

seemed to be the name of the new ruler

who had ascended the throne after

Abdul Hamid, in the same way as they
considered Parliament and Parliamen-

tary votes as an idle play which was

arranged in Stamboul for his amuse-

ment. The effort to give equality of

rights of all subjects, whatever religion

they might belong to, is certainly ex-

tremely humane and commendable, but

it was a strong delusion to believe that

the bitter enmity, more than 500 years

old, between the dominating Mohame-
dans and the dominated Christians could

be so easily discarded, and that the

national political name of
"
Osmanli "

would spring up. Our credulous and

inexperienced Europe allowed herself

to be easily deceived, but not so the

incarnate conservatism of Oriental

people. As I could see from the letters

•of many of my old friends in Turkey,

coming events have been expected with

anxiety, and the unfailing catastrophe

had been foreseen for years. It was
noticed that the pubhc administration
had become worse every year, and that
the idle talk in Parliament had only
injured all the branches of public life

through helpless neglect, that the dis-

order in finances had increased, and
that the army, instead of being
strengthened and promoted, could not

gain anything from the ordinances,
however well intended they may have
been, because the latter have been
taken from a nation having a turn of

mind which cannot fit in with the
mental world of the Asiatic warrior.
But the greatest evil of the new con-
stitutional era consisted in the loss of

the old deference to law and authorities.

The fear of authority which reigned
before, especially under the terrorist

domination of Abdul Hamid, was now
missing. All became entangled and dis-

ordered, the old Asiatic routine again
increased in a frightful manner, and
even a long time before the outbreak
of the war a friend of mine wrote to

me: "It is a real miracle that we are
still able to live in the middle of this

chaos and of this anarchy." Well, in

the middle of this chaos and of this

anarchy war between the Balkan people
and Turkey broke out.

It is scarcely necessary to say that
under such circumstances Turkey was
not at all prepared for a war, and that
a suitable equipment for the troops, the

necessary provisions, the means of trans-

port, and especially the nervus rerum

gerendarum were lacking. The changes
which have taken place in the Turkish

army during the course of the last decades
must not be lost sight of, especially
with regard to the disappearance of
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the personal characteristics of the

Turkish soldier which had before been

so much admired, and the fact that

allowance had not been made for the

ethnical, religious, and social circum-

stances.

Amongst these circumstances there

may be included the strict Prussian

military regulations which were intro-

duced into the Turkish army, so that

the only thing that the Turkish soldier

of to-day has not got is the pointed
helmet. As a consequence, the Turk,

without having become a Prussian

soldier, has ceased to be a good Turkish

soldier.

The Turkish soldier had previously
considered his officer as a friend and a

good comrade, who shared his tent and

scanty fare with him. To-day he finds

himself pitted against the so-called
"
MiktebU

"
officer—that is, the officer

trained in the schools, who, as a con-

sequence of his higher education, does

not consider the soldier as a friend and

brother any longer, but as an inferior.

The cordial intercourse of olden times

between the private and the officer has

been from this fact entirely destroyed.
Next to this factor, the neglect of

religious matters had an influence on

the Turkish army. For the Turk war
is not a political or social duty, but a

religious commandment, which he con-

siders as a sacred matter. The Turk
has before his eyes the saying of the

Koran," Who dies for God's sake re-

ceives the highest reward." Now, the

Turkish soldier of to-day sees on his

side in the fighting ranks the Christian

warrior, the Christian who has nothing
to do with the Koran, and who, as it

was ascertained a short time ago, paints
a cross with chalk on his fez so that the

Bulgarian might recognise in him a co-

religionist. Under these circumstances

it is impossible to require from the

Turkish soldier, who is besides insuffi-

ciently fed and piteously clothed, that

standard of valour and endurance in

which he had previously distinguished
himself. In short, when Turkey com-
menced war she went blindfold into

sure perdition. Already during the

Turkish manoeuvres which took place

shortly before the outbreak of the war
the army had to complain of want of

food and ammunition, and at the seat

of war these complaints were again
made in a stronger proportion and with

a much greater importance. Whatever

may be the turn of things, Turkey has

now lost her possessions in Europe, and
as these possessions have always been

for Turkey an unnecessary ballast, she

will be able to easily stand the loss if

she can collect her forces in Asia and

rectify the mistakes made. It is of the

greatest importance for Europe that

every possibility should be offered to

the Turks to recover and re-establish

themselves in Asia, as, except the Turks

themselves, no Mussulman Power and
no Mussulman people are able to

found and maintain a Government in

Asia.



THE NATIONAL RESERVE.

By MAJOR-GENERAL SIR JOHN STEEVENS, K.C.B.

"I AM obliged to you for the perusal of an advance copy of the interesting article, by Major-
General Sir John Steevens, on the National Reserve. He is well qualified to explain his position,

for he, with one exception, has seen more of the Metropolitan Mayors by whose efforts the 35,000
men have been registered in the City and County of London than any of us in the two Associations.

The one exception mentioned above is Lieutenant-Colonel W. Campbell Hyslop, who originated the

idea and formulated the system of work in the boroughs. The men who have been registered are

waiting for some definite appreciation by the War Office of their patriotic offer, which it is to be

hoped will soon be published. When a definite annual retaining fee is offered and accepted
—either

for service to complete existing Territorial Battalions, with additional numbers for those who will

fall out on mobilisation, or for any other duties which the War Office may prescribe
—it is to be

hoped that engagements for drill, musketry and camp attendances may be made very elastic,

renderable only by the consent of the soldier and by that of the commanding officer, so long as

the numbers in camp do not exceed the establishment. This elasticity is essential on account of

the varying positions of National Reservists. Some are opulent, others are in comfortable

circumstances, whilst others, again, are working for their daily bread. Moreover, the bulk of the

Reservists registered have shot on range annually for years while in the Regular Army, and require

neither practice with rifles nor experience of camp life.
"—Field-Marshal Sir Evelyn Wood, V.C.

ONCEIVED by a thought, fostered

I by energy, maturing by patriotism
—

such is the life history of the

National Reserve.

It emanated from a realisation of

the fact that many thousands, tens

of thousands even, of men passed yearly from a

military calling to solely civil life, all the military

experience and training which they had acquired,
at great cost to the State, during their various

periods of engagement, being thus absolutely lost

to the war organisation of the country. Until

this thought took concrete form the possibility
of men voluntarily coming forward with the

glorious knowledge that their services might
still be relied upon to rejoin the fighting forces

of the country, should the need arise, had not

been contemplated.
It must be recorded that the scheme origi-

nated in the county of Surrey, primarily to

ascertain the number of men who, having left

the Services, would possibly be available for

active military duty should the state of affairs

in this country ever require their services to be
called upon.

Mr. St. Loe Strachey, a resident in Surrey,
who is so well known as an ardent student of

many difficult questions of military organisa-
tion, wrote, some two or three years ago, to

the county Press, inviting such officers and men
who had completed their military life to send
in their names should they be willing to under-
take such an obligation.
The response to this invitation was immediate,

and, at the time, the large number of names re-

ceived was beyond all expectation. They came
forward from all parts of the county, and in

order to ascertain, and show to the military
administrators their value, a parade of Surrey
men was held in London (igio), at which
the Secretary of State for War, the Adjutant-
General, and other distinguished officers were

present. Fourteen hundred officers and men
appeared on parade, half of whom were ex-

Regulars and half ex-Volunteers
;
and fully 50

per cent, were under forty years of age. Their

physique, bearing, and quality clearly demon-
strated their possible value as a military asset

in connection with home defence, if correctly

organised.

Seeing, however, that men of all ages re-

sponded to the call, many of whom, although
still imbued with the patriotic vigour of youth,
were no longer physically capable of performing
active military duty, it was at once apparent
that this organisation would also afford the

means of recognising in many simple, though
public, ways those who had fulftlled their duty
to the State by personal service, either in the

Regulars defending the Empire's interest and

flag in all parts of the world, or with the Aux-

iliary Forces in which they had received train-

ing, to qualify themselves for the protection of

our island home. Such recognition has hitherto

been very scantily accorded by the general popu-
lace of this country, and has chiefly been con-
fined to the work of certain societies for assist-

ing cases of
"

distress," a very small per-
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centag-e, happily, of those who have passed their few public-spirited gentlemen, who realised the

early manhood in military service. This social value of the movement, very little progress

recognition can, to take an example, be given could have been made, nor its rapid success

effect to by privileged position being accorded become an accomplished fact. The War Office

to the Reserve at national or local military and appeared to regard the Reserve merely as a

civic functions. Their presence at such, in or- record of addresses of men who sent in their

ganised bodies, will be, it is hoped, a striking names for registration, regardless of the fact

example to the young men of the present day, that five or ten years later, when their services

who, having no thought of the duty they owe might be required, 60, 70, 80 per cent, or more

to the land of their birth, do little or nothing would have changed those addresses, have died,

in their spare time beyond catering for their or, from age or infirmity, have become of no

own selfish amusement. This applies equally practical use for the main purposes for which

to all classes of the community. How many the Reserve had been instituted. With the

in the metropolis, for example, of the hundreds registry of names, an easy and simple process,

of thousands of well-to-do young men in mer- the whole system of work and organisation only
cantile or other similar occupations do we find begins, if the Reserve is to become a livings

giving personal service to their country? The reality and of practical military value to the

few, very few, with their attenuated numbers, country.
of so-called

"
class

"
corps in London, furnish Further action by the War Office about this

the answer. time gave undeniable signs that the organisa-
The inclusion of soldiers of all ages in the tion was still considered to be full of great

Reserve, in order that they might benefit from possibilities. Field-Marshal Earl Roberts, V.C,
the social side of the organisation, gave rise K.P., was gazetted Colonel of the Reserve, an
in some measure, it is thought, to the name of Advisory Committee was appointed, with him
" Veteran

" Reserve by which it was originally as chairman, to consider questions in connection

known, but which in the very earliest days of with the formation of the Reserve, and advise

the movement was recognised to be a mis- the .A.rmy Council on the subject, and shortly
nomer. "Veteran" Reserve suggested grey afterwards (November, 191 1) revised regulations
beards and warriors of the past, whereas the were issued in Army Orders which, while still

parades of the Reserve, as it gradually took allowing Territorial Associations a free hand in

form, showed the majority to be men still in the framing its rules for organising in their respec-

prime of life, if indeed they had already reached tive areas, directed that classification of members
that age. by ages be made in order that data should be

Resulting possibly from the success attending forthcoming as to the possible numbers which,
the action taken in the county of Surrey, the as far as the rough classification by age could
first Army Order constituting this Reserve as determine, might be available and effective for

an officially recog-nised portion of His Majesty's military service. The Army Order also notified

Forces, was Issued In Nlay, 1910. It authorised that a capitation grant of is. per head per
its formation of men who had completed their annum would be paid on the number of ofl[icers

military service
" m any of the Armed Forces and men registered in the Reserve for the pur-

of the Crown, and who, being under no further poses of administration and maintenance. The
obligation to serve, were willing to register designation of the Reserve was also changed !

their names and give an undertaking to come from "Veteran" to "National."
up for duty in the event of a National emer- The methods adopted for registering and or-

gency." No appeal could have been better ganlslng the Reserve varied considerably In the
worded than found in that usually prosaic Army different counties.

publication. In London an appeal was made to the mayors
The Order directed that the duty of register- and councils of the municipal boroughs to co-

ing the names—in other words, the formation operate in the movement. This course waii
of the Reserve—was to be carried out by the adopted for three main reasons

; first, because
County Territorial Force Associations of the it was considered that the metropolis was too

kingdom, who were empowered to make their large to organise from one central bureau-,
own rules and regulations for its constitution secondly, because the borough areas gave readily
and maintenance. The Order also stated that, defined divisions suitable for decentralisation;
beyond the expenses connected with the Initial and thirdly, by enlisting the sympathy and action
registration of the names, no public grant would of the civic authorities, a strong connecting link
be forthcoming to meet the administrative and would be forged to weld together the ideal, that
other expenses of the organisation ; and, although the active military operations for the
although a small grant was made at a later date, protection of a nation's homeland are in the
had it not been for the patriotic generosity of a hands of a soldier, the means provided to under^
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take that home defence rests, after all, with the

people of the country themselves. The system

adopted has been attended with the must satis-

factory results, directly by the enrolment of over

35,000 officers and men in London itself, and

indirectly by the better feeling of friendship,

sympathy and recognition which has been ex-

tended to those who have given personal service

to their country. This may be applied equally
to all parts of the kingdom where the Reserve
has been instituted.

Before summarising the present position of

the National Reserve, the fact should be em-

phasised that the results achieved have been

entirely brought about by the efforts of various

individuals, members of Territorial Associations,
retired officers, and of civilians, under the

general directions of County Territorial Force

Associations, authorised, as previously men-

tioned, to make their own regulations. As there

are no less than ninety-six of such associations

in the United Kingdom, variation of organisation
and imagined requirements must be looked for.

There is, however, one fact recognised by all

associations, which is, that the organisation, as

it now stands, has been created, and is domi-
nated by sentiment and patriotism.

The present position of the Reserve is

primarily that 170,000 officers and men have

registered with the acknowledged undertaking
that they are willing to come up for active duty"

in the event of a national emergency." It is

under that condition or undertaking alone that

they have joined the Reserve.

Of the above number about 57 per cent, are

under forty-five years of age, a further 28 per
cent, under fifty-five, giving a total of 144,500
officers and men at this date who may be con-
sidered a very valuable military asset to be
drawn upon for home defence when the time of

"emergency" may arise. It should be added
that about 60 per cent, of the total register are
men who have served with the Regulars.

This is the Reserve Force which at the present
time is offered to the country. The associa-
tions have already instituted various systems for

keeping records of each man's service, showing
ihe details of arm to which he previously be-

longed, trade or occupation, general conditions
of life, and for what duties he could best be
utilised on service, and every officer and man
would be willing to step into the position which
he may be called upon to take up. It should,
Iwwever, he more clearly defined during peace
what that position, or possible position, may be.

The War Office intimated in general terms
that the men might be invited, on mobilisation,
to bring Territorial units up to strength, to

undertake the defence of bridges or other

positions, or be employed on remount or store
duties. Such vague general possibilities cannot,
however, be accepted upon which effective or-

ganisation can be maintained.
It is generally understood to be the official

view that home defence rests in the main with
the Territorial Forces. There are at the present
time 47,500 under establishment, and there is no
Reserve whatever, not only to bring up numbers
to establishment in the first instance, but to

replace the wastage which must arise, if not
from active operations, from sickness and other
causes.

The Reserve is capable of providing men to
form battalions for garrison duty or defensive
positions, as well as for the miscellaneous duties
which have previously been mentioned

; and
further, if a lead from the War Office were
forthcoming, it would be ready to furnish men
to be allocated to those duties during peace. It

is, however, desirable that the War Office

should, on its part, provide uniform, arms and
equipment to be in readiness for issue when their
services will be called up.
The only financial grant at present given with

which this organisation is to be maintained is

the sum of is. per head per annum, a rate

totally inadequate to provide administrative
charges alone. If more financial assistance, in
addition to more defined details towards effective

organisation, is not forthcoming, it is the well-
considered opinion of those who have been re-

sponsible for raising the Reserve to its present
strength that their efforts will have been in vain,
and that the magnificent response which has
been made throughout the kingdom by men who
have already served, and ar^ under no further

obligation to serve, will be lost for ever.
The parades of the Reserve, notably that

one inspected by His Majesty the King
on June 8 last in Hyde Park, show of what
material it is composed. Upon that occasion,
with Field-Marshal Sir Evelyn Wood at their
head, over 19,000 officers and men, organised by
battalions into brigades, under the leadership
of distinguished general officers, took up their

positions with as much steadiness and ease as
if they had been still serving soldiers. The in-
herent value of these men as a military asset
for home defence was recognised by all officers
and others competent to form an opinion on the
subject, and it would be nothing less than a
national crime to allow such a patriotic response
from the trained men of the country to be cast
aside for the want of suitable support and direc-
tion by the War Office, and of a grant from
public funds of sufficient means by which it can
be maintained.
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having become strong enough to maintain

To the Correspondant of November loth autonomous political life independently of the

M. Andre Ch^radame contributes one of his Government of Russia, Neo-Slavism is based on

interesting and illuminating articles on the Near Slav solidarity, and the material and moral sup-

East, his subject being the War in the Balkans port of the different groups comprising it acts as

and Austrian Intervention. an eftective check to Germanism, which has been

THE QUESTION OF QUESTIONS. Working SO long to compromise the Slav coun-

. f . ,• i J <. tries. Thus the tendency of Neo-blavism is to
As to the question of mtervention, he does not

^^^^^^.^^ ^^ ^ common end the aims of the
think Russia will take any action unless Rou-

^^ Austria-Hungary,mama and Austria, separately or conjointly, ,^o.,„
should intervene by arms to rob the Allied States

^"^ 'jermany.

of the fruits of their miUtary successes. But SLAV leaning to triple entente.

the Question of Austrian intervention is of capital . • , . u .u r- tvt
.

"-^"^
, A • u J ^^ It is Dointed out how the German-Magyar

importance. Is Austria-Hungary prepared to ^"^ ''' puniicu kju kj

r^ o-r .juf-* 4^ sunremacv has pursued a foreign policy more
prevent Servia from extending her territory to- ^^[^j^'^'^^y

"-^^ F s f j

J ..u A^ • fvo A/I rv,Arorin,-,-,p r^^K^c ^"d morc contrary to the will of the greatwards the Adriatic? M. uneradame replies, . . u •
.

• ..u c-
• t-u„

.,^ •, ?, 1 A , •. „ Vv,K^^ maiority of Slav subjects in the Empire. Ihe"
Certainly not, and proceeds to cite a number

,

J"^ '•> J
u »u ci u-i ^r.A

of reasons, internal and external, which will in- Slavs, on the whole, are both Slavophil and

cline the Government to act with the extremest Russophil, and the majority are also Francophil,

J Tu u- f u .^ 1 4^ -^f^^^ro^^:^^ u^ and they would like to see the Austrian Govern-
prudence. The chief obstacle to intervention, he " .J . . .. u- u •

v. ^^
• .1 •

1 •. .^-
• ^u A »_ ment inaugurate a foreign policy, which, without

states, is the internal situation in the Austro- "'^•\' mciugu ^t^ s k /; '

TT • XT
• % If v.,^ ^„f ^f t^u^ putting: itself into direct opposition to Germany,

Hungarian Empire itself, arising out ot the ^
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^. f f ,1 ,'• 1 *• r«--^ ^^r>, would make it possible to entertain more and
conscious force of the multiple nationalities com- "^ ^
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.1, * 1 -^i^t c^f^f« ^ oW,.^f;^^ r.r^f more cordial relations with the 1 riple Entente,
posing the great polyglot State, a situation not r ^- , .u ci -u
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manage to exercise an influence on Austria s

A polyglot state.
foreign policy more proportionate to their num-

The total population of Austria-Hungary is bers, and an additional point in their favour is

shown to be 50 millions, composed of Germans, that they are much more prolific than the

Magyars, Latins. Slavs, and Semites. In round Germans and Magyars. Already, indeed, the

numbers the Germans amount to 12 millions and
political evolution of the Slav masses is reducing

the Magyars 9 millions. A small minority of
considerably the practical importance of the

Magyars in Hungary—about half a million of Austro-Hungarian Alliance with Germany, and

nobles, landowners, etc.—exercise in the country ^he Habsburg dynasty is now obliged to take

political supremacy at the expense both of the into account the sentiments of its Slav subjects,

great working mass of Magyars and the Slav

and Latin nationalities, and this minority sup-
what Austria would risk by intervention.

ports the political and mihtary alliance of At this moment the 23,000,000 Slavs, by reason
Austria-Hungary and Germany. But this Mag- ^f ^j^^j^ Slavophil tendencies, are almost unani-

yar supremacy is being seriously menaced not ^^^^ -^^ ^^^-^^ hostility to any armed intervention

only by the Slavs and Latins of Hungary, but
^f Austria-Hungary which would have as its

by a social movement among the Magyars them-
^^-^^^^ ^^^ deprivation of the Slavs of the Bal-

selves. Thus there is a tendency for the great j^^^^^ ^f ^^^ results of their victories. Nearly
mass of Magyars to join forces with the

one-half of the Austro-Hungarian Armv is com-
oppressed Slavs and Latins. The Italians and

^^^^^ ^f 5,3^ soldiers and one-twelfth' of Latin
the Roumanians who represent the Latins

separatists, and it is unlikelv that under such
number three-quarters of a million and 3^ mil-

conditions Austria would care to risk interven-
hons respectively, and both nationalities are

^j^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ against the victorious Balkan
separatists. The Slavs, composed of Czechs, States. Another consideration of interest
Poles, Ruthenians, Slovenians, Serbo-Croats, counsels abstention on the part of Austria. Any
and Slovaks, amount together to 23 millions, expansion of the Empire towards Salonika would
and the Semites (anti-Slavs) to ih millions.

inevitably introduce into it new masses of Slavs,.
neo-slavism. and consequently many Austrian-Germans are

The writer distinguishes between Pan-Slav- not partisans of new acquisitions in the South.

^Sl ism, which desired to unite all the Slav countries External causes also will incline Austria not to
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intervene. The military power of the Balkan
States has surpassed all expectations, but a still

more serious consideration is opinion in Russia
which favours the Slavs of the Balkans. Even

Germany is opposed to the territorial

aggrandisement of Austria in the South. The
interests of Austria and Germany in the East
have for some time, indeed, not been harmoni-
ous, but this is not generally known in the West.
Since the Berlin Congress everything has

changed. .At that time Germany was nothing in

Turkey ; to-day she has won a position at Con-

stantinople without the aid of Austria. Her
economic interests have become opposed to the
commercial interests of Austria, and to give
Salonika to Austria would be to favour Austrian
commerce and not her own. From the German
economic point of view it would be preferable for

Salonika to become Greek.

THE BALKAN LEAGUE.
If the public is in doubt as to the merits of

the present conflict in the East it is not the fault

of the scribes. The Contemporary Review con-
tributes its share of en'ightenment and gives the

place of honour to .Sir Arthur Evans, who some-
what anticipates events in his title,

" The
Drama of the Balkans and its Closing Scenes."
Sir Arthur makes the position of the

"
little

nations
"

quite clear:—
The Balkan League is not a mere casual alliance for

temporary ends. Its foundation was really due to the
instinct of self-preservation on the part of the small
Balkan States, and its objective carries much further
than the conclusion of the present war. The almost
unhoped-for co-operation has now been cemented in

blood. It is not for nothing that Serbian divisions have
fought for their ally under the walls of Adrianople,
that Bulgarian and Greek troops have joined forces with
the Serbian in Macedonia. That here and there old
animosities may have broken out between the allied
forces need surprise no one. But the wisdom of the

responsible leaders may be trusted to check such local

demonstrations. There is an absolute agreement that
no member of the Alliance can enter into a separate
treaty with any foreign Power. It is a significant fact
that when the dispute between Austria-Hungary and
Serbia was at its height the direct negotiations were
entrusted to the Bulgarian Premier. That is the very
point of the alliance of which Austria-Hungary will
have to take count in her demands. She has no longer
to deal alone with little Serbia. The very fact, how-
ever, that Bulgaria is acting as her partner, must greatly
facilitate a reasonable compromise.

DR. DILLON OX BULGARIA.

Dr. Dillon is as readable as ever in his dis-

cursive survey of the situation. D •. Dillon
bestows praise and blame with impartial pen
and possesses the rare gift of garnishing prose
with the quality of poetry, as when he writes of
the Bulgarian nation :

—

Latter-day war is not merely the clashing of two brute

forces and the repulse of one. It is also a searching
of the heart, a probing of the vital forces of the nation,
a rough appeal to the principle of the survival of the

fittest. The soldiers of the two hostile armies may be

equally brave, man for man, and there may be no

superiority of numbers on either side. These are but

secondary considerations. What really tells are

qualities which have produced most of their effects before
a single army took the field : a developed social sense,
resolute will power, capacity for sustained collective

effort in the nation, and for thrift, toil, sacrihce, and
self-denial in the individual The most inveterate war-
hater cannot contemplate the stirring spectacle of that

little nation, making its supreme effort, running deadly
risks, tackling a seemingly impossible task with the self-

assurance that hurls Pelion upon Ossa and both into

the sea, without feeling a thrill of unalloyed admira-
tion. That human warfare should have the effect of

thus bracing listless, indolent men to such heroic con-

quests over themselves and their baser passions is doubt-

less the one redeeming feature that still saves it from
abolition.

Austria's acquiescence and Russia's self-

control meet with Dr. Dillon's hearty approval,
and it is quite evident that at least one who
should know looks forward to a peaceful issue

from our present troubles,

"
A NEW ERA."

Mr. Edward Foord also joins the company of

those who prophesy soothly in his sketch,
" The

Past and Present in the Near East." He only
errs on the pardonable side of brevity, and joins
the general chorus in speeding the parting Turk
when he says :

—
The thunder of the allied guns on many fields of

victory, from Skodra to Tchorlu, from Olympus to

Haemus, heralds the dawn of a new era of civilisation

and progress in the Nearer East.

AUSTRIA ALSO A BALKAN POWER.

Mr. R. W. Seton-Watson puts in a special

plea for the inclusion of
"
Austria-Hungary as

a Balkan Power." The writer does not ignore
the welter of Austro-Hungarian home affairs,

for there are two sides to the fact that Austria
is a great Slav nation

; indeed, this may be her

undoing, for her action in the past will not be

very readily forgotten. After all, Austria's

troubles are within her own border, as Mr.
Seton-Watson admits :

—
For some years past her politicians have played with

the catchword of Trialism—a word which is loosely em-
ployed to describe various schemes for uniting all the

Southern Slav provinces of the Monarchy as a single
unit under Habsburg rule. This is not the place to

indicate the method by which this unity might be recon-
ciled with a modified scheme of Centralist government
such as would replace the effete Dual system. But that
the task must be attempted, and that without delay, is

recognised on all sides ; for it would be madness to

continue a system which directly challenges its victims
to compare their own misgovernment with the triumphs
of their free kinsmen across the frontier. From this

to revolution is but a step.
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The paradoxical cartoon below— showing how the spiritual forces
behind the Balkan States have actually impaled the Power which
trusted but to brute force and violence—recalls Shelley's lines :—

'
The moon of Mahomet
Arose, and it shall set •

While blazoned as on Heaven's eternal noon
The Cross leads generations on."

Daily Hciahl.l [London

Cross and Crescent—Turkey, 1912.

" And the meek shall inherit'the earth."

The Remorse of Europe.

Europe, who has allowed Catholic Poland to be torn to

pieces, may take upon herself the interdiction of Mussulman
massacres !

Trouble in the Balkans.
[London.

Kladderadatsch.] [Berlin.

The Battering-Ram of the new Knight of the Cross ;

or, breaking into the high door.

If the door should be difficult to open, Ferdinand—m hoc

signo vinces I

[The Chancelleries of Europe are much exercised by the
dramatic development of the Balkan Confederacy.]

The Capitalistic Powers (in unison for once) :

"
Why,

the inconsiderate man seems to have grown strong enough to

redress his own grievances ! Tut ! Tut !
— this is very wrong-

headed ; he cannot have thought how difficult this makes it

for us to find good moral justification for having a finger in

the pie I

"
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THE DIPLOMATIC CAMPAIGN.
In Questions Diplomatiques et Coloniales of

November i and i6 there is an article by Com-
mander de Thomasson on the Diplomatic Cam-

paign.
ALLIED MALCONTENTS.

The diplomatic drama which was being played

during the great military tragedy in the Balkans,

by the Great Powers, might well be entitled

"The Allied Malcontents," he writes. In the

Triple Alliance, as in the Triple Entente, there

was a feeling of uneasiness and distrust arising
from the fact that more than one Power put its

own particular interests before the general
interests of the group of which it is a member,
thus compromising Europ>ean peace. From the

moment that the Eastern Question was raised,

it is extraordinary that the friends or allies did

not agree on the mutual concessions to be made
and the course to be followed in the circum-

stances which it was easy to foresee would be

produced. As to the Triple Alliance, a coolness

between the Dual Monarchy and Austria-

Hungary has been brought about by the initia-

tive of the Balkan Allies. In the camp of the

Triple Entente confidence no longer prevails,
and the French effort in favour of peace only
met with a succds d'esiime. One thing, how-

ever, has become clear. England has again
become Turcophil, because of the turn which
events in India have taken and England's desire

to be agreeable to the Moslem League.
At Berlin Count Berchtold is reproached with

having encouraged the Bulgarian offensive to

enable Austria to advance a few steps in the

direction of Salonica, and in London the question
is being asked : Was M. Sazanoff quite sincere

in deploring the misdeeds of the Balkan League?
Some French journalists accuse England and
others accuse Russia of being found lacking in
"'

European patriotism," or, in simpler terms, of

not having the intelligence to grasp the situation.

ATTITUDE OF RUSSIA.

But in our day it is not the Chancelleries, but

the nations, who make peace and war, and all

little diplomatic moves perish before great
national movements. One such movement is

shaking the Balkans to-day. It was not the

governments of the League which wanted war.

The war was due to the force of a great Mace-
donian party. Similarly, it is one of tl'WDse great
currents of opinion which constitutes the danger
of a difference between Austria and Russia. The
Tsar may have his hand forced by the Pan-
Slavist party, which has representatives even at

the Court. It is the alternating feeling of confi-

dence and mistrust which this party inspires in

Servia which explains the continual variations of

Servian policy. The question now is : What will

be the attitude of the Pan-Slavists in Russia to

any territorial aggrandisement of Servia? The
main objective of the Serbs is not so much Old

Servia and the Sandjak, which are inhabited by
a mixture of races, as Bosnia and Herzegovina,
where the race is pure Serb. Referring to

Austria and Italy, the writer points out that the

Macedonian question is not the only one to be

solved. Albania is equally important, and it was
because of Albania that Italy was so desirous of

maintaining the status quo in the Balkans and

concluding peace with Turkey.

AN OUTLET FOR SERVIA.

At the outbreak of the Balkan war the pacifists

hoped Turkey would win, because it would

simplify matters and enable the pacifists to go to

sleep again on their soft pillow of inertia and

egoism. Meanwhile, recent events must have
been sufficient to convince them that it is by
military force alone that the territorial status

quo of a country can be assured. During the

past six months the diplomacy of the Balkans
has been much more advanced than that of the

Great Powers, and one may suppose that the

Allied States were prepared for anything, includ-

ing their remarkable success. The writer

examines the basis on which the Balkan States

will probably treat with the vanquished, and out-

lines the changes which are likely to be made in

the map of Europe. Servia, he says, demands
the Albanian coast from the Gulf of Drin to

Durazzo. Austria will not allow Albania to be

touched, and therefore puzzles her brains to dis-

cover other economic outlets to offer to Servia—
a port in Dalmatia, like Melkovitch, by which
Servian produce might find transit by crossing
Austrian territory, or a port on the ^^gean, such
as Kavalla. The Servian position would then

be analogous to that of Germany on the Congo.
The Serbs will have nothing to do with it. \\ hat

they want is not only the free use of a port, but

access to that port by a railway traversing
Servian territory. The writer is of opinion that

that port need not necessarily be Durazzo. The
less Albanian territory the Serbs annex the better

it will be for them.

", A MYTH is the pure product of the human
imagination, an attempt to express the wonder-
ful and the mysterious." Such is the definition

given in Folklore by W. H. R. Rivers, treat-

ing of
" The Social Significance of Myth." So

defined, a mvth has chieflv been taken to refer

to natural phenomena. Mr. Rivers shows how-

it relates to social phenomena.
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EFFECT ON OUR EMPIRE.
In the Round Table for December a writer

says that for many years it has been a behef

among Mohammedans that there is a conspiracy

among- the Christian Powers to overturn the few

remaining independent Mohammedan Powers
and seize their lands :

—
There is a prophecy of Mohammed himself that his

followers, forgetful of his teaching, would at last be
driven back to the original home of their faith, but that

then, chastened in spirit, they would arise once more and

conquer the world. Do not recent events point to the

near approach of this day? Is not Islam ringed about

by infidel powers, so that Turkey, Persia, and Afghan-
istan alone are left—a compact group—the last pro-
tectors of the land where the prophet preached and
died? We may not fear very deeply what these powers
themselves may do. But there are 70,000,000 Moham-
medans in India, and 10,000,000 in Egypt, among whom
it is whispered daily that the British Government is a

secret party to the conspiracy against their faith, and
that the day of triumph, prophesied of old, is at hand.
The importance of these facts cannot be ignored. The

defeat of the Turks, little as it may seem to concern us

at first sight, will make the task of government in India

aftd Egypt no easier, and will create difficulties of

foreign policy in Arabia, in the Persian L-ulf, and on
the Egyptian frontiers, such as we have not experienced
before.

INDIAN MOSLEMS' VIEW.
The author of a paper with this heading

in the Indian Review tells of the outraged feel-

ings of Indian Mohammedans at the action of

the Balkan States in going to war with Turkey.
He observes that for several months past the

Mohammedans of India have been passing

through a state of discontent. The unblushing

brutality with which Russia was treating Persia,
the apparently unprovoked assault of Italy upon
the Turkish position in Tripoli, and lastly the

disappointment of the Indian Mohammedans over

the Moslem University, have all combined to

create an atmosphere of restlessness among the

Mohammedan subjects of the British crown.

Regarding the life and death struggle between

the leading Islamic Power and four minor

kingdoms of Eastern Europe, which, he says,

has considerably excited the already exasperated
followers of the Arabian Prophet, he is of the

opinion that :

The combined aggression of the Balkan States against

Turkey is bound to create a profound impression through-

out the Islamic world. If the Montenegrin attack brings

about a general war every Moslem will feel an irre-

sistible call of duty to help those who will have to

carry on a Hfe and death struggle in defence of their

honour and their rights. The feeling would be as strong

and natural as the spiritual and moral ties that unite the

followers of Islam. Some mischief-mongers have often

tried to read into this feeling an aggressive political

ambition or a burning hatred of Christendom. It is

nothing of the kind. The Mussalmans desire nothing

more than that their brethren should be allowed to live

in peace and freedom from the aggression of the racial

and religious bigots in Europe. If ever a nation pos-

sessed the right to -defend its home and liberties the

Turks possess it to-day in full measure. In trying to

crush the force of anarchy, organised revolt, and militant

"confederacies" they would be striving to preserve the

birthrights of their nationality. No Mussalman in whose
breast there exists the least fraternal feeling that has

been the glory of his creed can see unmoved the struggle
of his fellcw-Moblems in a just and noble cause. He
would regard it as a great privilege if he can share

actively the stress and burden of that struggle.

Yet we hear from other sources that the

orthodox Moslems of India regard Turkey's
reverses as a judgment of Allah upon the inno-

vations of the Young Turks.

GERMANY'S INTEREST.
In the December number of the Round Table

"
a German authority

"
gives a German view of

the Balkan crisis, and declares that Germany was

Turcophile in a mild and temperate way, but

would not be greatly excited if it turned out that

she has backed the wrong horse. Her real con-

cern is how Austria-Hungary will be affected.

Austria-Hungary, if she preferred a p>olicy of

economic penetration to one of territorial expan-
sion, might achieve this result with very little

international friction ; but territorial expansion
could only be carried out by intimidation of war

against the victorious Balkan peoples, which

would have a very serious effect on Austria her-

self. Neither supporters nor enemies of her

dream of a triple monarchy, Austro-Hunganan-
Serb, are likely now to advocate the use of force.

The disinterested Powers, Germany, France and

England, formed their alliances for the sake of

peace and not for the sake of war, and any

policy driving them into war would be suicidal.

" GLADSTONE'S VOICE."
In the December Cornhill Mr. H. C. Thomson

reviews the circumstances that led up to the

war. The Young Turks governed well for a

short while, he admits, but afterwards showed
themselves to be just as intolerant, tyrannical,
and cruel as Abdul Hamid :

—
The Liberal party being in power in England, to them

the Balkan Christians naturally looked for assistance; the

declarations of that party in 1877, and again in i8g7,

justifying them in doing so.

Unfominntely, it happened that the leaders of the

Young Turk party h.nd created an exceedingly favourable

impression in England. They had made many friends

there, who were loth to abandon faith in them, and

matters, therefore, were allowed to drift, and nothing
was done, until at last the Majknn .States felt that they
must rely upon their own unaided efforts to put things

straight: and so the Balkan League was lormed. Had
it not been for the memory of what XI. CFuerhoff, the

Bulgarian Premier, has called
"
Gladstone's mighty

voice," their faith then in British sympathy, their hope
of British aid, would have gone from the Balkan peoples.
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Poor Friend ! The only chance of saving you Is to

shorten you.
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The Turk: "How you have grown in
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Protecting Powers.
" Now that these fellows have done the rough work, it is time

that we should step in and divide the bone."
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THE FRIENDLESS TURK.
The "eternal question" of the Near East

absorbs the attention of many writers in this

month's Fortnightly, and while many phases of

the problem arc considered, it is quite evident

that no one can be found bold enough to suggest
a reversion to the status quo ante.

"
Politicus

"
surveys the whole field with a

happy impartiality and condenses the issue to a

consideration of the birth-rates of the countries

most immediately concerned in the ultimate

settlement of that portion of Europe which has

been labelled
"
Turkey

"
on the school maps of

th'^ past generation :
—

The excess of births over deaths is far higher among
the Slavs than among the Germans. In Germany the

growth of population is proportionately far greater

among the 3,000,000 Poles than among the Germans. In

Austria-Hungary it is far greater among the 25,000,000
Slavs than among the 12,000,000 German Austrians and

the Q,000,000 Magyars of Hungary. The Slavs in the

Balkan Peninsula increase at as rapid a ratio as those

in Russia, in Germany, and in Austria-Hungary. In

two or three decades the Slavonic Balkan Confederation

should double its population.

The Slav has been the under dog of Europe,
but there has been a great awakening :

—
Thus, the Balkan War has been a factor of the most

far-reaching importance to Slavdom in all countries.

It has given to the men of Slavonic race that fervent

hope and that confidence in themselves which hitherto

they have lacked. A new spirit has been created among
them, a spirit which is bornd to destroy their obedient

and long-suffering humility, perhaps their principal

characteristic, so well described by Tolstoy and

TurgeniefT, which sprang from their sense of inferiority.

Fired by the triumphs of the Balkan Slavs, they are

rapidly acquiring a strong pride of race. The humble

and oppressed Slavs of Southern Hungary have under-

stood the significance of the Bulgarian and Servian

victories, which they have celebrated with public pro-

cessions and loud rejoicings, to the great displeasure of

their masters and notwithstanding the prohibition of the

police. The moral factor is of the greatest importance

in diplomacy and in war. The success of the Allies

has greatlv increased the moral and material power of

the Slavonic nations. It has created a powerful Slav

State on the flank of Austria-Hungary and it has given

to the Slavs of all countries a new sense of power.

"Politicus" traces the policy of Austria in

belittling the Servian nation and prophesies that

conditions will force the Balkan peoples into an

alliance with Russia. He suggests that :

A collision between Austrfa-Hungary and the Balkan

States is evidently very possible. Russia cannot afford

to see the Balkan States crushed by Austria-Hungary,

for it would be a great danger to Russia to see Austria-

Hungarv dominating the Balkan Peninsula. On the

other hand, the Balkan States cannot afford to see

Russia crushed bv .Austria-Hungary, for Ru.ssia's defeat

by that State would enable Austria-Hungary to acquire

the Balkan Peninsula. The Balkan States are a

necessary bulwark to Russia, and Russia is an equally

necessary bulwark to the Balkan States. It is therefore

perfectly clear that the law of self-preservation will

compel the Balkan States and Russia to support one

another, even if they do not enter into formal engage-

ments with that object in view.

Developing his thesis, the writer foresees the

ultimate conflict between the Slavonic and

Germanic nations :
—

A great war between the Slavonic and Germanic
nations seems inevitable. The question only is whether

it will take place earlier or later. German and Austrian

statesmen may well ask themselves whether it be better

to fight that war now or some time hence, and very

possibly they may come to the conclusion that it will

be wiser to fight without delay. The Balkan States are

exhausted. Through lack of ammunition and of money
they are at the moment scarcely able to enter upon
another war.

A KING WHO COUNTS.
Miss Edith Sellers contributes a chatty

paper to the Fortiiightly on King Charles of

Roumania, a country which will shortly have its

share of the limelight. The writer makes an

interesting contrast between Roumania of a

generation ago and now. Then—
The peasants hardly knew what it was to have enough

to eat, even when the harvest was good ; and they were

brought face to face with starvation at once, and died

off like flies, when the crops failed, so ruthlessly were

they exploited. For, come what would, the tribute must

be sent to Constantinople ; and the burden of providing
it was imposed on them.

Her position to-day is that of a united nation :
—

Nor is it only the people of Roumania who have

changed ;
their circumstances have changed as much as

they have : they hold quite a different position in the

world now from that which they held in 1866. Then
their ruler was a mere vassal prince, now he is an

independent sovereign ;
not only has Roumania thrown

off the Turkish yoke, but she has established her right

to manage her own affairs without let or hindrance from

the Great Powers. Nay, more, thanks to her splendid

army, she herself is become, if not a Great Power, at

any rate a Power with whom the Great Powers must

reckon, whose alliance they court. So strong is she now
that she can even afford to stand aloof with folded

hands while fighting is going on all around her; for she

knows that, when the fighting is over, even though she

may never have struck a blow, no one will dare deny
her her fair share of the spoil.

The moving spirit of this wonderful reforma-

tion has been the King, who has steered the

vessel of State through troubled waters. Miss

Sellers certainly contrives to give an impression
that King Charles is among the supermen who
can master Fate and have little room for the

sentiments of the average human. Of his

marriage she says :
—

So overwhelmed with work and with worries was he

that, although he must marry, he had no time in which

to choose a wife for himself, but must leave the task

of choosing one to the Crown Prince Frederic. He
could not have left it in better hands, as the result

shows; for, although it was a case of wedding in haste—
he was betrothed to Princess Elisabeth of Wied the

day he first saw her—there has been no repenting at

leisure.

Roumania's troubles would seem to be behind
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her, and for this she is much indebted to her

King and his good worlc may yet receive a more

general recognition, for

It almost seems as if, for the second time in his life,

King Carol is to have a supreme stroke of good luck.

Years ago, just when his soldiers were ready for fight-

ing, he was given the chance of proving how well he

had trained them ;
and now that his whole people are

ready for work of another sort, he may perhaps have
the chance of showing that in labouring among them
he has not laboured in vain. Should the mission be

given to her, Roumania may be trusted to do good service

for law and order, for righteous dealing, too, and
culture, among those turbulent races with whom her lot

is cast.

OBSOLETE DIPLOMACY.
A STRIKING article, unsigned, on present-day

diplomacy in connection with the Balkan crisis

appears in the first November issue of La
Revue.

HOW NOT TO DO IT.

The Near Eastern question having been
raised once more, all thoughtful minds ought to

protest against the mean and unstable solution

which diplomacy is trying to force on the bel-

ligerents. To promise to localise the war is not

to establish lasting peace. To establish defi-

nitely European peace, the solution of only two

problems is really necessary
—that of Alsace-

Lorraine and that of the Near East. Franco-
German reconciliation, on the basis of justice
and equity, may be postponed a little longer,
the conscience of the two nations agreeing to

reject the hazardous and bloody solution of a
war. But in the Near East the situation is quite
different. It is not merely a question of main-

taining the position of two Great Powers ; the

interests of the entire West are entangled on
Balkan territory.

THE BEST EXAMPLE OF FAILURE.

Diplomacy has done next to nothing to pro-
mote order throughout the world. Armed peace
is one of the most costly and atrocious stupidi-
ties which humanity has ever had to endure.

Everything around us progresses except diplo-

macy. Reduced to its old immoral and degrad-
ing procedure of half-measures, it is the unique
domain for the preservation of misunderstand-

ings and dangers of explosion. The Near East
is the best illustratir)n of diplomatic failure.

Everyone considers the present war right, yet
it will cause serious destruction and loss of life.

Bui what does it matter? The great Christian
Powers will not care, provided it remains

absolutely sterile and useless.

BRUTAL EGOISM.

The status quo—that is the dream and the

pT-ogramme of diplomacy. What a contrast

between the idea of justice which animates

nations and the brutal egoism of diplomatists !

Turkey is disorganised and incapable of as-

suring justice and order, thanks to the rival

action of the Powers, and yet we are promised
that this state of things shall continue in the

name of the principle of Ottoman integrity !

And it is Austria, Italy, Russia, England, and
France—all of them nations who have been
enriched by the spoils of the

"
Sick Man "—who

desire to impose this principle on the Balkan
nations. True, the Oriental knot which diplo-

macy has complicated, and is complicating, is

difficult to undo. But does not Europe main-
tain battalions of diplomatists whom she over-

whelms with honours and glory? And the

sovereigns, what are they doing? Difficulties

exist only to be overcome.

WANTED—A STATESMAN.

Should the Great Powers decide to intervene,
it will be their imperious duty to settle once for

all the questions pending, and to save the

honour of Europ)C and the principle of inter-

national justice. Many things are favourable

to the creation of a solid peace, and there is the

Hague Tribunal, which in the last resource

might smooth down the insurmountable diffi-

culties of a conference. But is there a states-

man to be found capable of grasping the events

from an elevated point of view and of dis-

regarding passing satisfaction in order to

consider only the verdict of history and the true

interest of the nations?

POSITIVIST VIEW.
Professor Beeslv, in the Positivist Review,

confesses to have warmly welcomed the Turkish
revolution. He now declares that history will

picture the whole period of the revolutionary

government as a continuous march tending
always to a bad end. As to the future, he

says :
—

A Turk, like an Ulsterman, may at first find equality
humiliating. But he must get over it as well as he can.

There is nothing in it of which he has any right to com-

plain. If the Balkan States remain at peace, Thrace and
Macedonia may be expected to show as remarkable and

rapid a progress—political, social, and economic—as Bul-

garia has made since her emancipation. In these advan-

tages the Turk may share, unless there is something in

his habits that incapacitates him.
Greece -will probably aim at naval rather th.an military

power. It is to be hoped that all the islnnds inhabited

mainly by Greeks will now be allowed to join her if they
wish. Among these is Cyprus, which nisT:ieli embt-z./led

when he was supposed to be in charge nf Turkish interests

at the Berlin Conference. There is an agitation for

union with Crreece. and we had better retire while we can
do so with a good grace. Cyprus costs the British tax-

payer ;^so,ooo a year, which he pays for the satisfaction

of painting that morsel of the map red.
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ATROCITIES—WHOSE FAULT ?

Mr. Marmaduke Pickthall, in the ATme-
ieenth Century, appears as a thoroughgoing-
advocate of the Turk. Never, he says, in the

history of Islam have subject Christians suffered

persecution for their faith. The atrocities which
have shocked the world from time to time in the

last century were due to foreign interference of

a particularly intimate and galling character.

The Christians being almost everywhere pam-
pered, the Mohammedans neglected and down-

trodden, the Moslem worm turned at last in

massacre and outrage ! He thinks it
"

a great
misfortune for the British Empire that a Moslem
Power, the Khalifate, should be put down for

the mere wish to practise what we have for years
been preaching

—a nationality that shall be inde-

pendent of religious differences. For it comes
to that. In the four years since religious tolera-

tion was proclaimed in Turkey, Turkey has had
a number of assailants, no defender." He fears

that in any settlement arranged by Christian

Europe the claims of the Mohammedan may be

ignored, and he deeply regrets that England,
with her millions of Mohammedans, has no

settled Moslem policy.

Europe has a right to interfere in the Balkan
affairs. For Europe saved Servia from the result

of her war with Turkey in 1876, and again after

her defeat by Bulgaria at Slicnitza
; Europe

saved Greece after her crushing defeat by Tur-

key in 1897.

WHERE EUROPE COMES IN.
" The Balkan Crisis in a Nutshell

"
is pre-

sented by Mr. J W. Ozanne in the Nineteenth

Century. He says
"

it was through the dissen-

sions of Greeks, Slavs, and of Bulgarians, who
are of the ITgrian race, and therefore quite dis-

tinct, that the Ottomans were enabled to estab-

lish thei'- empire in the Balkan Peninsula. It

was owing to their rivalry that it was main-

tained." Now these rivals have united, and the

Turkish Empire has collapsed. Against the

common opinion, Mr. Ozanne declares that

ARBITRATION VERSUS WAR.
A VERY thoughtful article in the Round Table

for December on arbitration and war refers to

the view taken by President Taft and American

public opinion, that the question of Panama tolls

and the Hay-Pauncefote Treaty should not be
submitted to the Hague Tribunal, and says,

"
If

this is the view taken by the nation which prides
itself on being the leading advocate of universal

arbitration, in a case which simply involves the

interpretation of a treaty," we cannot be sur-

prised that arbitration was not invoked in the

Balkan War. The writer says :

" So long as
national patriotism takes precedence in men's
hearts over the love of humanity, as it does and
will for many a long day, so long will war re-

main as the final judge between the nations."
The writer thus sums up the whole matter :

—
Arbitration is no cure for war so long as there is no

agreement between nations to substitute arbitration for

war, and no power strong enough to enforce such an

agreement if mude. So long as the world is divided
into peoples as passionately attached to their national

individuality and independence as thev are to-day, no
such agreement can be made and no such power can be
established. Meanwhile the nations 'are in the position
of the strong man armed keeping his palace. When a

stronger than he shall come he shall divide his spoils.
The only security for a nation's peace is its own strength
for self-defence; and its best guarantee that it will not
be attacked is to make the attempt too dangerous for any
possible foe to undertake it. For this reason armaments
to-day, instead of being a menace to peace, are its best

protection. Any nation which, lulled by dreams of the

early coming of universal peace, neglects to prepare for

possible war is only inviting a stronger neighbour to

use its own strength in the day of quarrel.

Jn ^emorfam.
The many admirers of the late WILLIAM T, STEAD will be glad to know that

Mr, P. Bryant Baker, the well-known sculptor, has completed a verv successful study

of the founder of The Review of Reviews. The bust can be seen at the artist's studio

at 404, Fulham Road, London, and is a life-like presentment. Mr. Baker has recently

executed several commissions for Royalty, the most notable being the bust of King

Edward for Marlborough House, a full- sized statue of the late King for Huddersfield

(recently unveiled by King George), and yet another for the Westminster County Hall.
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THE WOMAN'S MOVEMENT.
THE FEMINIST OF FRANCE.

The intercijting thing about French feminism,
writes Ethel Dean Rockwell in the November
number of the Century Magazine, is that the

French feminist is instinctively individual,

always French.

In England the feminist bends all her energies
to winning the suffrage and being able to carry
reforms by Act of Parliament

;
in France the

feminist takes little part in political campaigns.
In England women are working for the cause of

all women rather than for individual advantage ;

in France women appear to be working more for

their own benefit than for humanity. Measured

by American standards, or those of northern

countries. Frenchwomen, considers the writer,
have still far to travel to reach the point where
these were fifty years ago. Americans accept

liberty of thought and action as a matter of

course, also equal opportunities for study and
work and the respect of men. Frenchwomen do
not yet possess these blessings, and the causes

are stated to be chiefly social, civil, and reli-

gious. In Latin countries men have generally
treated women with gallantry, but not respect,
and in France the bargaining about the dowry
has added sordidness. The principle of the sub-

jection of woman to the authority of man, fast

bound in civil law by the Napoleonic Code, has
been largely emphasised by the Church. The

passive virtue of sacrifice has been consistently

developed.

CHANGES WROUGHT BY ECONOMIC PRESSURE.

Meanwhile, economic pressure has sprung up,
and women in France have been forced into

industry until sixty per cent, are now said to be

wage-earners. Industrial conditions have been

compelling them to demand recognition on the

same basis as men. The tradition that every
girl must marry or retire to a convent left too

many women unaccounted for in the social scale.

Four and a half millions of women—unmarried,
widows, or mothers whose children are grown
up—have no home ties, and are clamouring for

the privilege of employing their energy in useful

work. Another stimulating factor is the result

of the separation of Church and State, carrying
with it the dissolution of the convents. Previ-

ously the convents had been largely the refuge
of unmarried women.

Certain classes of men have been strong and
active supporters of the women's cause. French
Protestants are in the forefront of sympathy for

the movement; many literary men, lawvers,
teachers, professional men in general, and some
deputies and senators are with them. Play-

wrights and poets have done much to break
down prejudice and widen the point of view,
and the novelists have done their part. Add to

this education and its results in science, medi-

cine, law, etc., and it will be seen what a

change has come over women's position in

France in the last few years. In literature and
art the progress made has been enormous.

THE SUFFRAGE QUESTION.

In the matter of the- suffrage the progress is

not so marked, but the most encouraging thing
is the number of hummes-femmes—influential

men who give devoted service to the cause.
About three years ago the Voters' League for

Woman Suffrage was formed, and it counts

among its members two senators and nine

deputies. It has been working for a Bill to give
women the municipal vote. The Socialists are
said to favour the vote for women, but their

help does not seem to be of much value, since

they are controlled by the Labour Party, and the
labour unions are bitter and formidable enemies
of women's entrance into either the economic or

political field. The women's suffrage societies

are comparatively small. The newer type of
French women is thus interpreted by Madame
Maeterlinck :

—
It is customary to say that woman, influenced by man,

perfects herself according to his ideal. Hut lo-day, grown
clearer-sighted, she seems to look over the shoulder of her
mate and perceive what he docs not yet descry on the
horizon.

HONOUR IN MEN AND WOMEN.
To the Atlantic Monthly for November Eliza-

beth Woodbridge has contributed an article on
the subject of Honour .'\mong Women.
She quotes Wordsworth's definition as the

kind of honour that will ultimately be required
of men, whether business men, lawyers, or

soldiers, and as the kind that must ultimately be

required of women also :
—

Say, what is honour? 'Tis the finest sense
Of justice which the human mind can frame,
Intent each lurking frailty to disclaim,
And guard the way of life from all offence
Suffered or done.

In conclusion the writer says that so far

neitlier men nor women have been able to build

up, to a point of practical and universal efficacy,
such a code of honour as Wordsworth suggests,
but both men and women are now working to-

wards. It is perhaps not altogether Utopian to

anticipate that w^hat they have not been able to

do apart, they may be able to do, with somewhat
greater success, together.
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The Sational Reviexv.] [China.

Turkey : Yes, so long as I was an old reprobate the Most

Christian Powers did all they could for me ; but now I am
reformed they let anybody and everybody bullyrag me.
China : That's very interesting ; but it makes me wonder

how I shall be treated.

TUe National. KevtewA tcnina.

The Independent Loan Brick and the Shop Window

of the Six-Power Syndicate.

Punch] China's Future. iT.kyo.

China will by-and-by be turned into a huge mulberry farm for the Russian, British, German, French, and Japanese silk-worms

to feed on, while America will go about gathering silk from these worms.
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THE WOMEN OF CHINA.
The idea obtains that in China the position of

women is ahogether inferior to that of European
women, but apparently this is not ahogether the

case. Writing m the Nineteenth, Century for

November, Lady Blake points out certain

respects in which the Chinese lady has the

advantage.

WHERE THE CHINESE WOMAN SCORES.

The Chinese lady's power over her children is

greater than that of the English lady. When
her husband dies she becomes the acknowledged
head of the family. A Chinese son, says Lady
Blake, would be shocked at the idea of turning
his mother out of her house and relegating her

to an insignificant
"
dower-house," while he and

his wife took possession of what had been his

mother's home probably for years. Such a pro-

ceeding would be called
"

unfilial," a dreaded
term of infamy. The wife of an official has the

right to assume all the insignia of her husband's
rank. In some respects Chinese women of the

working classes also have a better time of it

than women of similar social status in England.
To strike or kick a woman would, we are told,

be regarded as an act of the utmost impropriety
by any self-respecting Chinaman.

MARRIAGE.

As to marriage, girls are not given much
choice in the selection of the future husband, but
the same holds good of the man in the choice of

his bride. Marriages are made by match-

makers, but mercenary ends are not the only
considerations taken into account. The first

essential is that the man's surname be different

from that of the bride, for all of the same name
are regarded in some measure as one family.
As long as her parents-in-law are alive, the son's
wife is subordinate to them, and the usually
extreme youth of the bride almost makes resi-

dence with mo.re experienced relatives a neces-

sity. There is only one legal wife in China, but
the necessities of ancestral worship have led to

the habit of there being one or more secondary
wives. In some cases these occupy separate
houses, but when all live in the same house the

harmony of the household is not always in-

creased. The legal wife may be divorced on
seven counts, but divorce does not appear to be

very common. Should the husband trv to dis-

card his wife, and she could prove there was no
reason for a divorce, he would not only have
to take her back, but would be liable to be

punished.
HOME LIFE.

The Chinese are described as most affectionate

parents. \ child's education is supposed to be

pre-natal in its influence. After its birth the

first lessons impressed on its mind are to eat

with the right hand, to be deferential in manner,
and unselfish in conduct. School education

begins at the age of eight. The girls are

brought up to regard marriage as their goal in

life. The custom of destroying infant girls
occurs only among the very poor, who cannot
furnish their daughters with the necessary mar-

riage dowry. Chinese women rarely leave the

house except in a closed sedan chair, but their

life is varied by the recurrjence of festivals. Yet

retiring and apparently timid Chinese women,
cramped by convention, have pushed past all

obstacles and frequently displayed military

prowess. There is nothing in the status of

women in China to prevent them taking an
active part in public affairs. The seclusion in

which they live is merely a matter of custom.

WOMEN IN GREEK TRAGEDY.
An interesting article by Professor Gilbert

Murray, entitled
" What English Poetry May

Still Learn from Greek," appears in the AtJantic

Monthly for November.
In reference to the women in Greek tragedy

he writes :
—

A remark of Coleridge is rather curious to read at the

present day :

" The Greeks, except perhaps Homer, seem
to have had no way of making their women interesting
but by unsexing them, as in the tragic Medea, Eleclra,
etc." Here I tiiink there is little doubt that we have

simply moved beyond Coleridge, and thereby come nearer
the Creeks. Vet his- words are, perhaps, in their literal

sense true.

The romantic heroines of Coleridge's day needed a

good deal of "
unsexing

" before they stood fairly on
their feet as human beings, with real minds and real

characters. The romantic fiction of a generation or two

ago couUl never look at its heroines except through a

roseate mist of emotion. Greek tragedy saw its women
straight ; or, at most, saw them through a mist of religion,
not through a mist of gallantry or sentimental romance.
When iieople are accustomed, as Coleridge was, to that

atmosphere, it is pitiful to see how chill and raw they
feel when they are taken out of it. As a matter of fact,

Greek tragedy, as a whole, spends a great deal more study
and sympathy upon its women than its men, and I should
have thought that, in the ordinary sense of the word, it

was hard to speak of Antigone and Deianira and Medea,
hard to speak of Andromache and Hecuba in the Troades,
or even of Clytemnestra arid I'.lectra, as

"
unsexed "

creatures.

That Bergson is an idealist and a personalist
is the position taken up by Professor Mary
Calkins in the Philosophical Reviciv for

November. As she interprets it,
"
Bergson 's

view of Nature is allied with Leibniz's, Fech-

ner's, and Ward's : he is, in technical terms,
a pluralistic personalist." She grants, however,
that more than one of his statement? lends

itself to a numerical inonistic interpretation.
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ANTI-SUFFRAGE LOGIC.
To Mr. P. W. Wilson the Englishwoman for

December is indebted for a long article on the

question of woman suffrage.

SUFFRAGIST WOMEN COUNCILLORS.

The most useful part of the article is that
which refers to women and municipal govern-
ment and the attitude of anti-suffragists, who
lay so much stress on the value of the
"
domestic "career and make so little attempt to

develop it. Out of forty-five women councillors in

Great Britain, it has been ascertained that thirty-
nine of them are avowed suffragists, two anti-

suffragists, one neutral, and three unknown. This
does not include three councillors in Ireland.

Moreover, during the last year or two a very
large number ol Town Councils throughout the
United Kingdom, including such important
municipalities as Liverpool, Glasgow, Manches-
ter, Sheffield, Newcastle, Bradford, Leeds,
Leicester, etc., have passed resolutions in favour
of the political enfranchisement of women. That
is surely a mandate from the great cities which
can hardly be ignored by anti-suffragists or

others. Mrs. Humphry Ward and her friends

are opposed to their names appearing on a Par-

liamentary register, but Mr. Wilson, at the

time of writing, evidently had not heard of

the woman anti-suffragist whose name had acci-

dentally been put on the Parliamentary -register
at Bow and Bromley and who actually exercised

the vote in the recent election to say she did not

want the vote.

POURING OIL ON THE FLAME.

In regard to the White Slave Traffic Bill

and the rittitude of the Government towards it,

Mr. Wilson asks whether anyone seriously

imagines that you can by such
"
kindness

"
kill

the suffrage movement. It is not water for

that flame, but oil. The House has, in fact,

furnished an object-lesson of what the influence

of the vote, actual or prospective, may achieve

in directions of special concern to the unrepre-
sented sex. At one period anti-suffragists

urged that under a federal constitution women
should vote for and be eligible as candidates for .

the provincial legislature, but they blocked that

opening for public service effectually by reject-

ing the Snowden amendment to the Home Rule
Bill. W^hen brought face to face with their

own logic they display quite as much hostility

to the domestic as to the Imperial franchise.

Generally speaking, the municipal register ex-

cludes married women, and thus they are also

excluded from serving on local authorities.

There are other restrictions to the activities of

women in municipal work; for instance, in

London, where a woman must be an occupier

(not a lodger) to get her name on the municipal
register. Have the anti-suffragists, in their

zeal, ever pushed forward any legislation which
would admit the mass of women to share not

merely in the duties, but in the privileges in

this field, the beauties of which they have so

much extolled? What, one may ask, are they

doing about the Manhood Suffrage Bill, for in-

stance, which goes out of its way to take away
some municipal privileges which women now
enjoy?

A PRINCESS'S SCHOOLING.
A PRETTY character-sketch is that of Princess

Mary in the Woman's Magazine. The author is

William Armstrong, and his picture of Princess

Mary's tastes and amusements and daily life is

convincing and delightful :
—

There is nothing precocious about the I'rincess. What
she learns she learas by hard applicat,ion. At eight she

was a passable linguist ;
at twelve she received the com-

pliments of the French Ambassador on her mastery of nis

language ; German she speaks well. She has yet to learn

Italian, but she is getting a fundamental knowledge of
Latin and Greek, and the piano and singing. Books of
adventure recommended by her brothers proved her intro-

duction to literature, but her own tastes have now as-

sumed definite form, with Tennyson as her favourite

poet. It is said that Queen Mary once found her reading
his Idylls when she should have been asleep. History,
in particular all pertaining to Great Britain, is part of
her training, entailing visits, together with her brothers,
to the British Museum for research among its manu-
scripts. So, all in all, her outlook on the practical side
of education has been both broad and serious, as befits

one who may be a Queen some day, or at any rate will

always occupy an exalted position.
One longing the Princess Mary has never had ful-

filled, and that is her eager desire for girl associates

of her own age. A year or two ago the idea was enter-
tained of placing her in an exclusive boarding-school,
or, at least, allowing her to attend the classes in certain

public institutions, as did the Princesses Margaret and
Patricia of Connaught and the daughters of the Prin-
cess Royal. But even the latter plan was finally aban-
doned in favour of the constant supervision and com-
panionship of home.

ABOUT THE MISTLETOE.
In the course of his paper in TJie IVotnan's

Magazine Henry Irving tells us well-nigh every-
thing about the mistletoe. Throughout Saxon
times it was probably brought into the house at

Christmastime with more or less ceremony,
being suspended from the ceiling, not to touch

e.'irth, as its whole tradition has required, and
so affording protection to thane and swineherd,
to chance wayfarer and welcome guest, gathered
in company about the blazing yule log. So on
into feudal times, when, though still regarded as
effective against wizardry, it came to be less

associated with the spirit of religion, but rather
with that of a profuse hospitality, merging into
boisterous and unabashed revelry.

H
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SKETCHES OF CROWNED HEADS.
KING NICHOLAS AS A POET.

The first November number of La Revue con-
tains articles on two Sovereign Poets—the
Emperor Mutsuhito of Japan and King Nicholas
of Montenegro. In our October number we
have already spoken of the poetry of the late

Japanese Emperor, but an account of King
Nicholas as a poet is of special interest now.

A GREAT LITTLE STATE.
On one of two previous occasions literal trans-

lations into French of some of King Nicholas's
poems have appeared in the French reviews, butm the present article the writer, M. A. de
Laume, gives us some metrical versions which
he once made at the request of the King. Ac-
companied by the warlike accents of a Monte-
negrin song, the King has seen his ardent
soldiers, full of hatred towards the enemy, set
out to destroy

"
the great power of the Mussul-

mans." The song dies away "in the distance,
but presently the sound of guns proclaiming
battle resounds in tragic echoes in the ears of the
soldier-King, and he murmurs :

" How I should
like to die in battle after having vanquished the
Mussulmans !

" To appreciate the conduct of
the Montenegrins, it is necessary to understand
the irreconcilable antagonism of race which
separates them from the Turks—hatred of race,
hatred of religion, hatred implacable, secular,'
hereditary, which smoulders in the hearts of
these intrepid and invincible warriors and breaks
out suddenly like a volcanic force. Montenegro
is, indeed, a great small nation.

King Nicholas, accustomed to command his
own army, must be cursing his old age which
condemns him to a less active r6le. Neverthe-
less, he has enjoyed a reign of fifty-two years,
and has rendered most important services to the
State. Before his accession Montenegro had a

very rudimentary form of Government, which
Prince Danilo had begun to reform. King
Nicholas has now completed that reform bv
creating ministries, schools, and tribunals; he
has reorganised the army, and more recentiv he
has endowed the country with a Constitution^.

THE POEMS OF THE KING.

But, in addition to being King, a soldier, and
a reorganiser of his country, he is a poet of

great merit. He has enriched the Servian lan-

guage, with a number of works of high poetic
inspiration, and the majority of them have been
translated into German, Slav, and Scandinavian
languages. His best dramatic work is

" The
Queen of the Balkans," and "

Prince Arvanit "

is highly thought of.

The poem,
" The Death of Prince Danilo,"

commemorates the tragic event which called

Nicholas to the throne in i860. Another,
" To

My Country," was written in Paris on the occa-

sion of a visit to the French capital. A
third, entitled

" To the Sea," was inspired by
the acquisition of the ports of Dulcigno and
Antivari after the war of 1877-8. After the

cession of Antivari a number of Mussulmans
quitted the country so as not to fall under

Montenegrin rule. But Selim Bey, one who
swore submission, was greatly offended by a

Montenegrin notable, who refused to pardon his

cruelties to the Christians. Nicholas, desiring
to reconcile his two subjects; invited them both
to dinner, and in a pleasant and friendly way
offered to read them a poem which he had just
written. It was none other than " To the

Turk," a poem in which he exalts the noble and
brave character of the Turk, and asks that his

past offences shall be forgotten.
"
Although

you are my enemy, I do not wish to under-
estimate you; we must keep for each other the
esteem due to valiant hearts."

KING NICHOLAS OF MONTENEGRO.
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A/MsierrfaHii/ier.] [Amsterdam.

A Sacrifice to the Olympian Gods.

How the " Great Powers "
imagine themselves with regard to

the Balkans.

Daily Herald.^ [London.

Comrades—Creusot and Cholera.

Military experts are vociferous in their admiration of the
" effectiveness

"
of the Creusot gun in the Balkan Campaign.

With the combination of cholera ilie spread of "
civilisation

"

is now assured.

KladderadatschA

Localization of the trouble !

[Berlin.

Madame Europe :

" The physicians think the worst suffering
will be local. .\re they telling me the truth ?

"

Amstcrdaninici .,

Cholera Pasha.

The Defender of Constantinople.

[Amsterdam.
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CZAR AND CZARINA.
The Cornhill for December contains an un-

signed paper describing a visit to the Czar at

Tsarskoe Selo, the village fifteen miles from St.

Petersburg where he mostly dwells. The writer
was a member of the British deputation to

Russia a year ago. He says that the whole

appearance of the house was most unpretentious
and unpalatial. Every room looked thoroughly
homely. This characteristic is evidently that

appreciated most by its Royal occupants. Both
the Czar and the Czarina are said to prefer small
rooms.

"a companionable host."

The Czar was dressed in a neat dark green
uniform, and wore only one Order. The writer

proceeds :
—

In appearance the Czar is very good-looking. Although
not tall, he is very well proportioned and of fine phy-
sique. His hair is of brown colour, and I particularly
noticed it was untinged with grey. His complexion is

somewhat swarthy, but this seems to add to the character
of his face. His countenance is particularly oi)en, and
his dark glittering eyes are keen and penetrating. There
IS a twinkle about them which adds a liveliness to his

features, and his expression betrays an unmistakable
sense of humour. There is nothing about him which
suggests that nervousness which has been attributed to

him by several writers who are evidently not well
acquainted with their subject. He perhaps exhibits a

slight embarrassment in conversation, and this is be-

trayed by his playing with the point of his aiguillette
and an automatic movement of his foot. But, on the

whole, his presence seems to convey an indication of
power, and of a very strong personality. He has a
charming and ingratiating manner. In his conversation
he has the knack of putting everyone at their ease, and
if it were not for a certain quiet dignity and an in-
definable suggestion of strength, it would be difficult
to lemember that this companionable host is Emperor
of All the Russias. He bears a certain resemblance to
his cousin, the King of England ; but the likeness is not
so remarkable as photographs would lead one to sup-
pose. He favours the Slav rather than the Dane in

appearance.

A PEERLESS BEAUTY.

The Czarina was attired in a flowing dress of purple
velvet, which set off her stately figure to perfection. Her
jewels were few and simple, and consisted of a rope
of pearls and some amethyst ornaments. She is remark-
ably handsome, and her features still afford sufficient
evidence of that peerless beauty which in former davs
was the admiration of an entire continent. Her state-
liness and her grace of movement are singularly appro-
priate to the exalted position she occupies, in fan few
women have ever looked the part of Empress more to
perfection than she. Her expression, although rather
sad, is reposeful, and without a trace of the nervousness
and anxiety which it must have often been her lot to
endure. Her dark blue eyes have in them an expression
of kindliness and sympathy. Her face when she speaks
lights up with a radiant smile. She has the habit of
inclining her head to one side, when conversing, which
was characteristic of her grandmother. Queen Victoria.
The Czarina has a quiet, soft way of speaking which is

remarkably attractive, but the most noticeable charac-
teristic is her wonderful natural dignity and grace of
movement.

There is something tragic in the description of
the Czarevitch as we recall the later

"
acci-

dent
"

which has left such protracted ill-health.

The writer says that there does not appear to be
a word of truth in the rumour that the Czare-
vitch is a delicate boy, for

"
a finer specimen of

boyhood I have rarely seen.
' '

WHY NOT TELL THE TRUTH ?

This is the question that Sir Harry Johnston
raises in the Cornhill for December concerning
Drake to begin with. In contrast with the

popular presentation of Drake, he was not, says
Sir Harry, a man of handsome appearance and

splendid physique, but a perky-looking man of

less than middle stature. Nor was he a well-

nigh perfect hero. On the contrary, he did to

death Thomas Doughty by a totally unjustifiable

judicial murder. His piracy was indefensible

even for'his own age. Nevertheless, Sir Harry
admits that he was not needlessly cruel to the

Spaniards, and his attitude towards women was
invariably above reproach, and he enforced
similar behaviour on his men.

THE REAL QL'EEN VICTORIA.

Sir Harry goes on to say :
—

Why in the case of Drake, of Raleigh, Mary Queen of

Scots, the Young Pretender, and of people nearer our
own day—Gordon, Abraham Lincoln, Livingstone,
Queen Victoria— is it alwa>s sought to depict them in

the heroic mould and temper, whether they were so

completely or not, or whether the element of greatness
in them, as displayed in disposition or in appearance,
predominated always or was sometimes obscured? Does
not this falsifying of history in the long run create an
utter distrust of what should otherwise be the most
inspiring of the arts—in sculpture, painting, and litera-

ture—the re-creating of the Past? For nearly fifty years
of Queen Victoria's reign the official limner, the wood-
block draughtsman, the obsequious sculptor, or the car-
toonist was obliged to represent her Majesty in books, on
coins, on canvas, or in statue or bust as a lovely young
girl, or a matron of large size and over-ripe beauty. I

remember with what a shock came to me Linley Sam-
bourne's realistic drawing of the Queen's face in a
full-page cartoon for Punch for the opening of the
Fisheries Exhibition in the middle 'eighties. Tn those

days photographs of Queen Victoria were not commonly
seen in shop windows, or were carefully stippled,
characterless presentments. Sambourne had the courage
to draw the Queen's face with extraordinary fidelity and
justness of line. One saw here no vapid mniron of
placid comeliness, but a sad, far-seeing, hrrd-worked
woman of the world, a Ruler, even in small tilings, an
autocrat ; a hnmnn being of strong prejudices, jealousies,
and dogmatisms; yet a personality so strong, so in-

fluential, that the student of character would have turned
to look at such a face more than once in an omnibus,
a church, or a shop, even though it were but the fme of
a short, sturdy, widow-woman, plainly dressed, and of"
no social importance.

Sir Hnrry objects that in the Memorial in

front of Buckingham Palace Queen Victoria is

portrayed as an Amazon or a powerful giantess,
with the muscular arms and shoulders of a

professional strong woman.
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Kladderadutsc . [Berlin.

The Russo-Austrian Tension.
"
Just listen to the sparks, grandmothrr !

"

"Yes, Beelzebub; only go on turning, so that the current
becomes stronger."

Kladderadatsch] [Berlin.

The Status Quo of Europe.

An extremely ticklish piece of rope-dancing music.

;- / \

to? -^>:Vj ^^^^3i

Jttgend.]
[Munich.

The English Wirepuller.
" Now, gentlemen ! Your turn next."

[After the Balkan States, Russia and, Austria.]

MarchoH. [Warsaw.

How Austria would like to treat Servla !
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CIRCULATION OF IMPERIAL LIFE-BLOOD.
MIGRATION WITHIN THE

EMPIRE.
In the Nineteenth Century Sir Clement

Kinloch-Cooke, M.P., advances his plea for

migration, which he summarises thus :
—

That emigration be regarded as an Imperial and not as

a local problem.
That emigration be considered in its social, economic,

and Imperial (defence) aspects.
That as in the Dominions immigration is assisted and

under Government control, so in this country emigration
should also be assisted and brought under Government
control.

That the assistance should include grants from the
Public Exchequer, shipping subsidies, loans to emigrants,
contributions for training- farms, and any other "

en-

couragement
"

necessary for promoting migration within
the Empire.
That rate-aided emigration be co-ordinated and

centralised, and all hindrances to the use of the rates for

the support of children and boys on training-farms in the

Dominions be removed.
That an Imperial Board of Emigration be established

to take the place of the Emigrants' Information Office,
to which Board a Central Bureau should be attached.
That the Dominion Governments give their sanction to

Imperial Labour Exchanges.
That the Dominion Governments be invited to considei

the question of greater continuity in their emigration
policies, and be asked to institute a system of loans to

be worked in conjunction with a similar system in this

country.
That the Australian States, as far as possible, should

arrange their shipping accommodation through the
Federal Government, and that between the States in

Australia and the Commonwealth Government closer
communion be established on all matters relating to

emigration.
That the approved voluntary societies be co-ordinated

as far as possible, and their work upified with the Board
of Emigration.

HEARTS ACROSS THE SEA.
Allen Green's article in The Sunday at Home

will be received with joy by all who have friends

and relations abroad. It describes the Christ-

mas Day of our kith and kin under the flag in

many of the earth's strange places. One thing
interferes a little with the universal expression of

the Christmas spirit in some of these out-of-the-

way corners. It is troubling to remember that

there are parts of the Empire where it is ninety-
five degrees Fahrenheit at Christmas, and light
until nine o'clock in the evening. Why, here

they are in cricketing flannels on an Australian
Christmas Day and in New Zealand enjoying a

picnic under the blazing sun ! Here are some of

the Empire's Scouts having their camp at this

time of the year; and at the Cape the summer is

at its height, and in the up-country of South
Africa the veldt is green.

THE WHITE-HANDED EMIGRANT.
In the December London Magazine S. L.

Bensusan gives some useful advice to those

wishing to try their luck in Canada. The dif-

ferent forms of employment are gone over, and
the prospects and pay of several valuable new
openings discussed :

—
A small store of money and a good store of clothing

should be carried, the first in case of emergencies, the

second in view of the fact that Canadian prices are very
high, and that cheap clothing is dear at any price. Board
and lodging may be had for thirty shillings a week.
This is about the lowest figure, and it is not associated
with more than the necessities of life. E.xtras, of what-
ever kind, are costly in all parts of the Dominion, and
the British agents of the Canadian banks place the cost
of living for young bank clerks at about ^loo a year.
Living is cheaper in the east than in the west, but em-
ployment is more difficult to find. If it were not for the

awakening west, with its huge potentialities, the
"
white-

handed " would be well advised to stay at home. A few
years ago the young Englishman who had mastered no
form of manual labour would have had but a small
chance of finding employment, but to-day towns are

springing up every week in the west, and every town
comes into being with the fi.xed intent of becoming the
chief city of its province.

GOLF STORIES.
In the Windsor Magazine Mr. Laurence

North contributes
"
legends of the links."

He says that on the course and in the club-
room the legend is in full swing. He tells

several good stories. Two may be cited here :

Once upon a time, in a northern golfing city, the law
was administered by a Sheriff of great kindness of heart.
He had a favourite caddie, a sad poacher in his spare
hours. This worthy was known on the links by his
Christian name alone. One fine day, in Court, the Sheriff
sentenced a poacher—who failed to appear at the bar—to
five pounds or three months. A warrant was at once
made out for the culprit's arrest, the Court rose, and the
SherilT went to golf. All that afternoon the caddie
carried for him. As they drew near the last hole, a
policeman appeared and seized the body of the caddie." My hat !

"
cried the Sheriff, "are you the poor chap I

sentenced this morning?" It was even so. Sorrowfully
the prisoner departed.
The Sheriff was heard to murmur: "If I had only

known "
Then, remembering his high legal office, he

left the remark unfinished.
Next day, to everybody's surprise, the caddie was

carrying again. As he did not possess five pounds in the
world, his release caused some speculation at the club.
But the general surmise as to who had paid the fine came
pretty near the mark. It was noticed, too, that from that
day the caddie gave up poaching.
The caddie's chastening influence on the conceit of

players has numberless anecdotal examples. One of the
best of these is the following :

—
"What sort of game does'Afr. Jones play?"
"He canna play nane."
" I'm going out with him to-morrow. I suppose I shall

beat him."
"
Na, ye will no/."
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THE COLOUR QUESTION.

IS THE NEGRO HAVING A FAIR
CHANCE ?

This question is asked in the November

Century Magazine by Brooker T. Washington.
It is not an easy one to answer, but after

reading- Mr. Washington's paper we are in-

clined to say that he is not.

In the South, certainly, the negro gets some-

thing like fair play. In the North, however,
he has not only lack of opportunity to face, but

cruel restrictions. How these restrictions

operate is shown by the following :
—

Here is an experience of R. S. Lovinggood, a coloured

man of Austin, Texas. I know Mr. Lovinggood well.

He is neither a bitter nor a foolish man. I will venture

to say that there is not a single white man in Austin,

Texas, where he lives, who will say that Professor

Lovinggood is anything but a conservative, sensible man.
" At one time," he said to me, in speaking of some of

his travelling experiences,
"

I got off at a station almost

starved. 1 begged the keeper of the restaurant to sell me
a lunch and hand it out of the window. He refused, and
I had to ride a hundred miles farther before I could get

a sandwich. At another time I went to a station to pur-
chase my ticket. I was there thirty minutes before the

ticket-office was opened. When it did finally open I at

once appeared at the window. While the ticket agent
served the white people at one window I remained there

beating the other until the train pulled out. I was com-

pelled to jump aboard the train without my ticket, and
wire back to get my trunk expressed."

The law of America treats the negro more

harshly than anything else. It is impossible for

him to get justice. In the civil and criminal courts,

judges, lawyers, and juries are white, and how is

a negro to get justice under such circumstances

when he has a case against a white man?
In Alabama eighty-five per cent, of the convicts are

negroes. The official records show that last year Ala-

bama had turned into its treasury $1,085,854 from the

labour of its convicts. At least $goo,ooo of this came
from negro convicts, who were for the most part rented

to the coal-mining companies in the northern part of the

State. The result of this policy has been to get as many
able-bodied convicts as possible into the mines, so that

contractors might increase their profits. Alabama, of

course, is not the only State that has yielded to the

temptation to make money out of human misery. The
point is, however, that while $goo,ooo is turned into the

State treasury from negro-convict labour, to say nothing
of negro taxes, there came out of the State treasury to

pay negro teachers only $357)585-

But, in spite of all these things, when the good
is weighed against the bad, Mr. Washington's
belief is that, notwithstanding all the defects in

the American system of dealing with him, the

negro in that country owns more property, lives

in better houses, is in a larger measure

encouraged in business, wears better clothes,

eats better food, has more school-houses and

churches, more teachers and ministers, than any
similar group of negroes anywhere else in the

world.

THE NEED FOR INTER-RACIAL
UNITY.

William H. Seed contributes to the African
Times and Orient Review a sturdy protest against
"

the darned nigger form of national insanity."
The spread of colour prejudice, he writes, can

only mean bitterness amongst the races of

mankind, and it promises to perpetuate war,

oppression, and all the evils of the past into

the far future. It rests, however, on a com-

paratively feeble basis. Every white individual

who freely associates on terms of equality with

those of a darker colour is materially assisting
to overthrow the social barrier upon which the

whole evil istructure depends. So important
is this question that it is matter for wonder
that democratic thinkers and workers have not

taken it up from this side, and made a special

point of social intercourse with our brothers

and sisters of different races. It ought to be

considered a duty, other things being equal,
for liberal-minded Europeans to associate with

non-Europeans, and to celebrate their mutual

friendship and their determination to combat

antagonism, to wage war against war, just as

those Englishmen who are anxious to keep the

peace between Great Britain and Germany, for

example, never miss a reasonable opportunity
of friendly intercourse with Germans.

THE PROBLEM IN INDIA.
A PAPER in the Round Table, on India : Old

W^ays and New, declares that there is no more

important and difficult duty before the Indian

administration at the present moment than

gradually and steadily to introduce a well-tested

element of Indian material into the structure of

the Government. This will ask much of the

Indian Service in India :
—

They are asked, for a greater end, to surrender in

part the work of their lives to less competent hands;
to stand aside even, and " endure awhile and see in-

justice done "
;

to pause, to argue and explain and coax,

when they have been accustomed to command ; and to

abide patiently interminable discussions when mischiefs

are crying out for remedy. And they will do it,

grumblingly often, but loyally always. English officials

worked out Lord Morley's proposals and carried them
further than even he was prepared to go.

The December issue of Chambers's Journal is

a double number, the extra pages containing a

series of complete stories by Mr. Frank Hird,
Marian Bower, Mr. R. Machray, and others.

The most important article in the number is an

exposition of the science of eugenics ;
it has

been contributed by Waldemar Kaempffert.
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SHIPS AND SEAMEN.
THE CRUX OF NAVAL DISCIPLINE.
The third of Fred T, Jane's articles, telling

the plain truth about our Navy, appears in the

December issue of the London Magazine, and

has for its subject Naval Discipline. Mr. Jane
finds it impossible to tell the truth about Naval

Discipline and at one and the same time give
the point of view of those who attack and seek

lo subvert Naval discipline. He maintains that

it were better to flog every man in the Navy
daily than to do anything to weaken Naval

discipline by so much as a hair's breadth. The

Navy is for war, and so far as war is concerned

Mr. Jane is afraid that there is but one answer

to the Naval Discipline question, and that is that

it is the rankest insanity for the public to

attempt to modify one jot or tittle of what
'- Naval Custom "

may lay down :
—

Punishments out of all proportion to civil law will

still continue unless the public interferes, and does harm
in about equal ratio to the goodness of its intentioas.

For certain offences it retains its modified and more or

less (generally less) up-to-date edition of Richard the

First's old Sea Laws. But to these through the cen-

turies it has added a number of war-laws to which it still

clings limpet-like so far as it may.
No admiral ever did more for the men of the Navy

or showed a kindlier feeling towards them than Lord
Charles Beresford. But Beresford never yet stood for

Parliament but someone waved a cat-o'-nine-tails and
shouted. "This is what he advocated." Nor has Beres-

ford ever denied the accusation.

GOOD TO AMERICAN SEAMEN
FROM THE "TITANIC."

Mr. J. H. Longford writes in the Nineteenth

Century on the manning of our mercantile

marine, and points out that the percentage of

aliens, exclusive of Lascars, rose from over lo

per cent, in 1870 to 22 per cent, in 1903, though
it has since sunk to 15 per cent, in 1910. He
says that the proposals that have been made for

the bettering of the condition of the mercantile

marine fell into utter abeyance until the national

conscience was roused by the Titanic disaster.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has promised
financial support for the technical education of

boys wishing to become merchant sailors. While
we are still hesitating in preparing men for

competent seamanship, and while 20,000 men of

all classes annually forsake the mercantile sea

life, our American cousins have been going
ahead with characteristic despatch :

—
In the United States the lessons of the Titanic have

not been wasted. A new Shipping Act has already
passed the House of Representatives, and now only
awaits the sanction of the Senate to become law. By it

a limit is placed on the working hours of seamen, and
re§t from all unnecessary work is secured to them on
Sundnys and legal holidays while in harbour. It entitles
them to claim at any time as an absolute right the pay-

ment of one-half of the wages that are already earned.

It provides that the steerages appropriated to the crew
must be duly constructed, lighted, heated, and ventilated,

that every vessel having a deck-crew of more than twenty
men must have at least one light, cleap washing-place,

properly heated, with one washing-outfit for every two
men : and that a separate washing-place must be pro-
vided for firemen large enough to accommodate one-sixth

of them at the same time, and equipped with a hot and
cold water supply and with washtubs, sinks, and shower-
baths. It also provides that every passenger ship must
have a sufficient crew to man each lifeboat, and that

every ship, whether steam or sailing, must carry in her

crew a boy or boys who are citizens of the United States.

The food in United States ships is already so good and
varied that no legislation for its improvement is neces-

sary. These quotations do not exhaust the provisions of
the new Act.

THE CORRUGATED SHIP.
The latest idea in naval architecture is the cor-

rugated ship, and credit is due for the discovery
to Mr. Arthur H. Haver, of the Monitor Cor-

poration. Captain G. S. Macllwaine, R. N., in

an article on corrugated ships in The Journal of
the Royal United Service Institution, says that

if he is right the birth of the corrugated idea

means nothing short of a revolution in the build-

ing of the ship, whether pleasure, life saving,
mercantile, or Imperial.
The corrugated ship differs from the plain ship

in that she has two corrugations, or projections,

running in a fore and aft direction below the

load line. From the top of the upper corrugation
to the bottom of the lower is thirteen feet three,
the groove between may be said to be of similar

dimensions to the corrugations. From the inner

edges of the frames the corrugations project

twenty-two inches
; they taper forward and aft

until they merge into the normal form of the

ship's ends. It is not to be understood that any
sort of corrugations will suit any ship, or that no
more than two will be carried ; experiments are

necessary until the most suitable form is dis-

covered. The claims of the corrugated ship
have been tested and proved. Boats are afloat

designed on this principle. The claims are: (i)
That she is stronger than the plain ship. (2)

That she is steadier at sea and that her stability
is greater. {3) That vibration Is much reduced.

(4) That though her tonnage remains the same
her capacity for cargo, both bulk and weight,
has increased ; that her construction facilitates

the handling of cargo in her holds : that her cost
of construction is no greater, and in time will

probably be less, than that of a plain ship. (5)
That she is handier, answers her helm more
quickly. (6) That she is faster for the same
horse-power, or more economical in fuel for the

same speed.
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RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS AND PERSONAGES.
THE DIVORCE REPORT.

An Appeal to the Bishops.

Bishop Welldon, writing in the Nineteenth

Century, advises Churchmen not to fly into a

panic over the Majority report, but to make a

serious and active use of the years which must

elapse before legislation is possible in order to

cr) stallise public opinion in support of the Chris-

tian conception of holy matrimony. The Bishop
would allow the one exception to the otherwise

indissoluble nature of marriage which is

generally held to rest on the authority of Christ

Himself. The duty of the Church is in legis-

lating for her own sons and daughters to stand

definitely and finally on the authority of her

Divine Founder. She must also call upon Chris-

tians to suffer hardship for the good of the Slate

and of the Church. The Church, he thinks,

ought to allow the religious re-marriage of the

innocent divorced man or woman, but should

absolutely debar from Christian marriage any

guilty divorced person. The Bishop remarks

that the majority have strangely ignored the

ambiguous position of the child whose parents
are divorced. He urges that the Episcopate as

a whole ought to act as a Cabinet acts, by

adopting a definite policy on this grave

question.
MR. w. s. Lilly's views.

Mr. W. S. Lilly contributes to the. Nineteenth

Century a lugubrious and slightly venomous

paper on
" The Passing of Marriage.'' He finds

the suggestions of the report as a further proof
of the current

"
prurient and pestilential

individualism, the direct outcome of the Rous-
seau philosophy." He declares that the re-crea-

tion of marriage was part of the work of the

Author of Christianity, Who revealed to the

ancient world the virtue of purity. The degrada-
tion of family life is a part of the general moral

degradation which ensued in the Eastern Church
on its separation from "the centre of unity."
The so-called Reformation was a great assertion

of individualism, with consequent slackening of

the' marriage tie.

AMERICAN EXCUSES FOR DIVORCE.
Divorce has been most rampant in those parts

of the United States where "
the dissidence of

dissent and the Protestantism of the Protestant

religion
"

have been most fully realised, in the

commonwealths founded by Puritans and their

descendants. Of these Mr. Lilly says :
—

If the matter were not so grave, the causes for which
the marriage tie maj' there be dissolved might be re-

garded as admirable fooling. It has been held in the
Courts of that country to be cruelty sufficient to warrant
such dissolution when a man would not cut his toenails,

and in consequence scratched his wife every night ;
when

he accused her sister of stealing, thereby severely

wounding the feelings of his spouse; when he persisted
in the use of tobacco, thereby aggravating her sick head-
aches

;
and I saw a case mentioned the other day, in one

of the public prints, where a man succeeded in divorcing
his wife on the ground that she had taken his artificial

teeth and worn them herself.

Mr. Lilly declares that the adoption of the

proposals of the majority of the Commissioners
would prove to be the beginning of the end of

holy matrimony.

A curious criticism.

Mr. Lilly, who has hitherto represented the

Catholic standpoint, may, it is to be hoped, be

regarded as speaking for himself when he

objects to the proposal that the sexes should be

placed upon an equality in the rnatter of

adultery. He says :
—

It appears to me that this view is untenable both on

physiological and on practical grounds. I do not deny
that adultery in a man is as unethical as in a woman.
But I do maintain that from the sociological point of
view it is of far less moment. It appears to me absolute
nonsense—or perhaps sickening cant would be a better

description
—to ignore the dillerence between the two

sexes in respect of the erotic instinct. Aian by his very
nature inclines to polygamy. Woman to monogamy.

Mr. Lilly may speak for himself. He need
not bring a railing accusation against man in

general. Least of all should he disparage any
endeavour to assert the Christian law of chastity
as equally binding on both sexes.

GENESIS UP TO DATE.
The story of the coming of man is told in the

modern language of evolution by H. M. Wallis

(Ashton Hilliers) in the Nineteenth Century. He
says :

—
The concurrent testimonies of eye, ear, and nose point

us back to a nocturnal quadruped peering short-sightedly
and interrogating every tainted twig and flake of bark
with his pointed muzzle, his great flexible, ever-moving
ears meanwhile guaranteeing his safety. Racial advance
was impossible along these lines. The creature had

specialised to its limit as a lemuroid : a heritage awaited
him—upon conditions : he must descend from his branch,
hunt by day, develop his eyes and hind limbs.

Once upon the ground, and in daylight, the compara-
tive values of his senses shifted : eyes were trumps : the

nose gives no warning of a wheeling eagle : he began to

detect silent and scentless enemies from afar. His eyes
which had been microscopes became telescopes, but asked
for a clear field. Finding his prone posture a drawback,
and that herbage blocked his outlook, he began to lift

his forequarters and then to go erect, not commercing
with the skies as yet, but for the same reason that whip
at the covert-corner rises in his stirrups to view the fox

away. But a nose habitually carried five feet from the

ground lost 50 per cent, of its sense impressions, and

grev? careless and inaccurate. As it diminished in im-

portance the muzzle shortened. Meanwhile the neglected
ear was growing comparatively untrustworthy ;

the

muscles for erecting it were weakening, its conch
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drooped, curled upon itself and shrank. The far-

piercing eyes were growing discriminating, receptive :

the brain behind them enlarged in response to novel

needs. Fresh impressions had to be stored : the cranium

rose leaving the ears below it. The fore limbs, liberated

by the new erect attitude, armed themselves with staff

and stone. The teeth ceased to be weapons, and dimin-

ished in size. The jaw shortened and weakened, its en-

feebled muscles relaxed their pressure upon the cranium,

permitting the brain to broaden. The mouth no longer

went to its food, the food was brought to the mouth, and

the head, released from sordid duties, was held con-

tinually erect, and became more and more the watch-

tower of the sentinel eyes.

Step by step, with long pauses and periods of almost

imperceptible progression, the transition was effected

from a nocturnal, purblind, wide-eared, spider-armed,

snuffling, timorous, quadrumanous tree-dweller to the

up-standing Pithecanthropus erectus, the lowest form

of humanity of which we have any fossil evidence at

present. This way, at least, the phenomena seem to

point.

But, the writer points out, an arboreal animal

would never have left the trees while there was

forest to home him, and goes on to surmise that

physical changes in the surface of the land had

broken up the continuous forest area. The next

ascent registered by fossils is the Nuremberg

man, hulking and heavy-jawed, with limited

powers of speech if the jaw is rightly inter-

preted :
—

For some purpose inscrutable, the Master of Life

seems to have singled out from His brute children (and

among them were beasts stately and huge and terrible to

see) one that was meanly aspected, skulking, blinking,

and small.
" Behold your future master. ... Do

your worst !

" Since then has not the Lord God in very

sooth pushed His creature across the waste places of His

world? Stern-faced angels, Hunger and Fear, paced

behind the wanderer, warning him on from this and

from that green resting-place along dwindling vistas of

little centuries, while unnamed constellations changed

above him and unsailed oceans deepened and dried.

. . The head of the column pushed on, touched its

goal
—Manhood ;

the beast has become human.

person buried was engaged to be married. Usually, also,

a guard of men of the kind who were called
' bullies

walked on either side of the women, to prevent—so it

was said—any hooting or stone-throwing on the part of

the virtuous matrons of the neighbourhood through which

the procession passed.

PUBLIC EXECUTIONS.

Mr. Rogers also gives his recollections of a

public execution. He says :
—

The shouting, half-drunken crowd, the great black

structure in its midst, the solemn notes of the death-bell,

the roar of execration that greeted the wretched creature

who came out to die, the quivering, struggling thing

that a moment later was swinging in the air, and, but

for the twitching limbs and the working in and out of

the hands, bearing little semblance to anything human,
all combined to form a picture horrible and degrading

to all who witnessed it. The Evangelical preacher was

there to improve the occasion and to distribute tracts,

and at one hanging—not that of Mullins— I saw General

Booth (then the Rev. William Booth, and not then the

head of the Salvation Army) holding a prayer meeting
under the scaffold.

Mr. Rogers adds that he was under the gal-

lows of the last man hanged at the Old Bailey in

public, and there was no great crowd at that

hanging. The law for making executions

private came at the right moment of public feel-

ing. The reminiscences promise to be as

valuable as they are readable.

QUAINT MEMORIES OF OLD
LONDON.

In the Treasury Mr. Frederick Rogers, the

well-known organiser of the Old Age Pensions

movement, begins his reminiscences of sixty

years. Born in Whitechapel, starting work at

ten years of age, serv'ing as a sandwich-boy, Mr.

Rogers had in early life a first-hand acquaint-
ance with the streets of London.

A prostitute's funer.al.

One pathetic custom of East London recalls

the time when even the outcast had her public

recognition. He says :
—

When one of the sisterhood of Rahab died it was not

unusual for her comrades to give her a funeral similar to

that given to one whom death prevented from becoming
a bride. A hearse surmounted with white feathers bore

the coffin, and as many of her sisters as cared followed

it in couples to the grave. They were clad in the old

hideous black hoods and scarves, but white ribbons

ornamented them, as wouJfj hay? been the case if the

THE BIOGRAPHIC ELECT.
Sir Sidney Lee, in the Nineteenth Century,

writes of the completion of the second supple-
ment of the Dictionary of National Biography.
He says that he is the sole survivor of the band
of active organisers who set the Dictionary on

its road nearly thirty years ago. None has

shared the whole of that experience with him.

ONE IN FOUR THOUSAND !

Of the proportion of selection he says :
—

The new volumes maintain the former statistical pro-

portions between the persons commemorated and the

general population. The number of new names amounts
to 1,635, bringing the tale of memoirs in the whole work
to 31,755. Each of the last eleven years yields 150

recruits, and they come as before from all parts of the

United Kingdom and of the British Empire. The tables

of the aggregate annual mortality for the prescribed

period show that, of every 4,000 persons who died at

adult age, one finds a place in the national biographic
record. The same ratio of distinction (i : 4,000) pre-
vailed through the nineteenth century according to the

Dictionary's previous standards.

THEIR LONGEVITY.

A curious relation between celebrity
• and

longevity is pointed out. Sir Sidney savs :
—

Of the 1,635 nien and women commemorated there,
almost all of whom have given proof of mental exertion
and were fairly successful in the affairs of the world,
the average length of life approaches seventy years.
Nearly four hundred, indeed, died after their eightieth
birthday, and of these four were centenarians. It cannot
be unfair to conclude that sustained intellectual effort is

no bar either to longevity or to a reasonable measure of
happiness in the course of life's pilgrimage.
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GENERAL BOOTH—AN
APPRECIATION BY W. T. STEAD.

With his wonted sympathy and foresight, the

founder of this Review was one of the very first

to recognise the potentialities of the Salvation

Army, and his tribute to General Booth which

appears in The Fortnightly Review will be read

with universal interest.

Mr. Stead enjoyed the General's continued

friendship for thirty years and rendered the

Army yeoman's service in many a fight, and the

estimate is the result of an unusual intimacy
between two men remarkable for their daring
initiative and total disregard of the petty
conventions.

The little sketch was penned some time before

the General's death and its value lies in the

frank criticism of a friend who was a comrade
and critic both.

Of the aged General Mr. Stead writes :
—

He is the man who has been seen by the greatest
number of human eyes, whose voice has been heard by
the greatest number of human ears, and who has

appealed to a greater number of human hearts, in a

greater number of countries and continents, not only
than any man now alive, but—thanks to the facilities

of modern travel—than any man who has ever lived

upon this planet. That in itself is a unique distinction.

But when we have to add to this that he has called into

being devoted companies of men and women in fifty-

four different countries and colonies, and that he has

done all this without any advantage of wealth, station,

patronage, or education, enough has been said to justify
the claim that in many respects General Booth is the

most remarkable man living.

Many jibed at the Calvinistic quality of the

General's creed, and Mr. Stead turns the point
with characteristic skill :

—
We may dislike his theology—the worse we think of

it, the more our wonder should increase that a man so

handicapped should have done so much. We may
criticise his methods, but the more faulty his tactics the

more amazing the results which he has achieved. We
may doubt the permanence of his work, but it has at

least come into existence, and the man who builds even
a mud hovel on solid earth is greater than he whose airy
castles of the imagination never materialise themselves
into actual reality.

It w^ould be impossible to calculate the

influences which have run the wide world round
as a result of General Booth's intrepid cam-

paign, but to Mr. Stead, at least, he was a con-

stant inspiration :
—

As an example of what one man can do, unaided
save by his wife, in the face of overwhelming obstacles,

the career of General Booth forms one of the most

inspiring and encouraging stories of our times. For
what man has done man can do. General Booth has
widened our conception of the possible. He has

strengthened our confidence in the infinite potentialities
of the individual. And if only for that he deserves

and has received the gratitude of mankind.

FROM "DEVIL" TO ARCHBISHOP.
The work and personality of Cosmo Gordon

Lang are delightfully sketched by Charles D.

Michael in the December Sunday At Home.
The Archbishop at the outset of his career, after

leaving Oxford, went up to London and began
to read for the Bar, "devilling," as the term

is, for Mr. W. S. Robson, now Lord Robson.
In this connection there is a story worth repeat-

ing. Not long ago Dr. Lang found himself on
the platform at a public meeting side by side

with his old legal chief, and the humour of the

situation suddenly struck him.
"

Isn't it

strange, Robson," he whispered,
"

that your
former *

devil
'

should now be your Arch-

bishop?
"

His first curacy was at Leeds, and when he
went there he found the assistant clergy living
in isolated lodgings at some distance from their

work
;

but before he had been six months

amongst them he had induced four of his unmar-
ried brethren to join him in starting a clergy
house in the very midst of the parish :—
The place selected was a disreputable public-house,

a well-known resort of thieves and other bad characters,
which had lost its licence on account of the disorderly
way in which it had been conducted. This was rented,
and suitably fitted up for Its new purpose. The tap-
room was transformed into a dining-room, with the bar
as a sideboard, and the bottling-room became a little

private chapel. Here the five clergy lived, and under
the direction of their energetic young colleague, the one-
time resort of thieves became a veritable house of

prayer, and rooms that had resounded with oaths and
curses rang with songs and praises. The influence of
the clergy after they had taken up their abode in this
centre and citadel of sin increased enormously, so much
so that it soon became necessary to build a new clergy
house, and the old one was turned into a boys' club.

THE LATE ANDREW LANG.
The late Mr. Andrew Lang fitly receives in

Folklore a number of tributes to his distinctions
as folklorist and critic. The tributes are in

English, German and French. The principal
memorial notice is by Mr. Edward Clodd, who
says :

—
It is, then, in his original contributions towards the

supersession of the philological by the anthropological
method of interpretation that the folklorist and the com-
parative mythologist owe Andrew Lang an incalculable
debt. And there is warrant for the belief that he would
have accepted in this recognition the most welcome tribute
to the abiding features of his life-work.

The character of two very different persons
long dead is discussed in the Nineteenth Century.
Rev. Dr. Murray defends Cromwell at Drogheda
from monstrous charges, and Lady Helen Gra-
ham glorifies Montrose as one who elected to fol-

low "
the heroic for earth too hard.

"
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THE CONCORDIA MOVEMENT.
This movement is explained in the Oriental

Review by its originator, Mr. Naruse, Presi-

dent of the Woman's University, Tokio. He

begins by stating that the Concordia movement

is founded upon the belief :
—

First, that digerent religicas, different creeds, and

different ethical teachings, though conflicting in minor

points, are similar to one another in essential points,

such as seeking after Truth and higher spiritual life;

secondly, that though mankind is divided into different

races, still there is a common ground upon which each

race can understand and sympathise with the charac-

teristics of others; thirdly, though the nations of the

world to-day seem to have conflicting interests on

various problems, they can find, if they try and

thoroughly understand one another, a way by which each

nation might promote its welfare and prosperity without

coming to actual clash with others. The movement is an

attempt to discover and promote the point of concord

between different religions, different races, and different

nations.

Mr. Naruse says it is a human weakness that

belittles concord and magnifies discord. People

quarrel on matters of small importance and

forget great common interests. When reli-

gionists dispute about rituals they are forgetting

that they worship the same God. When
nations fight they do more harm to themselves

than to their enemy. Why not stop these use-

less conllicts and urge mankind on the common
road of enlightenment and prosperity?

Japan's leading men are enthusiastic about

the movement, and the Japan Times, discussing

the inaugural meeting, said :
—

At the meeting it developed, we are told, that all

present agreed on three .points. To state them in our own

words—Truth is one, though ways may differ of arriving

at it, and all should unite in upholding the truth, by

waiving differences of the ways. (2) The existing peace

movements, fjood in their way, are inclined to be material-

istic in their objects, as may be seen in the propaganda
for disarmament or limitation of armament, for arbitra-

tion or for international economic harmony. It is

desirable, in these circumstances, that a way be found to

introduce a spiritual or ethical influence as a basis for

regulating international relations. (3) It is most im-

portant to study how peace and fairness may best be

maintained in places where international or inter-racial

interests come in contact with one another, as in the

case of Hawaii, the Philippines, some parts of China,
etc.

SCIENCE AND ISLAM.
In the Hindustan Review Shaikh Ferozud-

din Murad, MSc.B.A., M.A.S.I., shows how
Islam has kept alight through the ages the

torch of knowledge. Algebra is a result of the

fertility of Moslem intellect. The work of Geber
in chemistry is also well known to all. The

Caliph Mansur and, in fact, several other Musal-
man rulers were fond of science

; they had

observatories built for themselves. Charle-

magne is said to have received a unique pre-
sent from the Mustdmans. It was a clock with

twelve doors, and at the lapse of an hour a

horseman came out of each door, and this

indicated the time of the day. Astronomy
was specially studied by the Musalmans, and

measurements of the diameter of the earth were
made in the day of Mansur by the simple
method of determining the difference of altitude

of the Polar Star by moving through a known
distance. The numerals called Arabic numbers
are a standing monument of the scientific

eminence of the early .Musalmans. U we con-

template for a moment the utility of this

numerical notation, and compare its simplicity
with the cumbersome details of the earlier nota-

tions which it has supplanted, and again ponder
over the fact that the .Arabic system of numeri-

cal notation has not been improved upon even

in these days of change and progress, the debt

which the world owes to the scientific spirit of

the early Musalmans cannot be overstated, and

we see that Dr. Wallace has deservedly put it

as one of the greatest achievements of man in

the history of civilisation.

As in New Testament criticism, so in Penta-

tcuchal criticism, Johannes Dahse, in the

Bibliotheca Sacra for October, declares a back-

ward movement has set in,
" and it is possible

that again in the future a greater portion of the

Pentateuch than formerly will be ascribed to

the time of Moses or to the oldest times of

Israel."

"It is ominous that the most popular cham-

pion of orthodoxy should be reduced to a

firework display of paradox, as if the very idea

of orthodoxy being defensible were the most

startling of jokes. Not so did St. Thomas, not

so did the Cardinal of St. George proceed." So

says Esme Wingfield-Stratford in the Oxford
and Cambridge Review in a heavy tirade against" words without knowledge." Poor Mr.
Chesterton !

Is Good Friday .\ Mistake?—Dean Haggard,
of Iowa, discusses in the BibliotJieca Sacra for

October the problems of the Passion Week.
He declares that the day of the Crucifixion was
not Friday, but Thursday ; that the Sabbath
which fell between the burial and resurrection

was double—48 hours in length.
" These

double Sabbaths were frequent and well-known
to the Jews," though as a rule entirely over-

looked by all classes of modern commentators.
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SOCIAL QUESTIONS FAR AND NEAR.

BETTER THAN INDUSTRIAL
ARBITRATION.

Under this title Hugh H. Lusk, in The

Forum, gives a masterly review of the industrial

situation to-day. He also submits a remedy.
As he points out, the essential defect of arbitra-

tion as a cure for industrial disputes is that it is

necessarily governed by a spirit, not of absolute

justice, but of temporary compromise. A law

that is founded on the radical truth that labour

in all trades is of necessity the partner of capital

embarked in those trades, and provides that the

partnership shall be acknowledged and acted on

by a sharing of profits, would have the valuable

quality of permanency, as well as the sanction

of justice. He says :
—

The difBculties in the way of framing a law to give
effect to such a principle are by no means so serious as

might be imagined. The workers, it may be said,

would, of course, demand wages, so that the

capitalist who found the money to pay them would
be forced to take all the risk, and at the best to get

only a part of the profit. This, it may be admitted, has

in it an element of truth, but is very far from being the

whole truth. It is really a part of the old idea that the

men whose skill and energy must be relied on to do the

work are, after all, only tools, to be used and treated like

any of the merely mechanical machinery of the trade.

The idea was, of course, always a mistaken as well as a

selfish one; it is now something more—it is impracticable.
But even from this point of view the principle can be

accepted. If it is said that wages must be paid, whether
the business pays or not, it is equally true that the

machinery used in the production of the manufacture must
be maintained and new improvements must be added
whether the market for the product is good or bad. The
wage-earner is at least as necessary a condition of success

as the machinery, and both must be kept in working order
as the first essential condition of successful business.

Hitherto this condition has been admitted grudgingly,
but nothing more has been admitted

;
and it is here that

reform becomes not only necessary but profitable. The
worker must live and not only so, he must live in such
a condition as will enable him to do efficient work.

FEEDING NECESSITOUS
CHILDREN.

How Paris Beats London.
In School Hypiene Cieorge R;iinev contrasts

the French and the English method of caring for

the necessitous child. In London we feed

grudgingly, and we supply food to children who
are so poorly clad that in cold weather much of

the benefit derived from the meal is lost. In

Paris they set out with the definite object of

securing the effiriencv of the child at all costs,
and money is spent ungrudgingly to promote it.

Where it is found thnt food alone does not

suffice, clothing is ridded, and. bncked bv the

per year, working on the experience of' the

French, we could abolish rags in London, supply
the children with meals, clothing, linen, boots,

and proper medical inspection. Mr. Rainey
shows in this article the full working of the

system, and he draws a pleasant picture of

dinner at one of the Paris schools :
—

I watched the boys assemble for dinner in the dining

hall, which forms part of the school building, and in-

spected a batch of about forty as they filed by.. Every boy
had good boots; their clothing was clean and tidy, and

they were expected to keep it so. To protect it each boy
is compelled to fasten a napkin in at the front of his

collar before he sits down at table. I walked down the

lines as they sat at dinner and was much struck with their

appearance; they not only looked well cared for, but alert

and vigorous, and it must be remembered that with few

exceptions they corresponded to the necessitous children

of the London slum. The menu that day consisted of

soup, macaroni, and roast leg of mutton, each portion

being charged one halfpenny to those who pay; the soup
is served very hot and looked quite satisfying at the price.

The basin is so constructed that the plate containing the

second portion fits over it very cleverly and keeps the con-

tents warm. I was invited to taste the meat and
macaroni

;
the latter was excellent, and was fried in some

kind of fat. The meat is cut into small cubes, so that it

may be eaten with a spoon, and is rightly served out

separately in exact quantities
—

35 grm. to each boy, 30 to

a girl, and 25 to an infant. A master dined with the

boys, apparently sharing their food, and perfect order

and discipline prevailed. The meal, I noticed, was eaten

leisurely and not gobbled after the London fashion.

authority of the State, the schools insist that it

shall be kept clean and mended. For ;^35,ooo glad to receive your gifts

FOR COMFORT AND GLADNESS.
We come again to you with our appeal on

behalf of the poor children of Walworth, for

comfort and gladness at Christm'astime. To the

poor, who have so little, a little extra means so

much. And surely we who hail the anniversary
of the coming of the Christ-Child cannot have
much of the Christmas spirit if we grudge to

those who suffer from lack of the common neces-

saries of life something which shall bring them in

tune with the message of the Christmas bells.

The warmth of a cheerful fire, the comfort of an

adequate meal, the little gift
"

of her very own "

that makes so much of gladness to the child who
has nothing : all these we want to give this

Christmas, as ever. Think of what the gift of a

toy means to a child who has nothing of. her
own ! C)nly the other day we found a class of

forty children, only seven of whom possessed one

single toy. Will you help to bring some of the

gladness that the Christmastide should bring
into these dreary homes? Though .so bare,

many of them, of all material comfort, yet, too,

they are rich in self-sacrifice and love and brave,
patient courage. W\\\ you help to make the bur-
den lighter for them? The Warden, F. Herbert
Sr<>ad, Browning Hall, Walworth, S.E., will be
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Daily Herald.]

[The Policy of the Foreign Office is, of course, kept a

dreadful secret from the Labourer. His unimportant
function Is to pay the cost in blood and burdens in case

of War.]

The Sphinx :

" Why cudgel your poor brain with my secret ?

Be patient, and one day, doubtless, upon your own hearth-

stone you will find the solution—in bombs and bloody
suffering."

LepracaunA
The only way—the Guillotine.

"
It's a far, far better thing that they're doing now than

they've ever done."

Executioner Asquith (facetiously). "Don't be nervous;

just put your head in here, and we'll do the rest. 'Twill be all

over in a second. Isn't it a grand thing to follow your peers ?
"

Assistant John.
"

I wish Henry would put on a little more

speed ; we've several cartloads yet."

[During the Land Purchase debate the Opposition obstruction

and time-delaying methods «f bringing forward innumerable
amendments to every motion failed, owing to the steady appli-
cation of the guillotine, sheaves of amendments disappearing
at each|sweep.]

Daily 11cm Id.]

"
Sighing for New Worlds," &c.

Winston Churchill, the Young Alexander,
who is attached to his Sense of Duty by

Chains of Iron.

The Jauntiness of John.

The New David.

[The Florence Nightingale — or was it

Sarah Gamp ?—of Liberalism.]
The New David, whose methods have this

advantage over those of the original David,
that they entail no suffering on Goliaths.
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THE HAIRIEST RACE ON EARTH. citizens. During the war with Russia the Ainu

The Ainu is said to be to Japan what the

North-American Indian is to the United States.

In the Japan Magazine these reHcs of a fierce

and savage past are the subject of an illustrated

article.

The author says that the Ainu of Yezo still

preserves his swarthy hirsute appearance and
his vigorous sinewy physique. The hair among
both men and women hangs down about the

shoulders, and the beards of the men, patri-

archal-like, sweep the breast. The Ainu are

regarded as the most hairy mortals on earth.

As among most semi-civilised people, the women
do a great part of the labour. An Ainu woman
regards it as a supreme honour if she is able to

support her husband. Many of the Ainu are

polygamists, some having even ten wives. The

original wife is regarded as the real wife. She
lives with the husband, the others being more In

the position of servants, and usually occupying
separate houses. On certain auspicious occa-

sions, such as a big bear feast, all a man's
wives come together and work in perfect har-

mony for the happiness of the family. When
two of a man's wives meet by the way they show
affection by grasping hands warmly and by pat-

ting each other on the shoulder. The reason for

polygamy among the Ainu is not sexual or for

the sake of children, but chiefly to make a home
for woman, who otherwise would be without
shelter. One man had a wife at various places
across a wide stretch of country, else on his

numerous travels he would have no one to take
him in and put him up for the night. Some
women when left orphans, or fatherless, with a

poor mother or relative to support, have men
marry them as protectors. In fact, the more
wives a man has the more rich and powerful he
becomes in the community.
The Ainu has been long noted for his wine-

bibbing proclivities. His favourite drink is

sake, and the Ainu tribes have been more deci-

mated by drunkenness than disease. In their

cold climate and uncomfortable houses there is

much temptation to warm up on strong drink.
The Japanese Government is exerting all its

influence in the direction of making the tribes

temperate, and increasing their birth-rate; but
habits of intemperance are very difficult to break.
Like the aborigines of other lands, the Ainu are

gradually decreasing. If they keep on dwind-
ling as at present, in time they will become
extinct. The present population is about 15,000.
Everything possible is being done for them by
way of education, and some of them have done
well at school, just as well as the Japanese.
There are Ainu school teachers, Ainu soldiers,
as well as many intelligent and educated Ainu

recruits and officers did as faithful and efficient

service for the Empire as those from any other

section of the country. They are a unique race,

quite different from the Japanese, and the

Government is doing all it can to protect them,
even from themselves, and to prevent them from

deterioration and extinction.

THE RULE OF THE DEAD IN

JAPAN.
In the Japan Magazine for November Dr.

J. Ingram Bryan describes the most unique fea-

ture of Japanese life, its unchanging faith in

the spirits of the dead, and its absolute submis-

sion to their rule :
—

The happiness of the dead depends on the respectful

and loving service of the living; and the happiness of

the living depends on the due fulfilment of pious duty to

the dead. That the dead need affection, and that to

neglect them is cruelty, are among the most sacred in-

stincts of Japanese life. Accordingly, each home has its

family altar, its god-shelf where are enshrined the

ancestral tablets, before which, every morning and even-

ing the sacred lamp is lighted, the family prayers said,

and food offered to the spirits of the departed ones. The
ancestral ghosts are made happy by these amenities and
bless those who render them. Hovering unseen in the

glow of the shrine-lamp, the stirring of whose flame is but

the motion of them, they guard the home and watch over

the welfare of the old domestic circle. Their chief dwell-

ing place, however, is in the lettered tablets which at

times they can animate as a human body in order to

succour and console. From their shrines they hear and

observe all that happens in the house, share the family

joys and sorrows, and delight in the familiar voices and
in the geniality of life about them. They chiefly delight
in the daily greetings of the family, and for nourishment

vapour of food contents them. To forget them, or in any
way to treat them with rud6 indifference is the most un-

doubted proof of an evil heart. They stand for the moral

experience of the family and nation, and to deny them is

to deny that, and to violate that is to offend them, and to

offend them is the supreme crime.

Each Japanese believes himself to be under the

constant supervision of the ancestral ghosts.

Spirit eyes are watching his every act
; spirit

ears are listening to every word, to approve or

blame. The whole of life, its thoughts, words,

deeds, must be under constant control, as in the

presence of the unseen :
—

If while in the flesh a Japanese fails, be can succeed

by joining the ranks of the gods. Thus voluntary death

for some great principle meets the approval of Japanese

ethics, and the spirit of the person so offering himself

attains to godhood, becomes the object of veneration, and
is not only made eternally happy by the perpetual homage
of all future generations, but is enabled to bless posterity

by answering the petitions of those engaged in the cause

for which he died. Even a person of no importance may,
through death, come into the possession of superhuman
power, and become capable of conferring benefit or in-

flicting injury by supernatural means. Thousands of

prayers go up daily in Japan to the spirits of those who
have thus offered themselves in sacrifite to the gods.
Since the death of General and Countess Nogi thousands
have likewise flocked to worship at their tombs, and the

crowds still continue.
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UNIONIST PLANS AND POLICIES !

For downright assurance
"
Curio

"
may

be recommended for
" honourable mention "

in

his article on " The Crisis and a Retrospect
"

appearing in the Fortnightly. The article is not

strong in argument and starts with the lame

legend :
—

Once again the possibility of a sudden fall of the

Government, and of a new Unionist administration, has
entered into the sphere of practical reality. The Govern-
ment has been badly shaken, and has itself admitted

oiBcially, to terrorise its supporters into an unwilling
punctuality, that one more such shaking would prove
fatal to the patient.

This is probably very grateful and comforting
to gossipy clubland, but as a forecast it is poor
stuff, and is more perverse than .plausible.
"Curio" tells us that this "result" is the

work of three men :
—

The moral decline is due to the lack of popular zeal
in the country for the causes of Liberalism as shown by
by-election after by-election, for which Ministers are

largely indebted to the oratorical brilliancy and un-

tiring energy of Mr. F. E. Smith, who goes from elec-

tion to election as the perpetual harbinger of victory.
We have a leader, we have a Chief Whip, we have a

great popular orator. Hence the Ministerial crisis and
the imminence of a Ministerial dibdde.

Then follows a most discursive analysis of the

great Imperialist campaign of Mr. Chamberlain,
with sundfy reflections on the sinfulness of

Little Englanders," but it is all rather cheap,
for

"
Curio

"
is by no means as inexperienced

as he pretends, and, while he has no use for

Radicals, he unblushingly steals the Socialists'

thunder when he naively admits that :
—

We do not think to-day in the terms in which we
thought twelve years ago. We have realised that the
social and economic conditions of the people of the
United Kingdom take precedence of any other political
problem, not so much because they are more important
than any other problem, as because no other problem
can be solved in a successful manner without the consent
of -the industrial masses, who demand, and rightly de-
mand, that an empire should not be founded on the
social degradation of the majority of its citizens.

If Unionists intend to reduce this admission
to terms of effective legislation they will have

many supporters, but—there is always a but—
when are they going to formulate the much-

delayed scheme for Tariff Reform and other
letails of their much-advertised programme?
One cannot help sympathising with

"
Curio,"

for he seems to be in real deadly earnest :
—

These miserable men who call themselves Ministers
>re hardly worth triumphing over. What is worth having
is tlie new idea of conjoint Imperi.al democracies com-
bining to develop their resources to the utmost possible
degree. If the next Unionist Administration can com-
pass such an arrangement one would gladly exchange
for such a settlement one's dreams of twelve years ago,
when Lord Rtisebery piped to us and very few would
hear. Rut first of all comes Social Reform, for without
that reform there will be no Empire.

IS IT SO BAD?
The House of Commons is trounced vigor-

ously by Mr. Hilaire Belloc in the Oxford and

Cambridge Review in his last paper on
" Reform." All will shortly be up with the

House of Commons, he evidently thinks. He
says :

—
With very rare exceptions a man is returned to the

House of Commons as the nominee of the Machine, not

of his constituents; he votes in the House of Commons
as the servant of an Executive (existent or prospective)
which has in its gift salaries, contracts, jobs, "honours,"
and professional promotion. He is

"
kept."

To the question
"

Is the personnel of the House

likely to provide a way of escape from the

steady decadence of the Commons? "
the writer

answers :
—

The squires are not enough, the lawyers abound, the

proiessional gentry are disgusted, the money lenders and

company promoters are the most vigorous, the mere

registering voter the commonest at Westminster. And
all this movement is growing, not failing. The House
of Commons may exhibit a rally or two as dying things

will, but dying it is, aird that plainly.

Men may look to permanent officials or great

employers for an escape. The second means

plutocracy and the servile state. The Civil Ser-

vice has been not swamped, but gravely
"
con-

fused by the sudden addition of a vast body of

nominated men, all the chief of them the

creatures of the professional politicians or their

wealthy advisers.
'"* There is, however, one way

of escape :
—

Monarchy is still an institution among us. The in-

crease in the personal power of the monarch is the one
real alternative present before the English State to-day
to the conduct of affairs by organised wealth.

To the end of increasing the personal power of the

King should be directed the eiTorts of those who fear

most what may be called, in one aspect, plutocracy, in

another aspect, servitude.

The writer admits that
"

the suggestion is

violent, and any use of it is in the last degree

improbable." He does not state what use is to

be made of the Crown.

MR. REDMOND'S LOST CHANCE.
.'\ VERY useful survey, in the Round Table, of

the course of the Irish problem, including the

abortive constitutional conference, says that

when the issue of the conference was known to

be trembling in the balance there was no response
to the Unionist attitude from Mr. Redmond :

—
Had he- spoken then and there, it is not easy to see

how he could have failed to meet with such a response
from the section of the Unionist Parly and from the

greater part of the Unionist Press, as would have given
him possibly immediate victory, but in any event the

key of the Opposition. As it is, the writer declares,
"

it is becoming more probable every day that before the

Bill becomes an Act the country will have an oppor-
tunity given it of pronouncing an opinion on its merits."
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ebelspalfer.] [Zurich. Xebelspalfer.]

Faithful to her policy, Russia plays her part as reformer.

IZiirich.
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FRANCE PAST AND PRESENT.

NEW LETTERS BY MARIE
ANTOINETTE.

A \ EKY interesting contribution to the

November issues of the Revue de Paris is that

by M. O. G. de Heidenstam of a series of letters

\vhich passed between Marie Antoinette and

Barnave, and which are now published for the

first time.

FERSEN AND BARNAVE.

Written between July and December, 179T,

the collection contains forty-four letters un-

signed and in the handwriting of the Queen,
and a like number of letters, also without signa-

ture, in the handwriting of a man, being the

replies. The replies of Barnave were dictated

by an intermediary, who exposed himself to the

risk of having the communications discovered

and his handwriting recognised.
It was the morrow of the return from

V'arcnnes. The Royal Family had returned to

Paris accompanied by Barnave and two other

niembersof the Assembly, who took it in turn

to ride in the carriage and guard the prisoners.
The Queen conversed with them, and especially

with Barnave, during the journey. The con-

\crsation with him took on an intimate and

almost familiar character, and he promised the

Queen his assistance and devotion, and she

assured the young Deputy that she would not

fail to have recourse to his aid in case of need.

Arrived at Paris on June 25, the Queen found

the Assembly agitated and furious, while public

opinion was accusing the King and Queen of

having desired to stir up foreign Powers against
France. The King was treated as a prisoner,
and the Queen, who was closely watched, re-

solved to seek the good ofTices of her travelling

companion. It was not the first time she had

tried to come to terms with the Revolution. On
the advice of Fersen she had had interviews with

Mirabeau and others. Now Fersen,
"

the

faithful knight without fear and without re-

proach," was out of France. After having

organised the flight of the sovereigns, he had

gone to the frontier to prepare a demonstration

for them.
FRANK DEMANDS.

Having found her intermediary, the Queen
entered into communication with Barnave, and
reckoned on being able later on to communicate
the correspondence to Fersen. Barnave and the

intermediary and others, when referred to in

the letters, are designated by numerals. Bar-

nave's first reply counsels the King and Queen
to recognise that the will of the people is in

favour of the new Constitution, and that the

King, in order to maintain the throne with

dignity and win confidence and respect, must

procure great benefits for the nation—for in-

stance, the return of the emigres, or at least

the majority of them, and perform some act

by which to show his recognition of the new

Constitution, and explain in the clearest terms

his friendly and pacific intentions towards the

nation. The whole letter, indeed, is a most

frank and outspoken programme of conduct

and policy. But the demands were simply

impossible.
On August 5 Barnave was still more candid.

He told the Queen not to forget that it was she

alone who could dispose of her destiny, that the

moments were decisive, and, above all, that she

must not place her conduct and her hopes in

two different systems, but that everything she

did must be clear and not give rise to different

interpretations.

SECRET INTERVIEW'S.

The Constitution having finally been accepted

by the King, the Assembly decreed the abolition

of all proceedings relating to the flight of the

King. On September 25 the Queen writes

asking the Assembly to say very definitely that

the King has all the rights which the Con-

stitution he has accepted and promised to

maintain owes to h-m. On many occasions the

Queen expressed to her advisers a desire to see

them and explain her ideas personally to them,
and they also had a similar desire. But they
were afraid of compromising themselves and

being discredited by the Assembly, should it be

discovered that they saw the Queen in secret

and directed the policy of the Court. Neverthe-

less, a meeting was planned, but somehow it

miscarried. The Queen waited in her room,
but there were too many people about. Soon,

however, a way was found, and several in-

terviews took place.

THE SCAFFOLD.

The last letter of the series is dated Decem-
ber 28. The Queen, seeing that Barnave was

leaving for Grenoble, recognised the motives

which prompted him to do it, and remarked
that he would not forget the end of their last

conversation. The departure put an end to the

correspondence. A month later Fersen returned

to Paris. He had been working at Brussels

and elsewhere to arrange a congress of the

Powers, and gave up his efforts at the request
of the Queen. To him the Queen now sent the

correspondence, begging him to take it away
and preserve it. No one could say in whose
hands it might fall, if she retained it. Fersen
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took it to his "sister at Lofstad, and there it has

I'emained until the present time. The King was

less prudent. He left a writing in a drawer

which revealed the relations of Barnave and his

friends with the Court. Barnave was arrested

at Grenoble, and after a year in prison was

brought before the Revolutionary Tribunal and

condemned to death. Five weeks previously

Marie Antoinette, too, had mounted the scaffold.

The letters which have now been published will

prove, the writer thinks, how wrong is the

prevaihng opinion that the Queen's relations

with the Constitutional Party were a comedy

played to conceal the intrigues of the Court

with the emigres. Such an opinion can hardly

be maintained after the publication of this corre-

spondence, so honourable to the memory of the

unfortunate Queen.

FRANCE'S NATIONAL PERIL.
The Danger of Depopulation.

In La Revue of November ist Dr. Lowenthal,
a member of the Parliamentary Depopulation

Commission, has a long article on the Depopula-
tion question.

I9IO AND 191 I compared.

The oflTicial paper referred to shows a deplor-

able state of things, writes Dr. Lowenthal. The

year 191 1 compared with 1910 is characterised

by the following demographic phenomena :
—

Natality has decreased by i per 1,000 (iS'y per 1,000

in place of ig'?).

The number of births has been reduced by 32,244

(742,114 in place of 774)3S8)-

The number of deaths has been increased by 73,206

(776,983 in place of 703,777), the death-rate being i9'6

instead of i7'9 per 1,000.

The exces of deaths over births is 34,869 (in place of

an excess of births over deaths of 70,500).

France's lower birth-rate—
Speaking of natality in particular, the im-

portant fact to note is that the decline is general

among all classes, and that it is due to the
"

parental prudence
"

so ardently preached in

the nineteenth century, and not, says Dr.

Lowenthal, to any degeneracy of the race. The

natality among foreign immigrants in France is

equally low, so that the remedy for French

depopulation is scarcely to be found in foreign

immigration. In an interesting table the number
of births per 1,000 inhabitants in France and in

other countries is set out, Hungary heading the

list with a natality of 35 per 1,000, Austria

following with 33, Italy 32*9, Germany 29'8, the

United Kingdom 24'7, and France i8y. This

rate for France is stated to be the lowest rate

registered in any country since the creation of

demographic statistics.

AND INCREASED MORTALITY.

The writer then sets himself to the task of dis-

covering whether there exists any connection

between depopulation and religion and politics,

and concludes that no such connection exists.

He makes no mention of possible social and

economic causes. The really serious factor in

France is that while natality has declined, mor-

tality has increased at a tremendous pace, and

this increase is more general than the decrease in

the birth-rate. France is, indeed, one of the

countries where people die the most and pro-

create the least. The mortality of children under

one year is 175 per 1,000; from i to 4 it is 19

per 1,000, and from 10 to 19 only 4 per 1,000.

The infant population for one year in France

averages 675,000, and the number of deaths of

infants equals in number the deaths of all per-

sons between i and 19, the different groups of

the latter representing at least 20,000,000 indi-

viduals.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER NATIONS.

The mortality of France, i9'6 per 1,000, is low

compared with other countries, but it is high
when taken into account with her natality. The

following table shows the position of countries

with a natality ranging from 33 to 45 per

1,000 :
—

Natality. Mortality.

Russia (igos) 44'8 3i'7

Bulgaria (1909) 42'o 23"5

Roumania (igio) 4^'2 24'8

Servia (1910) 3Q'o 29*3

Austria-Hungary (1910) 33'S 22'8

Spain (1910) 33'i 23"8

The countries with a natality below 33 per

1,000 show a lower mortality than that of

France. The only exception is Italy, whose rate

of mortality is the same as that of France. In

New Zealand the natality is given as 26'2 and

the mortality as 9*7.

THE ONLY RATIONAL REMEDY.

In 1882, when Professor Richet uttered a note

of warning about the growing decline of the

birth-rate, he quite overlooked the danger of the

exorbitant death-rate. France has always

squandered her human capital, says Dr. Lowen-
thal. To fight depopulation she must lower her

.excessive mortality to that which other countries

less favoured bv Nature have attained. To in-

crease her natality is a chimera scarcely realis-

able, since all other nations are experiencing a

lowering of the rate, some In higher proportion
than that of France. No country has done so

little to fight against the ravages of disease.

Her salvation lies in an energetic and Incessant

fight agnlnst avoidable disease and premature
death, and her remedy against the national peril
of depopulation is to be found in a rational and
effective organisation of public hygiene.
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MUSIC AND ART.

RELIGIOUS SONGS OF THE
CAUCASUS.

A SHORT time ago Madame Eugenie Lineff, a

Russian teacher of singing and a well-known

folk-song collector, made some investigations

concerning the sacred folk-music of the

Molokans (Tiflis), the Doochobors, and the Com-

munity of New Israel. The November Musical
Times publishes the result of her inquiries con-

cerning the Doochobors.

THOU SHALT NOT KILL.

The word "
Doochobor,!' we are told, means

"
spirit-wrestler," and the Doochobors are

people who have been banished to a desolate

region in the Caucasus for their persistence in

following the precept of the Bible,
" Thou shalt

not kill." They refuse to serve as soldiers.

During the summer months they have both to

sow and reap. In these wet mountains only oats

and barley are usually grown, and the crops
have to be cut while still green and not above
one foot high. Yet their wonderful capacity for

work and their perfect communal organisation
allow them to live well. They keep cows and
sell horses and cattle and supply milk to the

Armenian cheesemakers. Madame Lineff arrived
on the scene on the eve of their principal festi-

val, June 29th, the commemoration day of the

refusal of the sect to serve in the army.
BROTHERLY KISSING.

Early in the morning the people in holiday
attire started in their fugons (large vans drawn
by two horses) and formed a procession to the

sacred cave where Lukeria Vassilievna, for a

long time one of their leaders, had passed her

days of meditation. The singing began with the

eight beatitudes. An elderly woman with a

strong voice led the verse with deep feeling, and
then it was taken up by the congregation. This

over, the men and women divided into opposite
rows, and a new psalm was started and the

ceremony of kissing began. The first two men,
having shaken hands three times, gave each
other a brotherly kiss

; then they bowed to one
another and to the women standing opposite.
The next pair did the same, and the ceremony
was continued to the end of the row. Then the
women performed the same ceremony through-
out, psalm-singing being kept up all the time.
Madame Lineff recorded the psalms by phono-
graph, and succeeded in getting thirty psalms
and chants in this way.

SOMBRE MUSIC.

The text of the psalms is only partly taken
from Holy Scripture. Composed by several

generations of Doochobors, they are sung
entirely from memory. The life of the sect, full

of persecution, is reflected in the sombre charac-

ter of their singing. The melody does not flow

like a folk-tune. Owing to the slowness of the

tempo, the custom is to spread one syllable over

several sounds and to give a peculiar accentua-

tion to the most expressive words. As the sing-

ing progresses, the performance rises from piano
to an immense crescendo. As an example of

Doochobor singing, the music of a quasi-reli-

gious chant is given, entitled
" Are Ye Doves? "

The words of the second verse run :
—

We are angels,
We are archangels,
From heaven-land
We are the messengers.
We are sent by the Lord
Over all the world,
All the wide world.

MR. HAMMERSTEIN'S
NEW PLANS.

To the November number of the American
edition of the World's Work Mr. Oscar
Hammerstein has contributed an article entitled
" What I am Trying to Do."
He says he is now raising his voice in the

wilderness of musical America with a view to

providing opportunities for the great natural

musical talent which exists in America. His plan
is to cover the United States, and possibly
Canada, with a network of opera houses. He
considers his work will be greater than that of

Mr. Carnegie, who has given library buildings
and books, and that by giving opera houses and
music he will give pleasure and build character

and make of the world of his children's

children a better place in which to live. Mr.
Hammerstein repeats he has done with London,
but he has this final ambition to carry the best

music to the great American public, of whose

appreciation he feels certain. At any rate, he is

never discouraged. The article is largely auto-

biographical, and from it we learn that Mr.
Hammerstein is a chemist, an engineer, and a

musician. He plays the flute, the piano, and the

violin
;
and he has composed music of merit. He

has already bmlt more theatres than any other
man living or dead. His early life was not

happy. Born at Berlin, he left his home while
still a boy and sailed for New York in an emi-

grant ship. At New York he learned to make
cigars, and much of the machinery now used in

cigar manufacture was his invention. It was
from the sale of one of his patents that he
obtained the money to start on his theatrical

enterprises.
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A PAINTER OF SNOW SCENES.
The An Monographs published by Messrs.

Virtue have now reached No. 37, and the subject

of the present issue is Mr. Joseph Farquharson
and his work.

Archdeacon Sinclair, the writer of the letter-

press, begins by pointing out that there is not

one of Mr. Farquharson's pastoral landscapes

which is not treated from the contemplative point

of view. His work therefore belongs to two of

the forms of landscape-painting mentioned by
Ruskin—the pastoral and the contemplative. To

many people Mr, Farquharson is best known as

a painter of the snow—"
the poetry of snow

either in its suggestion of desolation, or of the

endurance of peasantry life, or the exquisite

beauty of rare tints of sun or moon on deep
snow surfaces and seen through leafless trees."

He inherited from his father his devotion to art,

and on holidays worked in his father's studio.

When he had reached the mature age of twelve

he was presented with a paint-box of his own,

and, spurred on by the acquisition, he painted a

picture the next year and sent it to the Scottish

Academy. The picture was accepted and hung.
Some of the excellent technique of this early

success was due to the instruction of Mr. Peter

Graham. For twelve years the boy continued to

exhibit regularly at the Scottish Academy, the

pictures being scenes drawn mainly from his

Highland home. The snow scenes, it should be

remembered, often include flocks of sheep,

admirably grouped. In 1885 Mr. Farquharson

paid his.first visit to Egypt, and the result was a

series of pictures of life in that country. He nas

also painted several portraits. The monograph,
which contains some fifty illustrations of Mr.

Farquharson's work, is a very interesting
number.

PICTURED MUSIC.
The Christmas issue of the Woman's Maga-

zine contains a series of coloured reproductions
from the paintings of Hayward Young. They
are the painter's interpretation of his emotions

on listening to Rachmaninoff's
"
Prelude,"

Mendelssohn's "
Spring Song," Bach's

"
Fugue

in G Minor," and Beethoven's
"
Moonlight

Sonata." The painter explains them thus :
—

For years and years I have had a theory and belief

that the emotions aroused by waves of sound could be

registered by an artist who had the craftsmanship at his

finger ends combined with an imaginative temperament.
Being first and foremost an outdoor painter and lover

of Nature, I find that all good instrumental music has a

wonderful and immediate stimulative effect on my
imagination ; and according to the form of music I am
listening to, so do I see either beautiful sunlit woods
and dales, lowering skies and wind-swept seas, moon-
light and lapping waves, or rolling clouds and melan-

choly moorlands, suggested perhaps by some melody in

a minor key.

PHILOSOPHIC MUSIC.
In an article on the Relationship between

Music and Life which Mr. Gerald Cumberland

has contributed to the Contemporary Review

for November it is claimed that music has been

brought into
"

the closest relationship with Ufe

—a relationship that has its origin and hopes
for permanence in the soul of man."

INSPIRATION FROM THE POETS.

In Mendelssohn, Liszt, Berlioz, Chopin, Schu-

mann, and Wagner we have a number of

musicians of enormous culture, and it was as a

result of the activities of these men that pro-

gramme music became self-conscious. Litera-

ture and music became closely allied. Liszt

went for inspiration to Goethe, Lamartine,

Byron, Petrarch, Dante, Shakespeare, and other

poets. Mendelssohn was affected by the con-

templation of scenery more keenly than by

literature, but, like Berhoz and Schumann, he

also derived inspiration from Shakespeare and

Goethe. Berlioz was attracted by the relation of

heroic deeds, and Virgil and Byron originated
several of his works. Schumann was inspired

by Hoffmann, Riickert, and Schiller
;

and

Wagner by Goethe and by the deeds of men of

heroic mould. In the orchestral work of these

composers a secondary place only is allotted to

love, and it was left to the operatic stage to

continue to make love the theme of inspiration.

"thus spake zarathustra.
"

Putting aside both
"
absolute

" and "
pro-

grammatic
"

music, the writer goes on to dis-

cuss a new species of composition as represented

by Richard Strauss's
" Also sprach Zara-

thustra." Composed in 1896, it belongs to

Strauss's second period, when he had freed him-

self from the classic tradition. He was, indeed,

the first musician to go to a book of philosophy
for inspiration, and of all writers who have

influenced his outlook Nietzsche stands alone as

working a kind of revolution in the composer's
mind. In order to understand such

"
philo-

sophic
" music as the

" Zarathustra "
of

Strauss it is necessary to understand the philo-

sophy, as with programme music one must know
the scheme. Thus music, which had first been

fertilised by poetry, has now been fertilised by
abstract thought, and in the future it will be an

exposition of the soul of man.

W. D. HowELLS, described by Theodore Roose-
velt as the greatest novelist of our day, is, in

the Westminster Review, declared to be the

portrayer of Italian trivialities and American

commonplaces.
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HOW A STAGE PLAY GROWS.
In the December Pall Mall Magazine the

author of
*' The Flag Lieutenant

" and other

successful plays, Major W. P. Drury, chats of

the secrets of writing for the stage. His plots

come to him in all sorts of places, and owe their

being to all sorts of out-of-the-way things :
—

Every writer, I suppose, at one time or another, is

asked the familiar question, "Where did you get the

idea for such-and-such a story?" or "How did you

think of the plot in such-and-such a play?
"

Well, how

did one? Sometimes, it is true, the course of a story or

play can be traced backwards readily enough to some

definite episode or cause. But, generally speaking, the

progress of the work has been so gradual, so complex,

that its origin has become obscured by the mists of time

and thought. Yet I venture to think that the average

story-reader or playgoer would be astonished to learn

how microscopic, as a rule, was the seed which produced

for him the means of so many hours' entertainment. A

newspaper paragraph, a chance phrase in conversation, a

face in the street, the name over a shop—many of the

greatest masterpieces in fiction and drama have sprung

from sources no greater than these. Blown by the winds

of chance, a germ furnished by some such triviality of

life drifts into a cell of the craftsman's brain, and

instantly begins—quite subconsciously, it may be—to

germinate. One may be absorbed in other work at the

time, and, indeed, for a long time afterwards. Yet,

hour by hour, day by day, in one's dreams as likely as

not, that wayside seed swells into a definite idea, until,

from the background of subconsciousness, it insistently

thrusts itself forward to take complete possession of the

brain.

RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS.
The Jaques-Dalcroze system of rhythmic gym-

nastics is described by Elizabeth Becket in a

superbly illustrated article in the Christmas

number of the Pall Mall Magazine. The history

of the new system is, briefly, this : M. Jaques-

Dalcroze, a professor of harmony and solfege,

being an enthusiast, became dissatisfied with the

lifelessness of his harmony classes. He ardently

desired to make them interesting and to awaken

enthusiasm in his students. One day, in think-

ing the matter over, he recalled the ease with

which children learn words and music when

these are accompanied by actions. So were

born rhythmic gymnastics, the elementary

exercises of which consist in marking the time

of the bar with the arms, and the rhythm, or

number of notes in a bar, with the feet. Every

human being has a latent sense of rhythm, and

by developing this much pleasure is added to life,

and the movements of the body become more

harmonious and graceful. Here gymnastics and

music are united, perhaps reawakening the old

spirit of harmony expressed by the complete
balance of bodv and mind.

THE DECLINE OF CULTURE.
E. Benjamin Andrews has some pertinent

things to say in the biternational Journal oj

Ethics anent the lack of culture in modern life.

A believer in the classical form of education, he

says there is a falling off in man's desire to

procure and promote the things of the mind, less

thought than once of ideals, less enthusiasm for

the true, the beautiful, and the good, less sub-

mission to these. He defines culture as the

appreciation,

not contemplative alone but active and efficient, of the

non-economic values. It is not identical with virtue, but

involves that. It covers enlightenment, breadth, open-

mindedness, chivalry, honour, generosity, magnanimity,

justice, gentleness, devotion to principle, the courage of

one's convictions, power to sustain, without courting it,

loneliness, resisting popular clamours and mob move-

ments, whether plebeian or patrician. Your truly culti-

vated man will put on no airs, neither take off any. He
is not afraid of that which is high nor ashamed of what

is obscure, having opinions but not opinionated, firm with-

out stubbornness, fine yet not efTeminate, respectful to the

past yet no slave of tradition. He loves and courts above

all things Truth, and with that, if he can find it, he will

stay, with that he will live, and with that he will die,

recking the minimum of what other men do or say. Faith

is his, a view which bottoms reality in reason and spirit

and equips righteousness with its everlasting yea.

DEMOCRACY AND DEMAGOGUE.
What Aristotle Had to Say.

The opening paper in the North American

Review for November contains Aristotle's

remarks on the principles of democracy. Of the

demagogue he says :
—

Where a democracy is governed by stated laws there is

no room for a demagogue, but men of worth fill the first

offices in the State ;
but where the power is not vested in

the laws, there demagogues abound. For there the

people's voice becomes that of a king, the whole com-

posing one body ;
for they are supreme, not as indi-

viduals, but in their collective capacity. Homer also

says :

"
111 fares it where the multitude hath sway

"
; but

whether he means this kind of democracy or one where

the many are individually supreme is uncertain. Now,
when the people possess this power they desire to be alto-

gether absolute, that they may not be under the control

of the law, and they grow despotical, so that flatterers

are held in repute ;
and such a people become analogous to

tyranny among the forms of monarchy ;
for their manners

are the same, and they both hold a despotic power over

better persons than themselves. For their decrees are

like the others' edicts, and a demagogue with them is like

a flatterer among the others
;
but both these two classes

abound with each, flatterers with tyrants, and demagogues
among such a people. And to them it is owing that the

supreme power is lodged in the votes of the people, and
not in written laws, for they bring everything before

them. And this they do because they have influence, on

account of the supreme power being lodged in the people;
for these are they whom the multitude obey. Besides,

those who inveigh against rulers are wont to say that the

people ought to be the judges of their conduct; and the

people gladly receive their complaints as the means of

destroving al! llieir ofTii es.
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THE POET-LAUREATE OF JAPAN.
We have seen how the art of writhig verses is

cultivated at the Court in Japan and how a

Poetical Bureau has been created to keep a

record of the poems written by members of the

Imperial Family and to arrange the poetry com-

petitions. The head of this bureau is Baron

Takasaki, the poet-laureate of Japan. In the

November number of the Open Court transla-

tions, by Arthur Lloyd, of some of his poems
are published. The following lines, entitled

" A

Friendly Greeting," were addressed to Lord

Tennyson, wliile he was Governor of Australia :

Mountains and seas, with bars material, keep
Our little lives asunder, as themselves

Are kept apart and distant
;
but bej'ond

The mountains and deep seas, the world of soul

Unites our hearts with pleasure.
It is good

To have a friend that speaks a different tongue.

And lives with people of another sphere,

With different thoughts from those that I have known,
And yet a friend.

When shall I meet again

My peerless friend, and grasp his great good hand.
And speak once more with him as friend to friend?

I know not when, but still I long and wait.

THE NEGRO SINGER.
The Century Magazine prints two poems by

James D. Corrothers on the singer of the negro
race, Paul Laurence Dunbar. Both are equally

beautiful, and both show the regard felt for

Dunbar by their writer. We give the shorter of

the two :
—

O'er all my song the image of a face

Lieth, like shadow on the wild, sweet flowers.

The dream, the ecstasy that prompts my powers :

The golden lyre's delights bring little grace
To bless the singer of a lowly race.

Long hath this mocked me; aye, in marvellous hours,
When Hera's gardens gleamed, or Cynthia's bowers,

Or Hope's red pylons, in their far, hushed place !

But I shall dig me deeper to the Gold :

Fetch water, dripping, over desert miles.
From clear Nyanzas and mysterious Niles

Of love, and sing, nor one kind act withhold.
So shall men know me, and remember long,
Nor my dark face dishonour any song.

A THIRD, with Charles Dickens and Robert

Browning—whose centenary ought to be cele-

brated this year
—is declared by W. R. Bungav,

in the Westminster Review, to be Sir George
Grey,

"
a man worthy to be ranked among the

greatest of his contemporaries, and one to
whom the Australasian colonies and South
Africa owe much of their prosperity and stability

to-day."

WAIL FROM RICHARD
MIDDLETON.

The English Review publishes one of the last

poems written by the late Richard Middleton

before his tragic death. It is entitled
" The Poet

and his Dead." The first three stanzas may be

quoted :
—

I've lit my tall, white candles and placed them by
the bed.

Two by her little dancing feet, two by her nodding
head

;

Ah, feet that dance not, eyes that see not, Love for

ever dead !

I've picked my tall, white lilies and lined them by
her side,

In either hand a lily droops, a lily for my bride
;

She cannot feel them, no, nor see them, they watch
her open-eyed.

And all the love God gave me, to spend in knightly

quests,
In pomp and pride of living, with her, with her, it

rests,

In her silent lips and quiet eyes and the stillness of
her breasts.

THE SIMPLE OF HEART.
The Oxford and Camhridge Review publishes

five stanzas by Mr. Charles Bewley, of which
the first and third are here quoted :

—
Somewhere beyond the borders
Of East and of West,

There lies a happy country
Of hearts at rest :

The sun shines gaily there.
And glad winds sing,

And in that far country
A simple man is king.

For all men are equal,
And no man is first,

The rich man with the poor man,
The best with the worst :

All toil together.
And all take their ease.

Laughing and drinking
In the shade of the trees.

Of Australia, the R&und Table says,
"

Pro-

bably in no country in the world do the geneial
mass of the employed work for fewer hours or

get more pay and more wages. Labour in Aus-
tralia has fought and won many battles, and is

now enjoying the fruits of its victories." The
writer acknowledges the many solid advantages
Ihe Labour Party has over its opponents. These
latter, divided among tliemselves, liave no
definite policy in common excepting the negative
one of opposition to Labotir, wliich does not
rou.se popular cnlliusiasm.
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THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
AND AFTER.

The inevitable articles on Divorce and

Balkans have been separately noticed, as

one or two others.

L00,000 COUNTRY COTTAGES WANTED.

Lord Henry Bentinck, M.P., laments

dearth of cottages for rural labourers,

official papers, he says, show that the only solu-

tion of the cheap cottage lies in the application

of the principle contained in the Bill of Sir

Arthur Griffith-Boscawen—namely, the system
of State grants in aid for building. It has

already been applied to Ireland, at what

appears to be much greater cost than would be

involved in England. It is estimated that

100,000 additional cottages are required to meet

the dearth in rural England, and on the Irish

basis this would involve an annual loss of

;^!^2o8,ooo. The farmers everywhere lament the

insufficiency of good labour
;
the cottages are too

few, and often very poor ;
the labourer naturally

moves to the towns and colonies.

WHY NOT INDIANISE INDIA?

Mr. E. B. Havell thus ironically puts our

message to India :
—

" Come into our schools and colleges ;
we will send you

European professors to teach you literature, science, and

art. Leave your villages, you millions of hand-weavers;
the handloom is a relic of antiquity; your salvation lies

in the city. Come into our factories, with your women
and j'our little children; we will show you the magic of

the machine. We will build you great cities like Man-
chester and Birmingham. Progress lies only with capi-

talism and machinery. Work for us, jou poor benighted

artisans; we will give you all the blessings of Western

civilisation." They are now enjoying a foretaste of these

blessings in the purlieus of Bombay and Calcutta !

He seriously advocates :
—

That not only technical and art experts but all Anglo-
Indian officials, before they take up their appointments
in India, should graduate at an Indian Institute worthy
of the name, located either in this country or in India ;

so that the sympathetic study of the different aspects of

Oriental life and thought should no longer be a mere

question of personal inclination, but an indispensable
introduction to tlie Indian Government services.

THE REAL TRAINING FOR PUBLIC LIFE.

Mr. Stanley Leathes discusses how universi-

ties should prepare men for public service. Not

mathematics, not natural science, not philo-

sophy, not political economy, though each be

valuable, forms the best training for public

appointments. The two main subjects should

be literature and history, including poetry, the

drama, law, politics, and philosophy, together
with systematic education in language and in

xpression. The best history schools in Kngl.Tnd

do not, he says, enforce the scholarly study of

language as an integral part of the training.
THE FUTURE OF SARAWAK.

Mr. Arnold White pleads that a benevolent

personal government of the Brooke dynasty
should be preserved by the Government, and
that t^e land of the natives should not be
allowed to be bought up by avaricious syndi-
cates. He remarks :

—
The Dreadnought that is to be so generously given to

the British Government will be principally paid for out
of rubber estates planted on the lands of the native in-

habitants.

THE CONTEMPORARY REVIEW.
Mention is made of the articles on the Eastern

Question in another column, and for the rest the

Contemporary placidly discusses Home Rule and

Proportional Representation as though nothing
else mattered. Mr. Erskine Childers writes with
some anxiety as to the fate of

" Home Rule in

Parliament," but is willing to extract comfort
from the Unionist condemnation of some of the

limitations proposed by the Government. He
says :

—
It is here that the hopes for a peaceful settlement of

the Irish question lie. This Bill ought to, and will, pass
through the House of Commons. The Government have
the constitutional power to pass it unaltered into law.
But if, either before or after that event, the two
estranged sections of the Irish people, in recognition of
the coming fact or the accomplished fact, sit down face
to face to consider their action, they will find a basis
for reconciliation in the demand for a wider and more
honourable gift of responsibility which will place all

question of British interference, whether to keep the

peace or dry-nurse Ireland, outside discussion.

President-Elect Woodrow Wilson is the sub-

ject of an interesting sketch by Alfred L. P.

Dennis, who bestows unstinted praise on one
who

Is certain to be careful in foreign politics, to aim first

towards diplomatic, equitable, and judicial settlement
of disputes. Furthermore, he looks to the "establish-
ment of a foreign policy based upon justice and good
will, rather than mere commercial exploitation and the
selfish interests of a narrow circle of financiers extend-
ing their enterprises to the ends of the earth." His
firmness, his knowledge of history as well as of inter-
national law, will remain a buttress both to his hatred
of war and to his natural, determined Americanism.

Serious politicians will find some problems of
Electoral Reform discussed by Mr. J. F. Wil-
liams in his argument for

"
Proportional Repre-

sentation," and the objections urged bv Mr.
Clifford D. Sharp. The average reader can

study
" How the Older Novelists Manage Their

Love Scenes," by Dorothy Lane-Poole, and
may compare with interest Canon Lillev's

estimate of George Tyrrell with the appreciation
appearing in the Fortnightly.
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THE NATIONAL REVIEW.
Mr. Maxse hails with great jubilation a trans-

lation of General von Bernhardi's book on the

next war. He is as delighted as a German
Anglophobe would be with a translation into

German of I\Ir. Maxse 's own anti-German
exuberance.

The negotiations which ended in the Treaty
of Lausanne are very vividly described by
E. Capel Cure, who shows how the Koran pro-
hibition against yielding Moslem land to the

infidel was got round by Turkey granting the

Arabs of Tripoli self-government. So, he says,
was born the "autonomy cavil of

'

disputed
parentage, tended by diverse tutors, which grew
up to be the founder of an edifice of dissimula-

tion named the Treaty of Lausanne, built of

cunning formulae and quibbles and circumlocu-

tions, and cemented with dainty euphuisms
worthy of the author of

'

Arcadia.
' ' '

Mr. Maurice Low says that the United States
is not going to reverse its fiscal system and

destroy its industries because Mr. Wilson has
been elected President. But the reductions that
will be made in duties will undoubtedly stimulate
certain importations. He reports a growing
impression that the European Powers are bound
by

"
manifest destiny

"
to hand over their West

Indian possessions to the United States.

Suffrage Factories—that is the unpleasant
name which Miss Hamilton bestows upon the

public schools and colleges, where, she main-
tains, there is going on every year a wholesale
manufacture of the Suffragette type of woman.
The schoolmistress uses her great influence to

proselytise.

Dressmg himself in the disguise of a social

outcast, M. O. Sale went on the tramp through
industrial Lancashire and Yorkshire in order to
Rjid out what popular sentiment really was. He
pronounces it certainly not Liberal: "the
popular instinct of the people is joyous, and the
instinct of contemporary Liberalism is gloomy."
The Labour Party is held in contempt as a mere
appendix to the Liberals. The new Labour is

anti-Liberal, and emancipating itself
" from the

shadow of little Bethel and the sticky grasp of
Mr. Chadband. " He predicts that Liberalism

proper will be joined by most of the present
Labour Party, temperance men, Little Eng-
landers, political Nonconformists, and the rest,
and will go downhill, deserted by all moderate
Liberals. But the new Labour Movement will

naturally ally itself with the Conservatives, for
mutual protection !

Navalis describes the Government as
"
our

'Young Turks,'
" who have betrayed the Em-

pire for the Irish vote, and are now betraying
the British Navy. He laments that the pro-

mised increase in pay has not yet been given to
the men in the Navy. The building programme
for the Navy has not, he complains, been carried
out as expeditiously as had been promised.

Mr. Percy Harris, M.P., urges that the long-
promised relief of the rates should not be shelved

by the Government in favour of a new land

agitation.

THE FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.
The Fortnightly is literally bursting with

articles dealing with the Near East and the

problems raised by the Balkan War. In addi-
tion to the articles reviewed in preceding pages,
Mr. Charles Wood catalogues the materiel of
"The Armies of the Balkan League," pays a

general tribute to their officering, and draws the
obvious conclusion :

—
Whilst men who have travelled in the Balkans might

have expected that the Bulgarian Army would perform
wonderful feats in war, even those who have been
constant visitors at Belgrade or Athens would not have
been justified in prophesying that the Servians and the
Greeks would play a role that would gain for them the
respect of all Europe. The present campaign has
proved that intelligent leading, efficient training, and
well-organised transport will, in future wars, be
possessed of more importance than the greatest bravery
that man can show.

" An Onlooker "
sapiently regards Turkey as

"The Real Storm-centre," and asks:—
Has Great Britain staked out her claim in this country

that lies on the high road to our Indian Empire? Is
she agreed as to what the others are to have, what is

to be left to diminished Turkey, and what she will keep
herself? Has the Agadir incident happened all in vain,
and are we to be face to face with a crisis in which we
shall scramble into danger, but perhaps not out of it?

Mr. Archibald Hurd belabours the peace
parties in his article, "The Great Delusion,"
and, although convinced of the ethical value of

peace, has no use for such auxiliaries as Mr.

Ramsay Macdonald or Mr. Keir Hardie, and
retrenchment and reform are anathema to his
soul. Mr. Hurd roundly declares that—
The world—not England only—stands in need of men

of siniple faith and strong hope in the future of
humanity who will convince men of the barbaric
character of war with all its unspeakable horrors. The
economist-pacifist and the armament-reductionist have
been exposed. The way is open for a real peace move-
ment, free from shoddy economics, world-wide in its

ramifications, and world-wide in its results.

But if we are concerned to secure the ideal con-
dition, it is surely undesirable to eschew the help
of those who are travelling by the same road.

Mr. Arthur F. Bell writes sympathetically of
the life and work of Father Tvrrell.

Mention must be made of a little sketch,"
Herodias's Daughter," by

" W. L.
"

A most readable number.
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THE ITALIAN REVIEWS.
The Rassegna Contemporanea, undoubtedly

one of the most readable of Italian magazines,
announces that in the New Year it will appear,
like other important foreign reviews, fortnightly
instead of monthly. The November issue con-

tains a very bitter anti-Austrian article by A.

Dudan, asserting that the whole military party
in Austria, with the Archduke Francis Ferdinand
at its head, is aggressively anti-Italian, and

attributing to them the many insults and disad-

vantages of which Italian residents in .the Aus-
trian Empire are said to be the victims. The
Senator, R. Carafa d'Andria, writing im-

mediately before the war on the possible dis-

ruption of the Turkish Empire, points to

Albania and the Yemen as the provinces in the

future of which Italy is most directly interested.

Italy, he declares, has no territorial aspirations
over Albania, but will insist on its integrity

—
between Vienna and Rome there is a complete
understanding on that point. Further east he

anticipates that Italy,
"
with Lybia, Erithrea

and Benadir, will become an Oriental and
Mussalman Power "

in a degree at least com-

parable to England and France, and evidently

regards the Yemen as offering the most favour-

able arena for Italian colonial expansion.
The Nuova Antologia publishes a number of

articles dealing with the situation in the

Balkans, all naturally inspired by sympathy with
the Allies. Prof. Corrado Ricci describes the

remarkable visit paid by Gentili Bellini to Con-

stantinople in 1480 in order to paint the portrait
of its conqueror, Mahomet II., a visit from
which he returned with sketches of Oriental

costumes which were unblushingly copied by the

painters of his day. Two of the most note-

worthy sketches are now in the British Museum.
Prof. G. Del Vecchio protests against the

dehberate Germanisation of the Romansch-

speaking cantons in Switzerland, and the total

banishment of Italian from the Communal
schools. The deputy, E. Faelli, discussing the

approaching elections under the new electoral

law, prophesies a moderate increase in the

ranks of Catholic deputies, and a decided
increase in the Socialist representation if the

present quarrel between the moderate and the

revolutionary sections is patched up, as it pro-
bably will be. The Republicans, he thinks, will

almost disappear, while the prospect of moderate
Liberalism seem to him still nebulous.

In the Riforma Sociale M. Weigmann
describes the various forms of insurance against
unemployment which have been tried in Switzer-

land, where the initiative is taken not by the

Federal Government, but by the individual
cantons. The result so far is discouraging.

Among voluntary systems only that at Berne
has been a moderate success, and the obligatory
insurance system introduced at St, Gall in 1895
proved an utter failure, partly owing to unprac-
tical administration, but mainly to its extreme

unpopularity with the working classes.

The Rassegna Nazionale for November 15th
contains the first part of a study, based on un-

published letters, of the strange career of the
beautiful Countess Castiglione, sent to Paris by
Cavour to captivate Napoleon III. and keep him
faithful to the interests of Piedmont. In its

political notes the Rassegna demands "
Albania

for the Albanians," and agrees with Austria in

protesting against a Servian port on the Adria-
tic

;
on the other hand, the Editor declines to

allow Austria any economic privileges in the
Balkans that are not shared bv Italv.

CHRISTMAS NUMBERS.
The Strand double number presents a for-

midable appearance with its record-breaking
advertisement section in front of the literary
matter, which, when discovered, is likely to

please the innumerable readers of this the first of

the popular monthlies.

The Quiver has excelled itself
; printing and

paper of the best and many coloured plates
together make a notable number. This issue
contains a short article from the pen of our late

editor, and is entitled
" Some Christmases I

Have Known. "

The Lady's Realm is very smart in its

coloured cover and is freely illustrated.

Munsey's Magazine for December can be
obtained at the usual price of sixpence and 's

sterling value. We are glad to get a glimpse of
the Navy of the United States in the article

giving an account of the October Naval Review.
Children of all ages will enjoy reading

"
Long

Live the King," by Mary Roberts Rinehart.

Round Table mentions the report of the Royal
Commission on the cost of living in New Zea-

land, which finds that there has been an actual

increase of about 20 per cent, and that the rise

in wages has not only preserved the old standard
of living at the increased prices, but has added

considerably to the comforts and common
luxuries consumed. For the last two years the

accelerated rise in the prices of food and other
necessaries has outstripped the rise of income
and wages.



Leading Articles in the Reviews.

THE OCCULT MACAZINES.
Writing in the Theosophist for November on

"
Aspects of Christ," Mrs. Besant says :

—
By studying we learn to understand, and we realise

as is generally the case, that there is truth embodied in

each conception, and that what we want is the power

to link the truths together and see them in their full,

all-round perfection, instead of in their fragmentary

aspects. . . . Now, what is of importance !• First,

the Ideal—the ideal of a perfect humanity irradiated

with Divinity, so irradiated that you cannot say which

is God and which is man, the seed of Divinity having

flowered into perfection, the spark of Divinity having

blazed out into a dazzling lire. That matters. That is

the Ideal. . . . You name that Ideal Christ. In the

East they give other names. But the names do not

matter. It is the thought that counts.

Marguerite Pollard writes on " The Mystical

Teachings of Wordsworth and of Tennyson,"
and assigns pre-eminence to the latter as poet of

immortality and to the former as poet of Nature.

Other articles include
" Some Ideals of Astro-

logy," by Mrs. Marie Russak, and " The
Bhakti Marga of Pandharpur," by V. R.

Karandikar.
In the Occult Review for November Mr. Here-

ward Carrington writes on
" The Uses and

Abuses of Mind-Cure." While allowing that

much good may be done by psychotherapy and

mind-cure in many cases, he contends that much
mischief is done by their indiscreet application,

which, he maintains, often tends to
"
suppress

symptoms rather than remove causes," and sug-

gests the combination of mental methods of cure

with bodily hygiene. W. J. Colville, writing on
"

Vril, The Energy of the Coming Race,"

says :
—

By the agency of what Bulwer Lytton called Vril

we may be able scientifically to account for every

alleged miracle attributed to supernatural intervention,

and that without disturbing any one's Theistic faith.

Very interesting is H. Stanley Redgrove's paper
on "

Superstitions Concerning Birds."

The Theosophical Path for November contains

many beautiful photographs of the district of

Palenque, Mexico, and several views of the

Point Loma shore. H. T. Edge writes very

scathingly on the Presidential Address of the

British Association from a Theosophist's point
of view. He says :

—
We might characterise it as the swan-song of a dying

sciolism, or a flowery epitaph in memory of departed

greatness. At times, indeed, one is tempted to think

the remarks are ironical, so out of place do they seem
amid contemporary thought.

The Rev. S. J. Neill, writing on the question of

Education and the Social Problem, in reply
to the contention that education is one of the

causes of social unrest, maintains that it is not

the fault of education but of its limited extent.

1 1 is not less education but more he would plead
for. Not one-sided education, but the harmo-

nious development of the whole man—physically,

intellectually, and morally. Lydia Ross's paper
on " The Adolescent Age

"
is full of interest,

especially to all who make a study of eugenics.
She says :

—
We are at a point to-day where the need of an

animating moral purpose in life is no mere question
of creed or of theoretic altruism, but a logical necessity

for further growth and welfare.

Another paper on this question is contributed by
"

B. A," to the Theosophical Chronicle, under

the title of Heredity and the
" Germ-Plasm."

He says :
—

Thought is the great creative power ;
and the lives

of men need regenerating all around ere the first steps

in eugenics can be successfully undertaken. Otherwise
the bad conditions will quickly reproduce themselves in

some other shape. For one thing, the existence of slums

and those that dwell in them is a tribute to the monu-
mental carelessness and unbrotherliness of us all ; and
as long as present standards and ideals e.xist such evils

will continue, for they are an essential part of our life

as it is at present.

Besides the article referred to above the Theo-

sophical Chronicle contains many short interest-

ing papers, amongst them one on "
Happiness,"

by a Student, and "
Man, Know Thyself," by

R. Machell.

THE CANADIAN MAGAZINE.
Giving, as it does, an invigorating picture of

life, of men, and of manners in our great
Dominion, this magazine is very welcome to

English readers. Amongst the papers calling
for special mention are those on " The Old-time

Ontario Farm,"
"
Hope on the Highway," and

"Finland and the Fins." Fiction and verse

smack of life in the woods, of life in the small

towns and villages .
of the far north, and the

strength of it is amazing. The book article is

devoted to Dr. Stephen B. Leacock's
" Sun-

shine Sketches of a Little Town." It is illus-

trated by a good portrait of the author.

THE WINDSOR.
The Windsor Christmas number is adorned

with fifteen coloured plates. Its chief pictorial
feature is an account, plentifully and superbly
illustrated, of the Walker Art Gallery, Fiver-

pool, written by E, R. Dibdin. Mr. H. G.

Wells describes a game of much complex
interest, which he has invented for playing"

Little Wars." Horse fairs are described

and illustrated. Sir R. S. S. Baden-Powell
describes with profuse illustrations the work
of the brotherhood of Boy Scouts. Ancient

pictures are revived by Maurice Hewlett in his
"

History by Flashlight." The golf stories

have been separately mentioned. Altogether a

very excellent shillingsworth.
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THE SPANISH REVIEWS.
Nuestro Tiempo opens with an article on

Chateaubriand and the Independence of the

South American Colonies of Spain, in which the

writer gives some interesting details of the diplo-
matic events of 1824. Great Britain opposed the

suggested conference in Paris
;

there was an

attempt to induce Russia to make trouble for

Great Britain in Asia, and there was also a sug-

gestion that the King of Spain should assent to

the independence of his colonies to the extent of

sending an Infante to be the South American
Monarch. Chateaubriand thought that this

would serve to retain the South American throne

for Spain, which would be better than having
Republics set up, but the French Minister in

Madrid said that the King was not likely to

agree. In an article on the Renaissance of Art

in Spain we learn that engraving was known in

Spain in the fifteenth century, but the first

engraving done in Madrid was in the year 1524.
Ciudad de Dios publishes a translation of a

lecture on " Modern Spanish Music "
delivered

at the Sorbonne. The lecturer pays a high
tribute to Spanish music; it has none of the

noise and romanticism of the productions of cer-

tain other European countries, and it does not

show the subtleties of Asiatic music
;

its joy is

gaiety itself and its melancholy lacks the bitter-

ness apparent in some works of modern com-

posers. It is good, healthy music. Another
writer deals with the protest of the Catholic

Church in connection with the proposed law

against associations, in which the Prime Minis-

ter was warned that, if he carried the measure,
he would have to reckon with the Holy See.

A writer in La Lectura tells the readers all

about the 40,000th number of The Times and
the history of that newspaper; the recital forms
a story which must be of groat interest to them.
He concludes his article with the remark that

the only fact which the great London newspaper
does not disclose is the scale of remuneration to

its staff; he savs that he can assure them that it

is a splendid one ! Another contribution deals

with what is termed a new kind of philology,

logometry, or the measurement (of the value) of

words.

The letters of a Spanish soldier in the troubled

times of 1813 and 18x4 are published in Espafia
Moderna and they give varied information con-

cerning the army and the people. Napoleon
and Wellington are mentioned many times, while
Soult is represented as not being very popular
with his soldiers. In an article on "

Religion
and Science, Faith and Reason," the writer

quotes the Italian proverb,
" Rome seen, faith

lost," in conjunction with
" No man is a hero to

his valet."

THE DUTCH REVIEWS.
Adolphe Willette, the French artist,

occupies the premier position in Elsevier. His

quaint pictures of Parisian Mife will provoke
smiles and, in those who study the illustrations,

a trace of sadness also. Humorous hieroglyphic
address cards and scenes in the career of Pierrot,

including the funeral in a snowstorm, are

among the collection shown in these pages.

"Japanese Colour Printing" is an article that

also affords opportunity for quaint illustrations,

while
" Dutchmen in London," dealing with the

Ideal Home Exhibition, presents some familiar

exhibits. The steeple of Hoogstraeten, a village

just over the border (vid Breda) in Belgium, and
the village itself, are described in an interesting
contribution. The steeple is about 320 feet high.

In a long article in De Tijdspiegel attention is

drawn to our love for the ancient and for imita-

tions of bygone things. In furniture and dress

we have imitations of what prevailed in the times

of Louis This and Henri That of France
;

in

architecture we have Gothic style in modern

buildings; in literature we are fond of the his-

torical romance and the poem on a mythological
subject.

Vragen des Tijds has an essay on the Bill for

altering the conditions under which dockers
work in Holland. Rotterdam is the chief port ;

it has 13,000 workers, whereas Amsterdam has

only 4,000, and all the others have only 2,000
between them. Fifty years ago the number of

ships arriving at Rotterdam was less than 2,000,
but it is now more than 9,500. Legislation

appears to be much needed. Drenthe, a frontier

province of Holland, mainly devoted to agricul-
ture and pasturage, is awakening to the advan-

tage of modern conditions, as we are informed
in another contribution. The young Drenthers
know that the world is not limited to the con-
fines of their province, they have realised that

the laws are sometimes harsh, and they intend to

have them altered and brought into agreement
with modern ideas, making life more worth

li\ing. Drenthe is developing socially and

economically.
There is a very interesting article in De Gids

on a Norwegian Elementary School. According
to law, there must not be more than 35 children
in a class, and each one must have (about) 150
cubic feet of space ;

the school years are from

7 to 14. In the school described by the writer,
which was to accommodate 940 pupils, there

were 28 class-rooms and 18 rooms for other pur-
poses ;

the size of the rooms is about 30 feet

long, 20 feet wude, and 11 feet 6 inches high.
The number of children in each class averaged
33"7. The system of technical instruction known
as slojd is described.



Notable Books of the Month.

It is obviously impossible to cope with the mass of books which pour from the printing

presses during the last two months of the year. Hence the distraction of the unhappy reviewer,

who can give but a line or two to such thought-compelling works as the Spiritual Interpretation

of Nature or such fun and information as Keeble Chatterton gives in his Through Holland in the
"

Vivette." A brief account, however, sometimes emphasises one point to the disadvantage of a

book as a whole, and in such case many an author would agree that a line is preferable.

A MODEST PRINCESS AND HER
CHIVALROUS MENTOR.*

It is difficult to express sufficiently, in a few

words, the varying charm of this revealing and

beguiling book. It purports to be extracts from

the ingenuous journal of our great Queen, from

1832, when she was thirteen, to her wedding-

day, in 1840, perhaps, to her individually, the

most momentous years of her life. But beyond
this we have Lord Esher's own contributions in

the introductory chapter and the introductory
notes prefacing each division of the book

;
the

invaluable footnotes describing the persons men-
tioned in the text, to which Princess Christian

has given generous help ; and yet again his own

personality lends interest to his comments upon
the girlish Princess whom he so much admires

and later so faithfully served. King Edward
commanded him to edit, and King George has

given his approval to the publication of, these

unique journals.
There are two central figures : the quiet, almost

solemn, and yet childish person of the heiress to

the Throne, who until her eighteenth year had
never talked seriously, or at any length, to any
man or woman of exceptional gifts ;

and the bril-

liant man of the world, Viscount Melbourne,
handsome and distinguished still, though near-

ing sixty. Their connection for those three years
when the exigencies of the State brought them
into daily contact is romantically touching. Lord
Melbourne's life had had little love in it, and one
can easily realise the charm to him of this

simple-minded young girl of eighteen, who had
never known a father's love, who was intelligent
if unlearned in worldly wisdom, and who while

preserving her own individuality had learned so

to lean upon his wisdom that she talked over

everything with him. His seat at lunch or

dinner was always next to her, and he con-

stantly rode or walked with her. The gratitude
of the country is due to this man of many quali-

ties, who, being the young Queen's First

* The Girlhood of Queen Victoria. Edited by
Viscount Esher. (John Murray. 2 Vols. 36s.

net.)

Minister, contrived so cleverly to teach her her

business without boring her
; on the contrary,

giving her delightful peeps into a world
unknown.
The first journal was commenced August, 1832,

in a small octavo volume, half bound in red

morocco, which was given to her by the Duchess
of Kent that she might write of her journey into

Wales. It begins :

" We left K. P. at 6 minutes

past 7 and went through the Lower field-gate to

the right. We went on and turned to the left

by the new road to Regent's Park. The road
and scenery is beautiful. 20 minutes to 9. We
have changed horses at Barnet, a pretty little

town." So with minute details the journal
continues, and this attention to detail so early
inculcated became doubtless a factor in the

character of the Queen of great value in her

future life. The entries in the first half of the

first volume were open to her mother and her

governess, and do not show the freedom which
characterises those written after her Accession,
but they transport the reader into the atmo-

sphere of her youth, of a time when her uncle

spoke of his service under Nelson and Hood,
and Byron was writing from Venice. The tone

is always simple and unsophisticated. Thus the

entry for May 24th, 1833, is :
—

To-day is my birthday. I am to-day fourteen years
old. How very old! I awoke at 5 past 5 and got up at

i past 7. I received from Mamma a lovely hyacinth
brooch and a china pen tray. From Uncle Leopold a

very kind letter, also one from Aunt Louisa and sister

Feodora. I gave Mamma a little ring. From Lehzen I

got a pretty little china figure, and a lovely little china
basket. I gave her a golden chain and Mamma gave her
a pair of earrings to match. From my maids, Frances
and Caroline, I also got little trifles of their own work
At i past 8 we breakfasted.

In the evening the King gave a Juvenile Ball,
the Princess's first partner being

"
George Cam-

bridge," her cousin. The entry for the day con-

cludes :

" We came home at | past 12. I was

very much amused." Later in the same year
the Princess heard Paganini, who "

played b}
himself some variations, most wonderfully,

WONDERFULLY; he is himself a curiosity/'
Pasta and Malibran she heard also, and saw

Fanny Elslcr
;
in fact, the Opera and the theatre
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were probably her chief amusements and must
have been a great resource to a girl who, if I

am not mistaken, was not allowed, for long after

this period, to walk downstairs without some-
one holding her hand. Small wonder that the

Queen's first decision was that she would see

Lord Melbourne "
quite ALONE, as I shall

always do all my Ministers." The Princess was

very fond of her step-brother and sister, and her

diary has many delightful little touches about
them and other relations

;
as also about many

people whose names are household words.

Landseer, for instance, is
" an unassuming,

pleasing, and very young-looking man, with fair

hair." Perhaps most readers will like best the

freer diary after the Accession, when her com-
ments upon public events and her talks with
Lord Melbourne are unique. Naturally the bed-
chamber incident is of interest. When the

Whig Ministry went out of oflfice and Sir Robert
Peel was sent for, the young Queen was
astonished to find that she would have to lose

her ladies, to some of whom she was attached.
She told Sir Robert Peel that she would never
consent to give them up, and, she says,

"
I

never saw a man so frightened. He went

away and consulted his to-be colleagues, and,
returning, said that I must not only give up
those who were in Parliament, but all my ladies.

This was quite wonderful ! The ladies his only
support ! ! What an admission of weakness !"

The Queen stuck to her guns, and Sir Robert
Peel to his, so he declined office and the Whigs
returned, the people apparently approving, for

the Queen remarks upon the cheers and bravos
of the crowd on the Sunday after, when she was
driving to church.

With two quotations I must conclude my too
few remarks upon this eventful book, a book
which shows the heart of the won.derful woman
who will always be

" The "
Queen to the elder

generation yet living. The question of the

Queen's marriage was, of course, of absorbing
interest to those about her, and the Uncle Leo-

pold, who had always acted a father's part, pro-
posed, as is well known, her cousin Albert of
Saxe Coburg-Gotha. The Queen shyly objected,
and said she could not think of marrying for

three or four years, but later her diary
records :

—
Albert really is quite charming, and so excessively

handsome, such beautiful blue eyes, an exquisite nose,
arid such a pretty mouth with delicate moustachios and
slight but very slight whiskers

; a beautiful figure, broad
in the shoulders and a fine waist.

And shortly after :
—

_^
At about i p. 12 I sent for Albert

;
he came to the

Closet where I was alone, and after a few minutes I said
to him that I thought he must be aware wliy I wished
them to come here—and that it would make me /op haffy
if he would consent to what I wished (to marrv me). We

embraced each other, and he was so kind, so a/Teclionaic.

I told him I was quite unworthy of him—he said he
would be very happy "das Leben mit dir zu zubringen,"
and was so kind, and seemed so happy, that I really felt

it was the happiest, brightest moment in my life. I told
him it was a great sacrifice—which he wouldn't allow.

And the last entry is :
—

Dearest Albert came •end fetched me downstairs,
where we took leave of Mamma and drove ofT at near
4 ;

I and Albert alone.

THE COSMIC FORCE OF CHANGE.*
This logical and forceful study of political

evolution, by the Liberal M.P. for Tyneside,
contains the closely reasoned ideas of a man
whose fearless and honest opinion is worth con-

sideration, even though we do not agree with
all his deductions. In an interesting account
of the origin of the book Mr. Robertson says
that it would be a study of great value to estab-

lish, by comparative work in universal history,
what are those constantly recurring economic
factors of each period which are so uniformly
followed by the development of other higher
intellectual values, and concludes that obviously
all critical exposition, historical or other, is an
attempt to influence the psychic processes of the

reader, to make him "
feel

"
this and "

think
"

that; and that this psychic factor is conditioned

by material circumstances, by knowledge, and
by ignorance. To insist on the perpetual social

significance of all three is the general aim of
this book. Mr. Robertson's first axiom is that

politics, in its most general and fundamental
character, is the strife of wills on the ground of
social action, and that all energy divides

ostensibly into forces of attraction and repulsion.
He backs up his ideas by a series of fascinating
studies upon State evolution, as exemplified in

many countries, such as Rome, Greece, Scan-
dinavia, Holland, Switzerland, Brazil, our own
England, etc. We cannot accept all Mr.
Robertson's deductions; moreover, cold logic
often omits an important element which some
logicians rule out of court—the Divinity that

shapes our ends.

The chapter on industrial evolution shows that
Mr. Robertson is a Free Trader; his conclusion
is that progress, as we shall see, is only in our
own day beginning to be conscious or calculated.
It has truly been, so far as most of the actors
are concerned, by unpath'd water to undream 'd
of shores. His hope is that the very recogni-
tion of the past course of the voyage will
establish a new art and a new science of social

navigation, and so he says that with the science
of universal evolution has come the faith in un-

* The Evolution of States. By the Rt. Hon.
J. M. Robertson, M.P. (Watts and Co cs

net.)
^^'
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ending betterment. And this, when all is said,

is the vital difference between ancient and

modern politics : that for the ancients the fact of

eternal mutation was a law of defeat and decay,
while for us it is a law of renewal. If but

the faith be wedded to the science, there can

be no predictable limit to its fruits, however long-

be the harvesting.

lutely. I have lived for myself. True, we have loved

each other tenderly; we have been immensely happy.

But, all the while, the shadow of the Upas tree was
there. My very love was selfish !

"

[Strangely enough, an American novelist has

just published a novel with the same title. Its

theme is the abolition of capital punishment, the

Upas tree being the gibbet.]

A TOO UNSELFISH WOMAN,*
Mrs. Barclay's stories are never written

simply as a pastime. They are always the

setting for a jewel of some kind, and one of the

facets of the jewel here before us is the truth

that love, of the most perfect order, must not

be provocative of selfishness in the receiver of

the love. Her settings are always like some old

ornament of the quaintest and most original

design, and this story does not fall behind her

others in this particular. We have here a young
couple passionately attached to one another, the

wife belonging to a county family, the husband

a writer of great promise, but she, womanlike,
has so merged her personality in his that the

greatest of her desires is to give him everything
he wants. Ronald West thinks that the plot

of a new story requires that he should go to

Africa in order to obtain local colouring, and so

obsessed is he with this idea that he does not

notice that his wife has also some great piece of

news to share with him. They have always
wished for a child, and now the gift is coming
to them. The husband leaves in ignorance, and
this gives occasion for happenings which only

just escape a tragedy of the worst kind, for the

traditional enemy is ready to take advantage.
A curious psychic impulse is responsible for part
of the misunderstanding, but the couple are

guided rightly and in the end :
—

" My wife," said Ronnie slowly,
" when I called it

'

the Upas tree indeed,' I did not mean the one act of

going off in ignorance and leaving you alone during the

whole of that time, when any man who cared at all

would wish to be at hand, to bear, and share, and

guard. I do not brand that as selfish
;

because you
purposely withheld from me the truth, and bid me go
But why did you withhold it? Why, after the first

shock, did you feel glad to face the prospect of bearing
it alone; glad I should be away? Ah, here we find the

very roots of the Upas tree ! Was it not because during
the whole of our married life I have been cheerfully,

complacently selfish? I have calmly accepted as the

rule of the home that I should hear of no worries that

you could keep from me, tread upon no thorns whi jh

you could clear out of my path, bear no burdens which
your loving hands could lift and carry out of sight.
Your interests, your pleasures, j-our friends, your pur-
suits, all have been swept on one side, if they seemed
in the smallest degree likely to interfere with my work
my desires, my career. You have lived for me—abso-

* The Upas Tree. By Florence Barclay.
(Putnam. 3s. 6d. net.)

CHINA : POLITICAL AND
TOPOGRAPHICAL.

Of two very interesting books on China, one

{Sun Vat Sen*) is the delightful story of the

friendship of the chief author for the man to

whom he is so proud to render hero worship.
The book is written in fascinating style, en-

riched with maps and photographs, and gives a

clear and vivid series of reasons for the present
condition of affairs in China. Mr. Cantlie tells

a gruesome story by Edgar Allen Poe to illus-

trate the conditions into which the Manchu

despotism has gradually fallen. It is the one
about the sick man who is hypnotised, and dur-

ing that state, and sitting erect in his chair,

dies. So, he says, it is with the Manchu rulers.

The last chapter concerns the future of China.

Mr. Cantlie says that the Reform Party in China
looks to England for help and encouragement in

their task of reconstructing a mighty nation, and
he points out the one cloud on the horizon, the

extra territorial clause of the Treaty of Nanking.
Through Shen-Konf is an account of an expedi-
tion which occupied over eighteen months from
start to finish, with astronomical observations

taken every hundred miles, and of which the

zoological and scientific reports have been re-

vised by experts before the publication of the

book. Over two thousand miles of road were
traversed in the provinces of Kansu, Shensi, and

Shansi, which lie south of the great wall, with

Tibet for one of its borders. It is watered by the

Yellow River. The first thing the expedition did

was to measure a base. This was don^ in n

plain north-west of T'ai-Yuan Fu, and took

about seven weeks, during which time all the

various preparations for the commissariat were

completed. The appendix contains an itinerary of

the journey, and, in fact, the explorers desire th-at

the work should form a solid basis for future

labourers in North China. The photographs,
water-colours, and maps are beyond praise. The
illustrations are varied as inay well be expected,
the rubbing from the tablet in Peiling being as

* Sun Yat Sen. By James Cantlie and C. S

Jones. (Jarold. 6s. net.)

t Through Shen-Kan. By E. S. Clark and
A. and C. Sowerby. (T. Fisher Unwin. 25s.

net.)
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SOME FAMOUS SWEDISH
AUTHORESSES.*

This is the first volume of a series of studies

in French upon the European women writers of

to-day. Madame Cruppi has undertaken a great

enterprise, for she does not hide the fact that

she hopes thus to achieve a synthesis of femmme

activities. The author intends to pass in review

the notable women of letters now living. The

plan is so vast that one might fear to find in

this volume some superficiality.
Not so; the

Swedish Press recognised at a glance that the

authoress is profoundly penetrated by the spirit

of the country, and it is no slight success on

the part of a Frenchwoman to have so portrayed

Swedish souls that they can recognise the like-

ness themselves. Madame Cruppi says :—
_

"
If the Sweden of to-day attracts us, it is

because this country of firm consciences, intense

inner Ufe and inexhaustible imagination offers

an element of which our French souls confusedly

feel a need. At another time we may drink

from other streams, but to-day, tired of the hard

positivism in the moral and social sphere, of an

often brutal realism in the artistic world, it de-

lights us to plunge our eyes in those limpid blue

eyes which reflect the depths of the soul rather

than the shape of things." This idealism of

the Swedish race Madame L. Cruppi shows in the

diverse personalities
whose lives she relates, for

she does not confine herself to a literary study,

she brings her heroines forward, describes their

characters, their fights against their surround-

ings, and moral physiognomy. Of the country

itself, which she doubtless knows well, Madame

Cruppi gives a picturesque description.
" Selma

Lagerhof lived in Vermland in the heart of

Sweden. The great roadless forests, the innu-

merable boatless lakes, the desert plains on the

soil of which sleeping pools reflect the clouds,

and great flights of birds or fragments of the

heaven posed upon the earth ;
this vast country

where the human habitations form little islands

in the midst of the immensity, the sovereign soli-

tude, she has peopled them with a world of

phantoms, terrible or gracious."
From their fine writings Madame L. Cruppi

has made numerous and well-chosen quotations,

which permit the reader who does not know

these Swedish authors to appreciate their

genius, thus giving a complete idea of this

Swedish movement, truly rich, varied and

* Femmes Ecrivains D'Aiijotird'hui. By
Louise Cruppi. (Artheme Fayard. 4 francs.)

A GREAT TORY.
This second volume of Mr. Monypenny's great

work* is of practical, present interest. It takes

in the years from 1837 to 1846, and deals, not

only with the most vigorous part of his life, com-

mencing with his first Parliamentary speech, but

with a course of public affairs during those

years, which has a singular bearing upon present

day politics; the Poor Law, the Tariff System,

and Home Rule for Ireland being the prominent

topics.
As is well known, Disraeli was not always a

good party follower, and the story of his deal-

ings with Sir Robert Peel contributes a valuable

chapter to our political history.

The letters give an amusing account of

Disraeli's maiden speech, which was practically

unheard because of the uproar in the House.
"

All organ'sed by the Rads and the Repealers,

they formed a compact body near the bar of the

House and seemed determined to set me down."

That Ihev did not do. although hisses, groans,

hoots, cat-calls, drumming with the feet, loud

conversation, and imitation of animals show-

that the House could indulge in horse play in

1837 as well as in iqi2. Disraeli continued on

his feet for the exact time he had calculated his

speech would take him, occasionally getting in

a word apropos when there was a lull in the

noise. One sentence,
"

In one hand the keys of

St. Peter and in the other "... got no further

because of a renewed interruption and caused

much curiositv as to the finish. Called upon by

the Attornev-General the next day to fit in the

ending words, Disraeli said they were
"

the Cap

of Liberty." The story of Disraeli's engage-

ment, the one quarrel, and his marriage is

keenlv Interesting. The reader would be wise,

however, to provide himself with copies of

"
Coningsby

" and
"

Sybil
"

in order to get the

full value of the biography itself, and of the

clever analysis of these two books, which abound

in allusions to the politics of the day.

Two things we do learn from Disraeli's story :

the power that is given by patient, unflagging,

vet intense resolve, and a wonderful picture of

the social condition of the England of those days.

The public and the Trustees will alike regret

the loss of Mr. Monv penny before the finish of

a task which had so well advanced under his

care.

*The Life of Disraeli. By W. F. Monypenny.

(John Murray. 12s. net.)
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WEAL PRESENTS for SMOKERS
The "COZY SMOKER"

(Patent)

"THE COZY SMOKER' is a MARVEL of LUXURY 6r CHEAPJ^ESS."
VIDE THE PKESS.

The Pipe of Comfort and Luxury is the "COZY SMOKER," which extends to over a yard in length, and can be used

as an ordinary pipe when required.

Reading, Writing, Working, etc., when combined with the "COZY SMOKER," becomes a deHght never experienced
before. Smoking in bed— hitherto a most dangerous practice

—can now be indulged in with perfect safety.

BRIAR PIPES with patent httings, complete, 1/6 each ; Nickel Mounted, 2/6 ;
Silver Mounted, 3/6.

ROSEWOOD CIGAR AND CIGARETTE HOLDERS, wih patent fittings,

complete, i
- each.

"COZY" SMOKING MIXTURE. a delightful blend of choice tobaccos, unsurpassed in

quality and aroma, i lb., -jlS ; \ lb. tins, 2/- ; I oz. sample packet, 6d.

V^vJZr Y C/IVjAlvb I I b^. The tobacco is particularly choice, being the finest selected Virginia
Leaf. Hand-made, heavy-weight, and packed in dainty boxes. lOO, 4/6; 50, 2/6; 20, l/-. Sample box of 10, 6da

.Any of the above will be sent direct and post tree (foreign and Colonial postage extra) upon receipt of remittance by
the Patentees and Proprietors :

THE "e©ZY SMOKER" GO., HASTINGS, ENGLAND

STANLEY PAUL'S XMAS LIST.
Crown 8vo, 6/

THE IRRESISTIBLE MRS FERRERS
THE THREE ANARCHISTS
PAUL BIROON
THE ROMANCE OF BAYARD Ool
DEVIL'S BR^.W

THE CAREER OF BEAITY DARLING
SUSAN AND THE DUKE
OFFICER 666 (The Novel of the Playj
HER MAJESTY THE FUPPER
A DURBAR BRIDE

A BABE IN BOHEMIA
A STAR OF THE EAST
THE METEORIC BENSON
THE KINO'S MASTER Olive Lethbridge
THE MEMOIRS OF MIMOSA
DAGOBERT'S CHILDREN
CAPTAIN HAWKS
A MODERN AHAB
THE MARBLE APHRODITE
DINERS 4 DEUX (5/- net)
COUNTESS DAPHNE (2/- net)

eaoh.
Arabella Keuealy

Maud Stepney Rawson
Sir William Magnay

Andrew C. P. Haggard
Michael W. Kaye

Dolf Wyllarde
Kate Horn

(Jairrie and McHugh
A. E. James

Charlotte CameroQ
(New Revised Edition) Frank Danby

Charles E. Pearce
Vincent Mills-Ma let

and John de Stourton
Annie Elliot

L. J. Beeston
Oswald Kendall

Theodora Wilson Wilson
A Kirby Gill

S. Beach Chester
" Rita "

58. net each
))p. 150 line and

A B

A B

A B

Large Crown 8vo. Fully illustrated.
B C of Japanese Art. J. F. Blacker, 460

100 half-tone Iliuatriitious.
B C About Colleciiflg (Second Edition). Sir James Yoxali,

M.P. China. Clocks, Pi-ints, Books, Pictures, Furni-
ture, Violiua, et<;.

C of Collecting Old EBfllish China. J. F. Blacker. Nume-
rous line and 64 pp. of half-tone Illustrations.
C of Collecting Old English Pottery. J. F. Blacker, 400
line and 32 pp. of half-tone Illustrations.
C Guide to Mythology. Helen A. Clarke. 400 pp. Pro-
fusely Illustrated.
C of Artistic Photography. Illustrated. A. J. Anderson.
C Guide !o Music. Illustrated. D. Gregory Mason.
C Guide to Pictures. Illustrated. Charles H. Oaffin.
C Guide to American Histo y. H. W. Elson.

Percy
Cloth

DR. PHILLIPS (1/- net. New Revised Edition) Prank Danby

ALFRED 11. MILES'

Large Crown
NEW SERIES FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
384 pp. Fully Illustrated, cloth gilt8vo.

and gilt edges, 5/- each.
In the Lion's Mouth. Fierce Fights with Wild Mem, Wild

.\ninials, & Wild Nature. By Clive Fenn, Theodore
Roosevelt, &c. Coloured Plates.

Where Duty Calls; or. Danger Records of Courage and Ad-
venture for Girls. By E. Everett-Gbeen. Grace Steb
BiNGS, &c. Coloured Plates.

'Twixt Life and Death on Sea and on Shore. A Book for Boys
Heroines of the Home and the World of Duty. A Book for Girls
A Book of Brave Boys .Vll the World Over.
A Book of Brave Girls .\t Home and Abroad.
In the Teeth of Adventure Up and Down the World

Guerilla Leaders of the World, from Charette to de Wet. By
Cross Standing. 16 Illustrations and Ma/ps.
gilt, 6s. net

A Garland of Verse for Young People. Alfred H. Miles. Hand-
some cloth gilt. Over 600 poems. 28. 6d. net.

The Sweep of the Sword. Alfred H. Miles. From Marathon
to Mafeking. Orer 600 pp. 16 full-page Battle
Pictures and 150 other Illustrations. 6s.

The Diners-Out Vade Mecum. Alfred H. Miles. Cloth, Is. 6d.

net: leather, 23. net.

This is My Birthday. Anita Bartle. A unique Birthday
Book. Handsomely bound, cloth, 756 pp., 2s. 6tl.

net; paste grain, 38. net; velvet calf, 5s. net.

Drawing Room Entertainments. Alfred H. Miles. Crown 8vo.,

red limp. Is. net; cloth. Is. 6d. net; paste grain,

3s net; Persian yapp, gilt, 4s. net.

Ballads of Brave Women, Alfred H. Miles. Crown 8vo., red

limp. Is. net; cloth, la. 6d. net; paste grain, 38.

net; Persian yapp, y'ilt, 4s. net. „ , . ^,-^ —
Cole. Funniest Book in the
28. 6d.

By F.K. A tasty recipe for

year, including February 29th.

Cole's Fun Doctor. E. W.
World. Crown Svo.

The Everyday Pudding Book.

every day in the
Crown Bvo., Is. net.

The Everyday Savoury Book. Marie Worth.
every day in the year. Is. net.

A tasty dish for

Complete Descriptive List Gratis. STANLEY PAUL (O. CO. 31 Esse.x Street, London.
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INSURANCE NOTES.

Mr. Richard Teece, of Sydney, general manager
and actuary of tlie Australian Mutual Provident

Society, who is about to take an extended trip to

Europe, was tendered a complimentary smoke concert

by the society's Melbourne staff on 12th January,
at Sargents' cafe. The chair was occupied by Mr.
James Grice, cliairman of the local board, and the
toast of tbe guest of the evening was proposed by the
Resident Secretary (Mr. F. T. Bridges), and enthusi-

astically received. An enjoyable programme of songs
and recitations was rendered during the evening by
members of the staff, assisted by other artists.

Chief Officer Alfred Webb, of the Sydney Metro-
politan Fire Brigade, died in Sydney on 19th January,
after an illiie.ss extending over some weeks.

At the opening of the headquarters office of the Com-
monwealth Bank at vSydney, on the 20th January, the

governor of the bank (Mr. Denison Miller), in an
address, said that the opening of the bank in the;

centres of the Commouwealtli and in Loudon for the
transaction of all general banking business marked
the accomplishment of the provisions of the Com-
monwealth Bank Act of 1911, all the requirements of
which had now been given effect to. It was an im-
portant event in the history of the Commonwealth,
and, in fact, of the whole banking and financial
world. The bank was being started without capital, as
none was required at the present time, but it was
backed by the entire wealth and credit of the Com-
monwealth. It was intended to conduct business on
sound lines, and at the same time to extend every
reasonable facility to meet the growing requirements
of trade and commerce, and tbe development of our
great national resources. The success of the bank
would depend to an extent on the continued pros-
perity of the States of the Commonwealth and sup-
port of the people, whose bank it was. No efforts
would be spared to make this national institution one
of great strength and assistance in maintaining the
financial equilibrium. It must become an important
factor in dealing with the finance of the States of
the Commonwealth, and there was little doubt, he
thought, that in time it would be classed as one of
the great banks of the world. The first deposit was
by the Commonwealth Government, and amounted
to £591,864.

The Premier (Mr. Watt) was recently interviewed
by some members of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board with a view of securing increased borrowing
powers for the board. It was pointed out that, with
the growth of the suburbs, the acquisition of various
properties had become necessary, and the question
had arisen whether the board would be justified in
asking Parliament for an enlarged borrowing author-
ity. Originally Parliament granted £100,000 as the
limit of the board's borrowing. That had been re-
duced by the sinking fund to about £36.000, and
power to borrow an additional £50.000 was desired.
The board, it was stated, was in a sound financial
position, owing to careful administration, but it could
not undertake heavy additional work out of revenueMr Watt promised to submit the matt-er to the
Cabinet for consideration upon a definite proposal
being submitted.

THE

COLONIAL MUTUAL
FIRE

INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED.

INSURANCE

FIRE

ACCIDENT-

EMPLOYER'S LIABILITY-

FIDELITY GUARANTEE
PLATE-GLASS BREAKAGE

MARINE •

BURGLARY
LIVE STOCK

OFFICES :

MELBOURNE—60 Market Street.

SYDNEY—74 Pitt Street.

ADELAIDE—71 Kii.g William Street.

BRISBANE—Creek Street.

PERTH—Barrack Stre<yt.

HOBART—Collins Street.

LONDON—77 Cornhill, E.G.

WALTER TUCKER,
General Manager.

THE EQIITY IRlSTtfS. EXtClTORS, AND
AGENCY COMPANY LIMITED.

RESERVE LI4BIIITY. £100.000; GUARANTEE FUND. £10.000.

BO.\RI> OF DIKKCTORS-- Kdw;i,id Faiiiiiiig, Ks(i.. Cliairmaii;
W. H. Irvine. Esq.. KG., M.P.; Donald Mackinnoii
Esq., M.L.A.; R. C. MCutclieon. Esq., .M.Iy.A.; Stewart
McArthnr, Esq., K.O.

Registered Office: No. 85 Queen street, Melboune.
This C'ljiupaiiy is empowere<l by special Act of Parliament

to perform all olaases of trustee business.

JOEI, FOX, Manager.
0. T. MARTIN, Assistant Manager.

mmwmEs
FOR RUI^URE> "

SILK ELAStlClSTOCklNGS,CRirrCMES, BELTS,

SHOULDER BRACES, enemas; BAtTERIESiv,
- BEST QUALITY -MODERATE PtUCES. .

DENYER BRC^H EjRS^
CORNtltSWANSTON 4 LONSDALE STSi:

'

y - V'MELBOURNE. y«c N^

C^rff]f]WmlVlml\VS\

THE INFORMATION AGENCY
ACTS as a CLEARING HOUSE for procuring INFORMATION and

transactini; Agency Business on bfhalf of Clients at home and abroad

In touch with E.xpertsin all departments ot knowledge and coir.irerce.

When in doubt where to apply for any required facts, service, or article.

write to us.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS for home friends selected with taste aiu'

discretion.

Address : The Secretariat, 24-26 Hart Street. London, W.C.
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Pears'
SHILLING

Cyclopaedia

The Greatest Publishing

Feat on Record

A Record Issue :

700,000 copies.

A Record Shillingsworth :

20 Books of Reference in

one.

1,070 Pages of clear print,
the work of

10 Specialist Editors.

This amazing shillingsworth includes the

following twenty sections:

I. Dictionary of the English
Language. Nenrlv 20,000 wcmls.

II. Dictionary of General Infor=
mation. 5,000 short hut adequate articles.

III. Dictionary of Prominent
People — Past and Present. 2 300 Hins^rapliies.

IV. Classical Dictionary.
V. Office Compendium of Every=

day Information of General Utility.

VI. Gazetteer of the World.
I'acis concerninsT 14,426 jilaces.

VII. Atlas of all Countries.
45 Maps tieaulifullv printed in Colours.

VIII. D i c ti onar y of Events.
t'hronoIoLjical History of the World.

IX. Dictionary of Gardening-.

X. Dictionary of Poultry and
Cage Birds.

XI. Dictionary of Cookery.

Xil. Dictionary of Health. Edited

l.y Dr. ANDREW WILSON, Ph.D., &c.

XIII. Dictionary of Sports and
Pastimes. Edited hy C. B. FRY.

XIV. Dictionary of the Toilet.

XV. Baby's First Year. By mrs.

ADA BALLIN.

XVI. Business Dictionary.

XVII. Dictionary of Photography,

XVIII. Dictionary of Motoring.
Edited by IL WALTER STANER.

XIX. Dictionary of Domestic
Pets.

XX. Ready Reckoner.
From i-i()th of a id. to 21/-.

Each section represents the latest information on its subject, being brought

up to the date of publication, in every way thorough and accurate.

Illustrated by 19 Fine Sectional Frontispieces by Frank Dadd, Coloured

Illustration representing London from Blackfriars Bridge, and Portraits of

Edward VII., George V., and the Prince of Wales.

Can be had everywhere, or direct from the Publishers, postage paid
to any part of the United Kingdom for 1/4, or abroad for 1/6.

A. & F. PEARS Ltd., 71-75 New Oxford St., London, W.C.
To facilitate despatch please inaik envelopes in top left-hand corner uuth the word " VIEW."
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OLD BUS-DRIVER WIT.

" The Vanished Humorist
"

is the title of a very

amusing paper by W. Pett Ridge in the DeremV)er

CornhiU. It reminds us of what we have lost

through the substitution of motors for horses. For

the old humorous 'bus-driver is now almost entirely

a memorv of the past. Mr. Ridge recalls several

specimens of his fun :
—

" How do you like it?" inquired a conductor, in the

blinding- rain, of his driver.

"I wish I was in 'Eav^en!"
"

I wish I was in a pub," declared the conductor.

"Yes!" said the driver bitterlv.
"

\'nii always
want the best of everything-!"

It was a conductor, also harassed, who came up
once to announce,

" Westminster Abbcv."
"Who wants Westminster Abbey?"
"I do!" answered a Mady passeng-er, without

moving-.

"Well," protested the conductor, "you'll reallv

have to come down for it. I can't very well bring it

up to you !"

At Hyde Park Corner a brougham and a pair of

g-reys were being conducted, with some difficulty,
across the road.

"Hullo, gardener!" said the omnibus driver, lean-

ing down kindly. "Coachman ill again?"

The motor-'busman is too ten.sely al)sorl)ed in

his arduous task to have time for
"

chaff."

LADIES WHO APPRECIATE PARIS FASHIONS
slioiild inike it a pnint t<i \ isu

RATE NEWTON,
-

151, 153,
-

GREAT PORTLAND ST..

LONDON. W.
Cb« Bouse, par fxcellcnc, for pro-

curingJbeJattst^Paiii and Uienna

model Gowns of enthralMnc) beautv

and hiflh-cUss workman hip at

genuine Bargain Prices

lly ovclusive .irrnn^eiiu'iu with M.iisnii

U-orih, Doncet. DrecoII. Bt-cr. Hnuc.
Sii-iir, ("-.riiiuvaMt, :iii(l other prniiier
Ioiituricres and fnrruT-., M d.Tine Nt-vvton
is enabltrd to ojVct tlieir wurhl-l'.niioiis
creation', at a fraction of tlie original prices.

Day and Hveninjj (itiuns. Tailor-mades,
and Theatre Coats (each dilTereiii and
bearing; tlie mark of individuality of the
respective liouse) in a beuilderinj^ r.ange.
1 11 r Garments in .Sable and less costly I'ms

at much reducetl prices.

WI-.DDING GOW.NS AND TROCS
SE.\i;X A SPECIALITY.

Chic, Quality and Value combined.

- IT WILL PAY YOU TO CALL -

Tn urgent cases any number of gowns

can be alterea to fit in less tbaw i»

bcurs, .on our own premises.

KATE NEWTON "°""
GREAT PORTLAND ST

(Vivt miniiUs uatk from Oxford Circtis.) London, W.

PURE DRINKING WATER
is a necessity in every house.

A "Berkefeld" Filter
at a small cost will give you pure
and germ -free water. Thiiik o

vour children's health.

Write/or Catnlogue
" N" to

THE BERKEFELD
FILTER CO., Ld.
121. OXFORD STREEt.

LONDON. W.

JAMES BONSOR U CO.,
Buccleuch Mills, Hawick, N.B.

Salt Mslen of

LADIES' CENTS t CHILORBMl

HEALTH WEAIL

Combinations,

Vests,

Spencers,

Niglitdresses,

&c., &c.

Golf Jerseys &
Steamer Coats,

Norfolk and

otiier Styles,

Cycle Knickers,

&C..&C.

Please ask for "BuCCleuch Health Wear." to be had at all

leading houses, or iMrliciilars direct t'>
—

X Dept.. BUCCLEUCH MILLS, HAWICK, N.B.
"BUCCLEUCH" Is pronounced Buck'loo.

Foreign oinl Cainnml nui'iuips inulted.

REAL HARRIS TWEED
made by the Crofters of Lewis and Harris can best be

obtained from

DONALD MACIVER.
15 AND 17 Bayhlad Stueet, S)oh.nowa\, Scotland,

whose stock for quality and variety is the best in the trade.

Harris Tweed is incomparable for those engaged in outdoor

pursu ts; sportsmen have always recognised its usefulness.

No other tweed can show up so beautifully after the roughest
and most careless treatment and exposure to every variety

of weather. It is extremely comfortable in wear and bears

that strong and characteristic look which is re.miuiscent of

the country where it is made.

Patterns and Particulars t>ost free.

A SPECIAL orrEK.
Wc-wi I -^end lo any p^ut of the wotid a copy of our illustrated

catalog; lie

The Gift Book de Luxe
siiowinc a compiehciisive i.iiiue of Jewellery. Silverplate, Watches,

Clocks Rings, ladies' and Gentlemen's Dressing Cases, Opera, Field

and Reading Glasses, Barometers, etc., etc. We can oner remark-

able value, and a selection of goods to suit the taste of a'l.

Bity din-ct lioiii the iiuiiiiifactinris ;;/;.! hare been e<:tiihlishe<l siiiee jSjo.

Special Note.—We can supply the same high-cla-,s articles as those

obtained at any other of the leading Jewellers at a much lower price.

Send for catalogue FO-DAY and you will be delighted

SUTHERLAND &i HOKNE.
10 South St. Andrew Street,

EDINBURGH - SCOTLAND.
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100 Sheets,

INTRODUCTORY TRIAL

Loose Leaf Outfit
Consisting of—

1 Binder to take sheets 5x8, bound cloth,

and
choice of

plain forms
horizontal ruled forms

quadrille ruled

petty ledger
employees' record

prospective customers
or THIRTY- FIVE
OTHER FORMS

I index with 5 alpha-
betical tabs

5 movable metal markers

IVi-ite for FULL List, free

Our 160 page book on LOOSE LEAF
METHODS, 6d., money back with first order.

MOORE'S MODERN METHODS Ltd.,

4S ST. BRIDE STREET, LONDON, E.C.

FOUND AT LAST !

"It has ceased to he ncci'ss;iry to .itUerti^e the discovery of tobacco
The great expenditure of to-day is in advertisings the di^c overy of a hundred
or so hranils of the ' best tobacco, and on the su'^^gestion of this advertisiiii^
a patient public makes the round of the effectively advertised tobaccos in

quest of that special brand which shall raise an " Amen' to the advertisement
in tlie brea-t of each iniiividual sinnker. A lot of usarestili seeking."— "

Printer's Ink." May, 1912,

It YOU ,iie "still seeking' you can end _your quest by securing
a sample of our

N.B* Smoking Mixture
(Medium Strength.)

^Ib. tins. 2s. .yb. tins, 4s. I'b. tins, 8s., post free.

In order to give readers of tliis Review an opportunity to test

the merits of this mixture, a trial packet of one ounce will be sent,

post paid, to any address, on receipt of Sixpence. Write to-day
and you will be delighted.

D. SIMPSON Ltd., Princes Street, Edinburgh, Scotland.

YOUR VOICE
made clear as a bell with

ANTISEPTIC
THROATEVANS'

PASTILLES
Keep a box by you during the Christmas festivities

The Greatest Singers, Actors,

Preachers, and Public Speakers, etc.,

USE THEM REGULARLY.
You should procure a box at once.

Sold in 1/- and 4/6 boxes by all Chemists. All

genuine Evans' Pastilles are maiked ivitlt a bar.

Free Sample on receipt mf Penny Stamp, men:
tioning "The Review oflReviews."

SOLE M.ANUFACrURERS .-

EVANS, SONS, LESCntR & WEBB Ltd.

LIVERPOOL and LONDON.

45/- DRESi3 SUIT CASE.
Very Special Price. First-class Article.

24 in. Solid Leather Suit Case.

Ciirriagi Paid
in

British Itllt.

THOROUGHLY GUARANTEED.
Write Drin £. Tnnn s, ren field street,

</.>.ct (o- ntiu a luuu, clasgow, Scotland.
Special attention to Foreign and Colonial clients.

Write for oitr Catalogue of Lenther atiU Fancy Goot/*.

]VJ O N E so hardy as Plants and Seeds from the Highlands of Scotland .

We can Supply
all Varieties of

CHOICE FLOWER
and VEGETABLE

SEEDS, PLANTS,
BULBS, &c.

Send for Catalog-ue.

Our Spoc'ialities arc—
FOREST TREES
FOREST TREE SEEDS
FRUIT TREES
ROSES
HERBACEOUS and
ALPINE PLANTS
SWEET PEAS

Bnciose Stamp for same. X ANEMONES, &C., &C.

ALFRED YOUNG AND CO., ELGIN NURSERIES, ELGIN, SCOTLAND

Try our GOLD MEDAL HYBRID
SWEET PEAS SEEDS.

Send for Cafa2og-ue of Same.
We can supply our OLD

ENGLISH Collection of

ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS,
25 Packets for 5s., Post Free.;

25 Packets NEWEST SWEET
PEAS. 5s. 6(1.,

Post Free.

J\.war<3ed over ^OO Afeiials at nil l^eailino- ,s/,on s.
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DIABETES AND

ALBUMINURIA
Complete and rapid cure of Chronic and Serious Cases by Dr.

G. Damman's remedies, jjrepared only from extracts of plants

]ireviouslv unknown.

RELAPSE IMPOSSIBLE.
Write for proofs of cures obtained and a Booklet on Diabetes

or Albuminuria (state which is required). Sent post free in'

Dr. Damman's representative, 59E New Oxford Street, Lon-

don, W.C.

PEDIGREES & ARMS (Engluh & Foreign.)

Mr. Culleton traces pedigrees of middle class as well as

landed families, with proofs from public records. Upon
his collection of references to Pedigrees and Arms
;^10,000 have been spent during 70 years.

Enquiry letters answered without cliarge.

LEO CULLETON, 92 Piccadilly. London.

Culleton*s Heraldic Office
for the artistic production of Heraldic painting
and engraving. Seals for corporations, private
seals, signet rings, dies for notepaper, book plater ,

heraldic stained glass, memorial brasses. En-

graving and designing for all purposes.

92 Piccadilly, London.

As Pure as Pure can be
That is the claim of PEr^CO Liidcruear.

That is wliat you l^no\v PESCO to he

once you examine it for yourself.
TliU purity comes of pure wool yarns, of perfect

manufactiirinji conditions, o perftct nidnufacture

itself. Tliis purity promises the wearer of PESCO
a greater dei'ree of warmth and comfort and a

superior sen.;e of security an.l satisfaction than is

possible with Woollens of a lower standard.

Vou pay nothinf< extra for this purity. The only
extra trouble entailed is that of asking for PESCO
by name and making sure (by the trade mark) you
are getting what you want.

PESCO
UNDERWEAR

Shrunken Garments Replaced.
PF.SCO is olitainal.lc fur Ladies, (icntlemen ano Children, in
all sizes, shapes and textures of Wool and Silk and Wool.
Send to ;lay tor patterns. Ipooklets and names of iieaie^t Agents.

DREW BROS.. Vori< House. 52-54 York Street, Sydney.
DREW tiHOS., 251-233 Flinders Lane, Melbourne.

^

"Si*
A REMEDY OF LONO STANDING.

Tried, true, and always to be relied on, gives
instant relief in Asthma, and is of great value

in Bronchitisand Whooping Cough. 1 per tin

fromChemists.or post free Ifrem J. HIItKS-
MAN. Cheml It. CarInk*. Trial package free

VARICOSE VEINS
Bad Legs, &c., are completely cured with inexpensive home
treatment. It absolutely removes the Pain. Swelling, Tired-

ness, and Disease,

hll.L PARTICILAKS OF THE KEMEDV POSl FREE.

R. W. ROBERTS, 45 Henley Rd., Southsca.

REMARKABLE PAPER.
N (lU can ituw take up tu is copies at one
operation on most Typew riters with CN KO
Carbon Paper. In addition to givlntr so
many cle^r permanent copies, it is as
clean to handle as a sheet of parchment.

Stnd 1/6 (or Sample Dozen Sheets.
Stale Typewriter.

FARQUH ARSON BROS. (Sole Makers in Scotland , GLASGOW.

DEAF
ilEAB.

DEAFNESS and HEAD NOISES
Helieved li\' usiiii,'

Wll 9nN'^ COMMON SENSE^'^^""^^
EAR DRUMS.

Invisible, comfortable. Thoui^ands in use,

^ivitif; perfect satisfaction. Book sent
free to the ileaf. Write to -

STMR yNOVPELTY CO.,
ir.n Arlinqton Chambers, 229 Cdllin^ St Mf lb.

OSTER
FOR GENTLEMEN.
I'iis the leg perfectly; all

metal parts being protected, it

cannot injure the skin.

COMFORTABLE,
because it Hes cjuite flat.

RELIABLE, because
it is made of the best

material.

To be obtained from
all principal dealers, or

we -will send sample
pair post free on receipt

of 1/-

W.B, SCOTT SCO.
154, CLA^EraC^ ^7^

SYDNEY. A KNIGHT OF GARTERS.'
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HEIGHT INCREASED
If you are under forty, I can increase your
height by from two to three inches within
three months, by means of my special exer-
cises. No appliances, no drugs no dieting.
Send three penny stamps for particulars of
mv system. ARTHUR GIRVAN, Special
ist in the Increase of Height (Dept. R. R.).

17 Stroud Green Road, Londoni N.

MODEL RAILWAYS

NO PASTIME IS SO FASCINATING
no hobby so instructive, no present could please
your boy so much this Christmas as a Scale
Model Kailway.

Ill a Bassett-Lowke Model Railway thef are
coaches with doors to open, signals that li^lit and
work, ground discs and point lamps, sidings and
junctions, switches and catch points, nnd little

levers to move them. Turntables, goods wagons,
bridges and tunnels, and loading gauges too.

In fact, everything in actual Railway practice i~

faithfully reproduced—exact to scale—in a Bassi tt

Lowke Model Railway.
Interesting booklet No. 89 post free. Send frr't.

Catalogue Section 89 contains more than 20(1 pi etc •

graphs and drawings, post free 3d.

BASSETT-LOiarKE. LTD
Head Office & Works, NORTHAMPT0H.^x\
London Showrooms, 112 High Holborn, W.C, '*'

NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE A

REAL HARRIS ,SUIT O R C O ST y ME <gjITS ALWAYS STYLISH & GOOD FORM

OUR HARRIS ^WEEDS
FOR LADIES' AND MENS WEAR

Come direct from the Home of the Harris Industry
in Scotland and are guaranteed Homespun aod
Hand Loom Woven from pure home-grown wool.

Prices from 3/11 per yard
Carriage paid.

Send for our
" Book of the Harris " and ranges of

patterns, free on request.

T. 8. CLARK & SONS,
Dcpt. D.) Manufjctureri, CARNWATH GOTLAND.

A Set of Ten Artistic HAND-COLOURED
Pictures after GEORGE MORLAND.

The Horse Feeder
The Farmer's Stable
Juvenile Navigators
Country Butcher
The Travellers

The Cottagers
The Recruit
The Deserter
Deserter Caught
The Pardon

The complete set will be sent to any address on receipt of

£2 5S. (abroad 2/6 extra), or iingle subjects will be supplied
lor 5/- each (abroad 61/. f.xtra).

Klndiy mention the "Review of Reviews " wlieu ordering any
of the above from—

PONXING &» 00..
Publishers,

Corporation Street, Birmingham, England.

Allen's DURPBELLE.
GUARANTEED FADELESS
THE WIDE WORLD OVER

W^)

"^"-'•jL-'-ia'' Jk^mJUi

it'stiinonials

INDL^
CANADA
SOUTH
AFRICA
STRAITS

t^M

Durban ,

'

Natal,
'

South Africa.

Sirs,
'

I am simply delighted wiih

ihc Durobelle fabrics i have

obtained from you.
' The curtains have now been

hanging for over a year exposed
10 the direct light and heai of tli;

fierce South African sun, and the

colours remain perfect. Even tlie

pale blue, which almost always
fades very quickly in this country,

is as fresh in the Durobelle as

when it was bought. I shall be

pleased to show the curtains to

any tnquirers in this town if you
\nA\ refer them 10 me.

(Signed) (Mrs.) LG.H.M.'

London
Showroomi

and
Remoooli
Office'. :

6, Sloane
SI., s.w.

^f Whether Durobelle fabrics are sold for use in the

country or seaside homes of England, the villas of the

Riviera, or the bungalows of the tropics, Allen's unique

guarantee to

replace free if colour fades
is not modified or qualified in the least degree

6t The Durobelle casement curtain and covering materials offer to
^^

connoisseur and economist alike the world's finest selection of

xquisite colourings and useful textures

41[
Patcerns will be loaned free upon receipt of request stat ng^^
requirements, and readers are invited to write for a complimentary

copv of the beautiful Allen catalogue, "My Lady's Home," fully

describing and illustrating the unique Allen specialities. Please mention

Review of Reviews.
"

CURRENT DUROBELLE PRODUCTIONS
CasemLiit Cloths in 12 self colours, 31 in.,9id., 1/3 yrf. ; 50 i;i.,

Hid. /o 2/2.

Reps and T-will Sheetings. 50 in.. 1/Ili, 2/2, 2/6.

31 ill. Linens, 1/11; nnd 2/Hi.

50 111. Curtain Damasks. 3/3; Mercerised Pohl'n Rct>. 3'fi.

Jaspe. Striped and Self Trellis Materials. 50 in. vi-ule. from
3/B to 4/6. ^ ,

Also Coloured Muslins, Tapestries, Blouse Cloths, etc.

Mail Order D pol :

15, The Quadrant, BOURNEMOUTH
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BOOKS
FOR THE

BAIRNS.
This Handsome Present

Is one that will be acceptable to either very

young or older children.

The Books are cloth bound, pleasing in

appearance, and put together strongly.

THEY ARE FULL OF

NURSERY RHYMES,
FAIRY TALES,
FABLES,
STORIES OF TRAVEL,
Etc., Etc.

Everyone who buys the Books is delighte
with them. Numbers of people

repeat orders for friends.

m^^^i0^^^^^^^i^

You Could not Buy a Better

BIRTHDAY GIFT
FOB YOTJH CHIL9.

Only 7/6

CONTENTS:
VOL. I.—^sop's Fables.

VOL II.—Baron Munchausen and Sinbad the
Sailor.

VOL. III.—The Adventures of Reynard the
Fox and The Adventures of Old Brer Rab-
bit.

VOL. IV.—Twice One are Two.
VOL. V.—Pilgrim's Progress.

VOL. VI.—Nursery Rhymes and Nursery Talee

VOL. VII.—The Christmas Stocking and Hane
Andersen's Fairy Storiea.

VOL. VIII.—Gulliver's Travels. 1.—Among the
Little People of Lilliput. 2.—Among the

Giants.
VOL. IX.—The Ugly Duckling, Eyes and No

Eyes, and The Three Giants.

rr

Write, enclosing Ys. 6d. {^^ from New Zealand, 8s. 6d.)

The Manager

THE REVIEW OF REVIEWS,"
TtMPtR/VNCE & GENERAL LIPE ASSIRANCE BlILDING, Swanston St., Melb.,

AND IT WILL BE SENT TO YOU, POST FREE.

All New Zealand Orders should be sent to the "Vanguard" Office, 100 Willis Street, Wellington.
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H Silly Question
Do you use a Typewriter?
Yes, of course you do—a silly question.

Were you one of those who waited till nearly everybody else had adopted

the typewriter, or were you one of the first?

If you were one of the first }-ou have the chance to be one of the first

asain—one of the first with a mechanical device that is more important

than the typewriter.
If you were one of the backward ones then, you have the chance to show

that you have learned better since.

A Bigger Thing
The Brunsviga Multipl\ing and L)i\ idmg Machine is a bigger step forward

in meclianical office work than the typewriter.

What can it do? Well, this sort of thing :—

invoice: 29TTS :it 387^ =,^-56 12 o, In 25 sccuiuls

CONTANGO DAY: ^T^S 17 6, 98 aays -.a 37-. per ccnt.=-/-6 3 8, In 10 seconds.

ELECTRICITY COSTS: B.O.T. units sold p.i. 47504903—00:11 expenditure i"42284—price

per unit=2i pence, In 20 seconds.

It will save you time b\- doing these things in as many seconds as they

now take minutes.

It will save you mone_\- b\- doing them right- always nglit.

You need not try to think this out. ^ou need not bother your head about

whether it would be an)- use to you.

Only This-
Drop us a postcard and we will call with a machine and sliow you.

Set us some of \our calculation work and we (who know nothing about

your business) will do it before your e\es m a small fraction of the tune

it takes your fastest man to do it.

The beautiful little machine will interest \ou anyhow. It ma}- startle

you.

Colt's Calculators
Yyr H Colt I

London : 75b Queen Victoria St., E.C.

4 Albert Square, Manchester. Tek,.hone ^itub Lon.ion waii.

Telephone -448 Central. I (ilasgow : 1 1 Royal Exchange Square.

Messrs. Sands & McDougall, Melbourne, Agents for Western Australia.
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STICK POWDER CREAM
•'*• -^'

Each man to his ta^e in method, but

to each the same result—that perfect
—

COL
SHayiNG LATH

You now have your choice of

three ways of making Colgate's

lasting, luxurious lather and of

shaving in comfort.

Softening, soothing, sanitary
—which-

ever way you make it.

Best in its lasting abundance, best

in its soothing qualities and best

in its exceptioncJ freedom from

uncombined alkali. Do not ill-treat

your face and handicap your

razor by using an inferior lather.

Three methods—one result.

Send 2d. in stamps for a generous trial size of

Colgate's Shaving Stick, Rapid-Shave Powder or Shaving Cream.

STICK CREAM
POWDER

Printed and published by Johji Osborne, 3U8 Alber^st., B. Melbourne; Sole Wholeaale
Distributing Areait« for AaatraLaaia: Measrs. Gordon and Gotch Pt7. Ltd.


